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f.BSTRA~T - -"'_ . . 
•  ( , 
1~e afm of this . p~rticular study was· to examine how a-~ - Anglophone's know.:. 
. . .. ... . . 
~ . . . 
ledge of the verbal ·system of his native languag_e was a source of interf!i!renc~ · · ' 
' . . . 
. . . . 
1n his learning and use of the .French verbal .system within the realms of 
. . ~ ~ . . 
I • 
: ··tehse; rilooci··, and aspect. . . 
•:- . , 
-~.\ ·. 
· . In order to ynderstand how an Eng1 ish-speaker's knowledge .of· the English -
• .J . f • . ' . . . . 
. . ~ . . . . ,.. 
verbal system can inter~ere with his learning and utilizati'O(l of the french .J 
verbal system it· was· nece_ssary to have ·.O .descriptio'n· of the .two verba1 systems. ·. · 
• I ,. ' ) •1 1 , 
. ~ 
. Thus, ,Chapter ··One 'was· devoted to a . des~ription· of the'English verbal .. system, 
• " , I ' " . . • - c , . . • . ' 
-r • ' ij 
and. Chapter Two t~e Frenc,h ·v~rb~ 1 system., Then, the fi na 1 fol!r "~~apters w~re 
0 • ' II .. I .: .. , ' 
. given· to ari examination of ' verbal interference from EngHsh ... 
. ~ . . 
.. 
. ,. u.. . .-1-- • 
In ordE!!r. to under:take th~ study of verbal interference fr6111 En9li~h, 
t e~i~n pape~s of s~ud~n-~~ com~l~ting .thefr .first, ~econd ~an~ thi~d 
. ~ - ' 
semesters ~f univers'ity studies were examined. From tbe ·essays ··in -th_ese papers 
. . . 
. were.-elicited st~derit e'rror.s w~ich1· d~~!)nst.rateh that "an An~lophone .. 's ~nowledge 
. . • q. . . . . . . . -
of "the ·English verbal system does,·"fn fact, .. interfere with his learning and _. 
0 
It ' ' • • l ' 0 ' , I ' ' - 1 ' ~ 0 • 
,use of the French verbal system. The .. ~viderice indi~ating ·English ve'rba_l _. 
. " 
')·' .· . ··: interference was deduced from 
. ~ . ~ • . • I I • • • 
. .... ~, . 
·., syst_em.,- -which were not coll111on 
' . 
the fact" that s truct!Jres of the English verba J·. ~ ·j 
. . 
• 
to ~oth . languages, , ~ere applied incorrectJy t~ · 
... 
. . 
.. - {) 
. · 'the Fr~nch verbal syste~. 
. -. 
. · . 
. ·Differences in the content sys'tems of _the French and Eng1_ish v'erbal 
~.. ,. . " ,t •• .~" • 
. . . 
i · · systeGs ~-re the 'rea-l s~urce of verbal. .interfere-nce from English. :so, tli;e · . •. 
,r>· • · • ~· , I ' ~heo~f ~s. of GuS ~aVe Gu 1 11 au~e , Wh i~h. he f pp 1 j e~ t~ th~ . c~ri t~nt ·. s.Ys tern --of .th~ .' . 
. "French v~rb and . Which · Hi'ftl e and He\t:/SOn ( i I) part) applied ·_.tO'· the content~·.,.:t : • '.".:1- ,:;,.~ 
. 
. (.' 
r , I' I t , '- ' • ' • ' • l "' ~ • • .- ''\ • ~ ' • · .. ':" .~ ~; • • '" 
·_ ! .· system of the English verb were used to explain the"verbal .'interference from 
"' : ' , .. • • • • t . • .... • 
·;·:;.:_~English. ·- · 
.· . · ... 
.. .. .. ·.. ..... . 
• L. ~·.~ . 
• • - · f 
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·. · ... ,· FOREWORD - ~ . 
-...._, . 
""'- . '-......_ ~ > I \ 
~ 
. 
__.~ .,. ' o ,· ~ ' " ) I '~ 
· ·· : .; O~e ·~f·th.~ ~rea~~·~t.~.roblem~J'faci,~g t,e~c~.e~ .. and students ~f se~ond . . 
-~·. laJ1~U~ge·~ fs .. .n~t~·ve-langua·g~ in.terffr~n~e. ·. When) a stud.ent undertakes .the~ 
. st~dy. of a second .lan·guage, a knowladge of his. native language is brought to 
; . .. . 
. the :jearni~g situation. , When the struct~r-es of .the seco.nd language differ -. 
·~·fro~·~ose.of t~e l·earne.r's ~~~i-~e l'anguage./~~re.is, qui'te often, inter-. 
., • ~ ., • c. "-- ' • 
. f~rence , of natfve-la~guage ,struct~~es ·ah th~ ' lea'r~·fng and .uncferstanding of 
: • • - J , , · • • c~, 
·second language s tructu'res. ' · 
. ' 
. . 
··A very comple~ part of speech in the IJ1.~C?-EUrQpe_an~ l,anguages is the 
. ' 
.verti. Quite often the .real reason for a particular verbal _fonn being 
' . ~ . . - , 
· · utiliz~d in a language is ye~y difficult to'determine. Many linguists.hav.e 
/ . . . . 
" attempted ~o 'determine why a particular form is used by giving reasons from· 
I . I . ~ 
the surfac-;, structui., while the. r'eal rl!'as<Jn f~·r a particular form ap- . 
pe.aring i~. dfscour;;e is de-termined by th~ und~rly1ng .cont~n~ sy~te~ of ~at 
. , 
• 0 ·1 anguage: /
1 
. .;" . ~ . . \ , ' ~ . ~ 
.-
,, 
, I ~ • • perhap~/no other person_.has had such insights in1:9.the content system 
~ / ... ,. 
,/ . . \ a . 
of the French verbal system as the French li.ngu1st, Gustave Guillaume. His '\ 
. . . ' 
theor-ies have .been ·taken·· and applied to the Engli,sh 'verbal system, 1n part 
·. . ' 
by ·Hewson, and. extensively by Hirtle, and these theories hav~ cast consid-
~ ' 
erable ligh.t oh the English verb., 'ecause of the. a~plication_ 9f Guillaume's 
. ~heories to -the Engli~h - and Frenc~ . verbal systems., on'e can explain, muc~ 
' more suitably, many·· aspe~ts of the verbal systems. 
The aim of th.is work is ~ e~amfne the En.glish-and French verbal 
. '. 
· systems in ttie areas of tense, mood, and aspect, and to show hoW ·an 
, 
Anglophone's knowledge of the English verbal system interferes ~ith the 
. ~ . . 
I ' 
. " 1'" ' . • 





. Chapter qn_~ fs devoted to a description of th~ English verbal system, and 
l-
t ,; f. 
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.._ p .• 
•, . ' ' ; 
11 . 
· .• I 
' , . ' . 
Chapter. Two.Gtescribes system. 
i " J • 
Then,~Chapter Three· .... ,. ·-
' •' 
exam1 nes the .-way. 1 f1 wh.1 ch the Eng11 sh ver~a l sys teni . . 1 n~erfere . . 
\ . . . . . 
Anglophone•'s acqu1 ring ·() the French tense .sys tern. In Chapt 
o ... I ... 
. '· 
. a brief examination o modal interference from· English-. 
• 4~ • -It 'I : ' ' ... 
....._ g~ven to an ·exam1n ion of ttie moods 1n English and Frel')ch nd of how 'the' 
. . . . . ;· . \ 
'1: ' • ' I ' • • 
\ _::11:h ;:: _ -~~:~::.:::::::::: ::: ~ .'::te;:e::e::tv on~~: :::~~~sian. • 
· : ) · F1 na 11 y, we s~e, very briefly , 1 n Chapter 51 x,. how the. ,; g U sh--~tifboi 1 s ys tern 
I , · ' 
. f<·: .: .is a. sour~e -0~ ~.nterference when ~n- ~nglopt}o~e ;~~tempt a' study ~f 'th~ '•' • 
·French aspect .. sys te~ .-
' . 
lt .is hopeithat ~y· identifying -_tne problem areis .an~ source~ . ~f 
I f ~ I'> • • • ' I o 0 
. . 
interferenc:e from·. t~e En~l ~ sh verba 1 sys,tem that teachers·. of FrencH as a 
- " .. • • • • • J -
. second ·language~'will ,be able, more successful1y, to anticipat~ student .. . ' . 
' . ' . f ' ... . . . ' 
·.· error~ .and ,thus ·c~ate ~~ercises wh~ch wi1~ .enable' stud_ents' to ~v~1d · ~:ese ·~ . 
· · m1~takes. If tea~rscan a~t1.c1pate e ~ors and offer va~e~ ~ 
. · ~el.P students a~o1d'{or ?".e.rconu:>. them second language teaching and · 
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. I , ' 
,·I 
' ,.. ' I • ' \ . <. • -\ 
;· . i ./' \ . . . -
· , : TENSE; .MOOD. AND )\sPr OF ~"E ENG~ISH vERB 
· . . 
CH~PTE~-
:·.1 :"1 ·. lntrdduction " . . \ :· . 
. I . . . . , . . . \ . • . 
The' purpose of tnis particular _paper being .to show that ,a nativ,i! 
~ 
. spe_~~er's knowledge'' of the English v·erb .i.nterferes; \'{ith his 1earning of the 
• J 
. " 
French _ver~ in the areas of ·tense, mood, an~ a~pect, th1 s first chapter will 
..... 
· ~-:--··=--~ttempt to describe these .thre·e real.nis with relat~on to th~ English verba1 
' I • 
• sys_tem. The particular'po1nt of view ' taken 
. .- . 1 \ 
. ., 1· G i 11 '" .. 
.. . . s . u aull!J an. 
. . . I 
in pres~niing th~ 4escrtp~ion 
1. 2 · Tense ,/ '. 
' \ 
. ' 
/ A v~ry co·~~ mis~ake of granmar_ians has bee~ to confuse. tense ~n~ -~. 
It ha~ long bee~ a well-known .scientifi~ fact that no two bodies can contem-
- ! • • I ' ' • • o , · • • • ' 
I 
. ~ '--
poraneously occupy the same space; Eins_tein has a 1 so shown that. no two. bod~_es. 
1 • • • , I ' 
1., • .. • . • (I • • ' • • ' 
. can· occupy the same .time. Thus, both' space and time .are really only rel athe · · 
~ · I • 
~ ' . . ~he tnd!vfdual lrlvolved 'In .an l!ve~t. So, tfmelre~lly has no paSt, present~ , . 
· · or'future; these are on1y relative to the consci.ousnes~ of the 'ndividual 'in · 
' • ' . I ~ ' 
. 
l.., • • • •• 
' .. 
an event. : English,' ~t is true~ has the means of expressing past, present, 
• I 
' 1.:1 • . • • . . • • ~~d futur~ - time, but this is not always · ~one by m~ans of tense. A modif1ed.\ 
.. . . I . . .. · . . -
~1agram ft;"om J~sperson {Jesperson 1964:230) will help tq illustrate ~e 
I · ., '\._. . t 
··. c;fif.ferenc~ · betwee~ t~nse' a~~ 
1
t1me :b.r showing" th.e tense~ .~ English •. 8 
~-----·--~~--__.,;'---X. --~---------'t:»> ·( 










' ... . . 
·" . •• • • • . • •I • • • . • . . 
· · ·l Gi.li-1 1-aume 's de~ crt pti ~n ·was of . the '·French ,v~rb , hllt ·hi~ theory .. 
has been a plied to English by Hirtle and. Hewson, who are the main sou.rces: :~
for this chapter. · · · · · ~ · · 
.· . . . . I . 
. ' :\ 
' . 
. . to . 
. . 
' . . . 
., 
,. -. 
. ~ ..... 
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. '.j 2 
' 0 
:: (.\ 
• I . I • I • • ' nt: J , • .. 
• Grammarians often ·speak of 'future·tense when what they are really ·referring -
. . . - . . . . - . ; . . . 
to is ·.future time·~ For· the purpose· of :this . paper·, when tal~in~ ·of' tEmse •· th~. 
' • • • • • • • (j • • ' 
reference will be to s.ingle morphologi~al forms used ·tO ·indicate time zones; 
• • , • { • - ' • ~ • ' r • • , • • .Iii 
English ha~ only two (2,} te~se' fonns .. past and non-past. _. . 
. • t·l • 
Th~ ~eans .by whidh En.glish~ ~r~sents ~iine , in the indicative is qui't~ · 
- ,,~ 
different from that of the Ro~a~g~~ Langu~ges. Engl1 sh has. only two tenses, 
I 'I 'J ' • ., • ' -
. but· Fr.enctl shows :five· { 5) -fndi ca.tive t.enses to 
·. .. ' . ./ . . . ' . ... . 
represent time: 
. . ' ,. . 4-~~· -
. . . Je par e If . 
_/ ~"1~~~- I I .. ' . I : 
-
. . 
' : /. Je.·parl a 1_ 
. ' . 
~ ·. I 
.· 
- ,. 
.. . ' 
-
·, / 
: . Je _parl.erais. 
! 
' " . 
I : 
. · ~-e liarl erai · \ ... 
But, to~ ~~ke· ·~P for the ve;y:l.imited: nur~er ~ tens~· forins, .£nglfsh ·uses a·. 
. ',/ :. . ' ' :' 1\ . • • • ' ' - 0 • • • • • 
system of -aspect whereby one u~es 11an ·auxiliary for the v'erb form _an~·~ - ' .., 
I • " ' ' • 
/ ·. _-;;: ~ . } ~' . . . 
·verbal (infinitive · or participle) for .t.he. lex1cal c.ontent11 (Hewson 1972:79). 
/ 
• • •I ~ .J • 1 .- '• ' • ' .. , , • ' <.• ' • tl ' ' 
.For example: · ~ --
. I v , 
. ' 
.. ·. ~ I am wo~k1 ng : . _ 
. -. 
0 
I nave worked .: 
• ' 
-· 
• I sha 11 work 
·-., I -had worked . ,· 
• I 
I h.ave be Em work 1 ng . ' . 
. \ 
I had been work 1 ng 
. ' 
.. 
I w111 -have. worked 
. 
I will have · been working 
. -
I may h~ve wo~ked .. ., 












~ - · 
. . I 
' ' 
, .. 
{ So~ forms . such as I . ta 1 k · a~d· ·I ta 1 ked are . mark-ed for teQse but unmarked for 
.• < 
' ·· 
i · ' 
oOJ<f ,• •, t,";.(~.l~ 








I , • 
·/ 
, • . I 
l . 
.. ' 







. ... ¢ ·. 
, aspect, whil_e the- compound 
. .1· 
, ' l • • • • 
fonns such· as :the .above a[e marked 
. • I / 
... . . 3 . 
' · 
. · . 
.. . 
j • 
for b_oth ten~e 
. ,• 
· .~nd aspect. _/ ·. ' ' ' 
.t • • • • • ... . ·~- ·At; Ja~ p~v1ous1¥• stat~d; English h'as only. ·t:wo ·tenses ·.:. ~~_st ~~d non o8 
'past. For e.xampl · , I ·ial k and I speak ·are non-past,· but they are not ·. · -~ -
" ,; • Q ... ' • 
. I . ·. 
nonnally used . , .,repre;,e~t .~e experiential p_re·s~~nt_ be~ause the~~1 nclt,J~e in . 
their rep entation ~e rest of non-memoria~ .tfme as ·ytell: . ' . · . . 
. . ' 
( 1 ) . I ta 1 k too much. . ~ ' 
. 
' . 
(2) I speak to the class every week. · 
' . I . ; 
-......._ -,-:>: . Both OJ arid _·(2) ' refer' to 'events . that do not happ!!n .a~ the tfme the speaker . 
·_./ ... is talking ·.: "here and now" • . Thi~ usage de!jlonstrates a cot1100ri usage of tKe ~ 
" • •l non .. past. ·Both of the ab~y~ se~tences have an .~i r of permanen~y about thein, ' .· 
. , • "'..,;;,!!.} ' 
un11 ke ·a sentence such as . :. I 
. • ' ·" I 
.· 
·-
~hi:Ch seems· ~ refer mare closely ·to tne present wh'i ch lacks· the feeling of 
pennanency. To refer to the·present~ a -verb.form .must 1nd1cate'lack ·of ' • .., . • 1 
. . . . 
~~nency· since the· present (he1re and _ ~ow) is c;mly a threshold {this will 
~ ~ • be d1 scuss~d later) s-eparating past ·and non-past •. · 
' ' ' . 
. 1.2 .. 1 Two ·Vi ats ·of. Time 
.'' . 
. 
(J• • . 
~ . . 
I 
. . I . . 
t.· - . • ' ~ • • . • 
· .A 
A ~uH 1 aumhn approa-ch 'to language which excludes the 'terms 1nc1 dence~ 
. . ' . 
and decadence would certa'inly, be very di.fficult 11 since ··they are basic to his - . 
# . . 
di_scussi~n of hoW language· functi.ons: ·_Guillaurile ·applied thes~two tenns 'to 
. . . 
. . 
his study of the French verb; we sha1l - n~ attempt to app·ly_ them to .·the 
Eng1,1sh verbal system. First, h~ev~r, a_ brief description of incidence . · · 
ari~ decadence is necessary • . 
\ 
~u111au~~ says that. 1nc1_dence · j·s· .;celu1 _[1-e niy~au.JJu te11Jps arriva~t; 
.. ' ' . .. . 
' •"" • I • • , ' • 
.... le niveau. de .decadence: celui· du .teinps arr1vee 11 (Guillaume 197la:. 94-). · 
... . \ - .. ' . . ' . ...... . . 
. . ' . ~ 
• 0 : 




: • I • 
. ' ' 
• ~ l ' • 
' . 
. . . ,• 
' J .. ~-
·' I . 
,. 







' •, • 
. , 





' ~ .-. . 
. . 
"So,-. the,.,leve.l of incidence· _ represe~ts time as a~cumu·~at1ng ~from t_h·e past· . .. 
. . 
.. 
' . . 
te>War~s :the · future, while the level of c:lecadence ·.gives .the. view o.f tinie .as· ·. 
. ' . 
,_ • ~ .' I ' J, • • " • ' 




past .. future · 
. . 
•. 
f : in~idence 
past future 
. ' 
· "'fhe following analo~y by Hewson (1973) will help clarify th~ _sttuatiQn. 
. . .. ' 
"' "A ·uS.efol analogy may ·be made wf th the hour glass: the grain 'of sand as it · 
· · .. arrives in the lo~er ·chamber from the upper, momentari-ly ~aises the level .of 
sand .1 n the lower chamber (incidence);.' as 1 t is buried by 'further gr~i ns- of 
' I ' • • • • " • ' • 
: sa.~d, . i.t sinks . 1 ower . 1 n the s teadi 1 y acc~mu 1 ati ng pile ( de-~ad~~~e·); Without 
. ' , 
altering its material position. it can' be seen from either of the _contr'astive" 
. ·. ' . . . . . . . 
. 
. ' 
ups,tream/downs~ream views~' (Hewson 1~73:. 10). ·Sudi_a contras~ · as- th~ . . ~. - .... 
. . 
incidence/decadence ·one is typical· of the binary~ contrasts uttl 1 ~ed by 
i ' • 
. 







Guillaume· in his models of underlying content sys_tems. · · 
'· ·. . . . '. . . l -. . . .· ~- ' \ : 
1.2.2 · Past and Non-past . . 
. : ~u . J 
o:\ ,-~t · 1s ~~ry important to not~ ~.t t~is_ :P~titf that :t_h~·-- d!_~_~s.t~:n~ ~~ .. :.~!-~ - :_· · -:~ 
-~ _'sph~res . 1 n Eng.11sh 1 s· not represented as in decadence,: _Qut' r~ther ·as· from · ... · .. . : . 
' ' I b •' ..... . · ' 
the ·poi~t of view of.~1dence (see Hewson 1972: 65) .. . ., . 
' ' · 
.. 
.. 
English th.;,ugh its two tenses does not r:epre'sent time ~s st~rt1 og from: the· 
~ . • ' ' . '· . • .. • • ·, . Q o' . 
futur.e and extending ' into· the past. · · _"Consequently· event~_ -_expressed thro_ugh·. 
• - • • - -;:;....: ' ' 'J -~_, ... ": ..... ~ ~. 1,,. . _ •• • 
. the medium of the two· basic ten~es' are seen as unfoldin~~oward ·.th~ir c~n- . 
. ~ ~.... . . 
. . : 
' ·-
clu.sion,: ~they hav~ .. a beg1rm1ng, middle,and end. They have therefore an 
, - . a ·' -· 
' ,. 
-
. 1. - ~. ' . . . . . or-,-
' ' . ' 
' \ i 
.. 
' . 
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... ' • # . . . • • • 
e aspect of 1 nci de nee can offer" (Hewson 1972: 65) • For ·~xamp 1 e : 
·. 
~ ... . . . ... ' 




\ • • t I> 
• \. I " .. . 




. ' ' . . 
. . 
.. • • • • • J c • 
1n {4} e .have r.eyresent.Qd an event ·wh~ch is a permanent -qu~l1 tyfQf" the·,. . . 
person Jj>eakin·g-~· i~pltci.tly·,· .. ~is e~ent ·began ~h the· p~st an<J, ~i~- -state 
.. . :J : :1 ~ , ~ ' 0 Q • • • • .,.. • • •• • ' • 
of ·affai .rs (talkfng too much) may continue to exist into the futur:e. -r In (s·) 
the ev~nt be'gati · in . the. past, ~evelop~d t(>~'ards ·the·· future ..and _ended-: In : ( 4). 
,~ : ., ; • • • • " ' ' 1 • •. • I 
"th~ verb dep1c~- the ~xistence of a -state "'t ~particular f.nstant" (Hirt~~ - : 
\, 
• • • • , . . • • • ~ • • ~ • ' • ' .. 0 • • .. .. • .. • • • 
VJ67: 46), leaving the .preced1ng and ·s.ucceeding portions'_in1plicit_, · So, both · . 
l '- >' • • • • '• ' I ' • , Oo • 
represent time as in incidence.· ,· ; · ' · · · 
. • : •. I . . 
It ,is .because incidence offers a view of·an event from ·1ts 1niti_a1 to- , 
. . . " . ·:" . .. 
1_ts ~1nal ~~nt ~~t ~e two_ bas.1c_. ~~s~s o~ Engl1s·h. 'exP,re~~ a materi_ally _· · 
co$1~~ .e~eht. I~ , · . . ~> · . . . · . · · 
. I . (6) He shoots ( He :sc~res! . 
. · tbe event of s.corin'g .is . ~ecessar.ilY. ·a- ma.t;erially complet~ event: · "Being 
"' .,. . •) .. ' . , 
· · C<?nfron~ed .with ~e · action as; a _whole ~s~9~ing · is ~~ni_shedj,the speak.e:. feels 
it. to be ' non-ptospecti ve arid so. -~xpress~~ 1 t as perfective by mea~~ of the 
~ • o • • ' C I o • ' \ I Ill ' ' J 
~'simple fonn, ••• " ~(Hfrtle - 1967:· 38)·. Hi'rtle ,makes a very .cle·ar and useful . 
• • p • 
contr~st .of.. the simple and prog~~ssive- in d1sc~u~se .. that 'i11ustrate~ ~e · · 
.. ~ • 0 ' • • ~ Jf • • 
~ . • .. • ") ~.,_,.. I • ~ . 
simple p_asf tense used fol'.q>mpleted'·even~ ·(Hirtle 1967: 27): - ., 
. . . .. . ·. . \ . 
(7) ·Wh;n the boim explod~d •. t\e·went into' the basemen-t. 
0 ~ • &J • • \ ... • ,. • • • 
. . . i . . ,. • 
. ~ (8) When the boni> exploded, . h~ was .- going into the bas~~nt. 
• .-.\ -~~ . .. u 
. '-Fro~ . (7) we kn~ -that '(a) h~ w~nt fnto 'ih·e basement ~after -.the- exp1~s1on; . _· "I 
# • • .;· . - • • ... , .. IJ \ • • • • • •• :_. 
and · (b) he .. made 1t into the ·ba$eJOOI}t. Al$'o.1n (7) ·the event. is seen from the· 
• • ' • - "' ,. • 
0 
• l. . --~ . ' ~ Q ~ •• 0 ;.... • • • 
l~vel of.1nc1dence, g1V1ng ·us :a_n e~~r1or ·:v1ew of the event::=- From (8~ we · 
. ' .' . . . I \ .. , . . ;... . ~ ' 
. . . / · · . ~'" · \ ' i • .. ~ 
\· \ . \\ , . " ~· .- , . I 
.. .d., . . ' -. . ~ ol: \,\ . ' . >1 ' : • '· .. • { 
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, I ~ t • • • r , , ••• • 
· .. H~(~9 ,.est~tished t~at-there . a_re .two tens~_s .. in Engli.sh, past. an~ no_n.:· · 
pa's t, a_nd ~these represent- an ev.ent - ~~ unroll1 ng frbm ~ ts beginning ~to 
; . . . .. : . · ·. .. 
·: its._ completio~ (as in incidence). it is ne~~ssary a·t-th_is ·p.oint _to ·consider · 
D • 
wha·t .se~arates the -past and _nP,!'.::~a~~: 'th~ pre~e~t. , Ex~ctly what i~ the , 
.• J~·- ··. 
p'resent and what .form ·may ·rt have in discourse? 
~ I , 
'• ' (9) o·· I walk ... to school. · 
!- • ~ 
.. The evenf in (9) is .not present~ in _that .one would no.t exp~ct the ~vent so 
• ' ' 
·· ·represent~d t~ be _f~kiri~ _plac~ her~ -=and now.·' ro' express the eve'nt as 
• • tl - · ' ' 
)· . 
. . ~il_ppening '·'at this ve.ry moment" one 'needs to say 
'. ~ • I t ' 
. • (10) .I am ·walking to school. · 
' ·' .·, In English the experienti~l present {here and now) is represente_<! as··a 
. threshold COmPrised of 'the last mom~nt- me!ll~r~a.l tillfe. and the 1/ery., fifS~ 
. . . 
moment of non-memoria"''· time ·{s.ee Hewson 1972~)': 
· ·,_. J 
.. 
.. _,r~en.1., _ ·------"----~ .Now1/ Now2 _. --...... , ___ ..  _ ...--:o;a. 
""". (Past) ~- · .- -_,;.· - {omega) J.' (alpha) 
. ' -~------~~~ 
.. Th~n2 
Future 
'b., ---- · · - ~ ~~~ .. - ...... : . '- ~ 
Not~''lhat the . o~~t .. ~~tnent .. of ~he- pores~nt is.~ belonging:to "the pa~t.:. 
' . w~i.le. the alpha moment .. is represente.d as· ·b-elonging .:to' :the future. Cons~;-
. 
I 
• ~ ,-' : l /' • ~ ' I il • • ' ' . ' 
· quently one sometimes. finds a simple past tense fonn used to express the 
.. 
... . ;/ , ..., ' 
. 
. ~ ' ' 
' .. 
' 'p"resent: 
. ) . ' ' . , ,., .. - • ... 
· <>· (11.) This- is' the·· first time I ever: ate caviar·. 
~ . . ~ .. ·. . 
... . : rt is aJs9·,os~ibl~ ~o fi'rta. instances of. the non-pas·t used ·to 
' : I , -- · ·-,~ 
~ :·: 
j· . 
r~fer 'to ' the 
. -: . 







':• ~C"" .. 
















future: ... < .... 
.... · 
':.· .. ~ ... 
.. - (12) I. •11 him when he ·- ask comes in. 
t 
.-The~~ tY.P_~s· of st~tements are poss"ible because of the very nllture of the_ 
. ' ,...;.;.:·: ~ • ... ~ • ~ : ' o' C ' ' .• • • • • 
····underlying tense sys.tem of Englis~, and th~ way in which the experiential 
' ...< 
pres<fnt' is represented in .the system. 
: 
. 
. : .· ]..j:~f Quasi-nom'in~1 Mood 
-
. .... J 
In English there ar'e three ~oods: · ~uast'-nomioal, 2 subj.unct1ve. ·and 
- . 
indicative~ "The quasi-nominal mood has·. ·three tenses: the iflfinitive, 
which presents a~ eve~t whose whole development is se~n in the offing, a~ 
event time whi·ch h_as not yet reached the point in unHerse· time when it is. 
. . ~ . ' . ' 
to be ~ctualized; the.present parti~ipl~. w~ich . represents a partly devel-
. ~· ..... ' ' . - . . ... , . . . .... . 
7 
" oped event ••• ; and the past participle whose event 1,s -over, .seen in " ~tros'pect as event tiJne which ha~ ·.1~idy e~isted"~Hir~1~ 1967: 16-17). A 
diagram'represe~ts them ~s follows (~irtle' 1967~: 
--~Qr~--- \ • 
worked ' . 
.. . \ 
00---~------~--~------------~---------oO 
·• 
11Thus in the English q~asi-nomi. nal mood_..it is th~ descending movement cif , I 
, .. 
·un.iverse titrie which, fn the ·absence of ~a sub-j~ct, brings events from the . 





I - • , \ . ~ 
\ . 2 Htrtle 1967: 16, fn .' 29 ~ "The quas1-nomi~al mood· is· so n~med .. '. .· 
becbuse of its ·positiorf., in 'the system of tongue at· the borderline betw~eo 
the verb and the· noun. system. Thanks·to this position, the tenses of ''the ,. 







, - 1 • .. 
0 
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· . . 
. ' • I . 
. 'not yet' to their actualization .and carries . . them on into the 'already' " 
· ·(Hirtle 1967.: 1'7). 
It is very. important to note that the .,qu.a~i-nomina_l ~mood, which llacks a 
subject an,d event time, can be situated . an~he~e in universe time. ·~t ihi s ! 
• • I 
stage in -t~e chronoge~~sis . 3 of the Engl1.sh verb,~ time is not yet' divided · · 
. 
. into memorial and non~m~morial ti~; there is really only a large stretch of " 
,. 
universe time which· at any instant can be' converted i-nto ·the '.already'. 
1. 3.2 · Subjunctive Mood 
The second stage in the chronogenesis · of .the verb is the subjunctive. 
. r. •.. • .. • " 
•, • • ~ • . " 0 
At this po~nt in its dev~lopment·the verb has th~ element of person added 
. which g~ves ·the -ac'\:on ~n event time (bu~ .no time sphere)." "I~ the Eng.~ ish. 
verbal' sys tern such an event is.:. not represented as being related ·1 n' any 
' f 
way to our own personal· empirical ' experience of time, and r;mains· a po~ent.ial, 
. . 
theoretical', una11o~ate~ event'~ (Hewson 1967: 70). 
Before · 9~.11:19 into a' Guilla'U~ian desc~iption o~ the subjunctive and how l 
' it ~per:ates, it is preferable. to· cons1der11ts 1Jl9rphological and syntactic 
£ ' 
fonns . . The subjunctive i~ identical. morphologically to the ~ndi.cat1ve 
except for -(a) the ·verb to be and (b) the third p~rson singular form ~here 
. . . 
·the subjunctive 1 a·cks .2: ~ 
' . (13) It is f1ecessary that I be home early. (subjunctive) 
. -- . 
(14) I demand th~t he withdraw' the ·stateme.nt •. (subjunctive) 
1 r • \ r 
(ls) I !!!!. 'home "e~rly. ( 1 ndi ca ti VJ!) -. , • 
. {16) ·If he withdraws the statement •••. (tndicatiye) 
. ~ . , 
.., 









are different from ~~e indicative (I am-, h.e withdraws.) •. Besides be as in 
(13) the verb to be has .·a 'past fonn .which is distinctive for the subjunctive;' 
._ ,. 
1 (17). If I we~e you ... .. (_s'ubjunctive) 
• I • 
· (18) 1- was at the theatre. (indicative) · 
.- . 
· , ; 
... 
J : 
Note, however, that -the verb to be fs the •ly English ·verb to have a 
distinct morph61oQ~ca1 form for the past subjunctive. 
. ' 
Most gramm~r~ of English also n9te certain other. syntactfc- pecu11ar1~t1es 
. ' of the ·subjunctive: .(a) lack· of do in the negative; 
• ( • • • ,1 • 
. (19·) I demand .that , he not withdraw the statl~menrt . . (su~junctive)' . 
(20) . If he does not withdraw the .statement ••• (ind1cat1ve-) 
\ {b) the .usual order of tenses is not fo,.lowed; . 
' /\ . 
·' _, -
' (21) I ihsisted that she be home e'arly. (su~juf1cti.ve) . 
. ' 
• (22) I insisted that she was ' home 'e-arly. (indicative). 
- . ....... --r,...,. 
. , . 
-These ·then are .the ~~phological forms and · syn.~ctic features wnich are 
. . ' 
\ ...... 
peculiar to the subjunctive. . I 
0 • 
The fact _that the subjunctive -is identical i-n form, in most cases, with 
. ~ " . • • 6 ' . 
the morphology. of _the 1n~1cati~e mood is p~bably one reason why people like 
Kruisinga {1941) say that one. is not justified- 'to ;ay the subjunctive exists • ' 
. . I 
in Engli~h (Harsh 1966: 25). , , . . . ' 
' J;~ ' 
. ' · '6 * oq__~; 
In the simple English tenses, as was previously stated, all action is · . 
- ' ' . . . ' ' 
. .. " ~~ se~n as in incidence- it is seen to· unroll in the directfon of the future. ~ 
. I . 
_)' 
"In the ~ast subjunctive th1s .. capac1ty of the su~jec~ [to cause-action to b~ 
I ~ . 
f "' ' l • • 
_seen at the level of 1nc1 dence] 1 s countere~ by universe tfme wh1ch is st111 
• 
represented as descending- toward the P,ast" {Hirtle 1967: 18). 







. , . 
. ' 
4 :. 
... . . 
- ,. 
. /'\•. 





· · . .. In the p~sent subju~cti ve. ·"On the other hand, the movement of universe 
n • I • 
. . 
time has been reversed so that it is now seen to be ascending toward the 
• ' I ' • ,' 
' ' ~ ,JI • • • • ~ • • • • • • 
future" . (Hirtle,l967: 18). As a res!Jlt of th1s '.representation the ·event is 
' I 
seen·as unrolling toward a real existence fn time •. But, as was pr~yiously . . . 
. . 
stated, since the subjunctive has o* ev~nt tim~ arid does· not e_sta~lish time 
- ' 
spheres it can ·only 'becom_e a. .potential -event:' " 





1.3~3 Indicative Mood 
Finally, we come to the third stige ·in the~n~ge~es·i~ of ·the verb~ · 
·. . .. . , . 
' . where' universe tinie .is divided into two (2) time spheres -the indicative 
, :mood • . A~ this stage ~he event .is represented as having not only .form but 
I . • 
also actualitY.. In 'the 1nd1ca_t1ve mood. ap even·t · fs si~uat~d either in . 




. , ... ' 
here an~ - now. It is only when . th~· chronogenes1s has reac~ed this stage that 
r 
{the development- of the verb ~S · compl.ete. A d1agramnat1cal' representation of 




non-memor1 a 1 
time 
. (he) worl<ed ~ , 
oo·~--~ - ·. J ) .,oa 
' . ~ ~ 
.... . t . t , 
. ... ... ~as • · · · . .. non7pas , ,,.., 
- .· . n- -- - -~ ~nlverse tfiiie-:- - ·- - - - "" 
~ ~· 
1.3.4 SummarY ~f the Moods 
To stimnarfze· the chronoge~~sfs of· the . Engl1sn verb, the following . 
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ft't"s t 
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<I' • • • 
' .. 
• 
·1.4. Aspect , / • 
' . ' Although E~gl1sh has ·only two ·tenses (past .and non-past) to repr~sent 
. . 
divisions qf tim&; English does have the m_e~ns of representipg more .than two · 
. . . - . -... . 
time divisions. To· make up for its l~ck . of tenses~ Engli;h, ma~es use -of a. 
·. 
·. \ .. !:"" 
. system of aspect whereby an auxiliary and a verbal are combined.-.-· 
' IJ'" 1 ' I 0. I 
.. • 
11There are two mat.n sets of aspectual forms, distinguis'hed by the 
- ~ . • • J 
_- morphology of the auxiliary involved. The two sets 'of aux111ar1es ·are called 
-.. ~e .9t"a!TII1at1c;l; · a~~1lia;ie~\nd t~e modal aux111a~i~s" . (Hewso.n 1972: . 79). . 
,. . - -~/ - . . ,, . " . ' . 
. · _ AF~~rding to F. · R.~Palmer· {~almer 19~5: 19) t~ere ·ar!i!. eleven auxiliaries in_ 
, EngHsh - be, have, do (.gr~nmatical auxiliaries) will, shall, .£!!!.• may; must',' 
. ' . ' / . .. . 
ought, .~. -~nd nee·d· (~dal . auxiliaries·). B1~t,. most gra~ar1an$ · question. the 
' . ' . 
11. •. 
I 
. (.' . 








• I \ *-~ ... .-
··. ·. . . .. 
• -' 'f":J , . ., •.. 
. . . 
· ... ,, 
.. 
, .. 
. ·~ ./fi·n~1--~;h~ee.- ·peop.le lik~ Paul 'Roberts (Robe~t~ 1968: 72) and Yoshinobu 
. . _; .. --:- •• . 1'-: 
::;~ H~kut·a~i (~ingtrfsti .cs 90:· ·1-1-~_9) • . Even Palmer. shows tha.t th~ir use as .. . 
, ,~-··<{' . . . ~ ... t' . 
· auxiliaries .may be'objecte~ to. Leaving aside the :arguments f~r or against 




ft r .~. 
• - "' • ' • f7 ( \ ••• • • 
· their inclusion, I shall 99 ahead and con·sider the formal characteristics of 
, . "' , I 
> . 
tb.e auxiliaries, starting wfth . the modals. · The modal.s are mo~phologfcally 




. '\ . . 
(23) He can play hockey. · 
. . .. . ' . . 
. ·3 
. · i (24) . She must go home .' . . 
, 
· • ,1 '·[ . . (~· ) 1,they have.'no {nf1n1t;v~ or part1~1ple forms 
~ ... · , (25) *maytng; *shal11ng : ·. · 
~- . . 





' . . 
' . 
· ·(26.) *Must! 
'. 
, (27) *Ought! · 
' • I-: . ,• 
. · ~ (d) they 'do not requ~re the" use of the grammati~al auxiliary do 1n. negatives 
- . 
·and ,interrogatives. For .example, · 
".l 
··. . · (28) Must he go? 
(29) Will you be. there ~t nine? 
{30) You need not be there . at a 11 • ~ . 
(31) .Re ·~y not ·leave the. room. 




' . ' 
,, 




I . . " 
Except: for do~ hpwever,. whic~. may not be used· in the 1nf1ni~t1ve of. 
partic1 ple fonn (as. an auxil1 ary) .· ·. ·- · ., 
'11 
( 32.} *done ta 1 k; *to. do· taJ k 
. ·. ': J . 
. J . 
forms of the 
' ' . 
·· the grammatical aux111aries .have all the morphol~g1cal 
I ; C) • 
·.. \ 
. ' ' ' 
,. .. ' . 
, 
. .
- I. ... s 
l , 










-~ ... . •
I .... ' ~ ... .. 
13 
' . • 
,. . ' 
tr.> 
;l .. , ~ ! I .. .. I 
. ·ordinary ve.rb. t Het~, h~ever, they ~~o,' be., hav~) will be considered .on~y 
in the1 r functions. as ,. aux111 ar"1 e~. . . · 
• ' 
AS stated above, the auxiliary ·do may riot be used either fn infinitive 
, ···. . - . ~ 
or part1cipl'e forms, possibly beca.use it takes the 'inf1nit1,ve without to.as . · 
. . . . 
.·'its' ~erbal content: . 11Siftce the c~ntent. of the tWo ~ar,1ciples 1s f~nned 
from~ the content of the 1nfin1_t1ve (a~d not vice versa) we ·may expe_ct' a .· 
0 . . • 
resistance not onlybetween the dependent content 1nf1~1tive : (.Le. · talk), and . 
- ' . 
a governing. graninat1cal infinitive ·o . e. (to) do), but also between the ·· 
co~tent inrinitive (talk) ~n~ any other governi~g grammatical content 
. ~ . . ~ . . . 
der.ived from the. int1~itiye, which includes both p~rticiples (doing an~'don~11 
~Hewson 1972: 80). 
· (33) *doing ta1k 






.· ~ ..... The auxt11a_ry do is used ·m~stly with verlls)o form , :the -negative and 
.. 
interrogative; _as in - · 
.·./11 • 
-(35) I write; -:..:··~ .do ~not writ~; Do I write · 
. (36) I sang; _r did. not s1ng; Did I sing 
. . 
· However, with o~her a~xi11ar1es do 1s notRn!!cessary. 




(37) I may riot go; *I do ··not may go . . · · 
( ~8) ~a~e i · gone·; *Did 'I . have gon~ (. 
The' role · of the auxiliaries 1s to brfng -granmat1cal form rath.er than 
' ' ' . l ' • . 
lexical content to the verbal arrangement. Thus Guillaume· says that the 
. auxiliaries have Wldergone dematerialization arid have lost a great deal of 
• ' • I' ~ t ' - • 
. (} .. . . -.,..r . . ' ~ \ .. ' 
their lexi'Cal .content. B~t. all lexical content ·is not lost or the · 
. ~ . ' . ~ 
aux1'11 ar1 es would have become merely 1 nfl ~~t1 ons (1iu1·1·1 a~l)'le 1971 a: ' 144_.148). 
oo' as an aux111ary seems to ha'fe sufferei the greatest los's of content 
- . . . . . .. . .. .. 
··. 












. of any of the gra11111atic'al ~uxfliaries. '·'The -ng 'of do is very broad ·and 
' -
it is .very often used as a 11pro-verb" for oijl~r verbs. 11To do so!"ething" 
, , . . . , X ·.o 
. • . . . -:r 't~~ -;"/, 
~means "to_ .carry ft out" as in · · · · '( · :f 
-
( 39) He went· ary! so · did L . 
. ' .. ,·· 
But, even this function is los't itt sentences such as the following: 
(40). They Work harder than you d~. ' . 
' 
In (40) do merely represents the grammatical "carrying ·out in · time {in 
. - . . . .,_ ~ ' 
i nci de nee l of the ctmtent of the rep 1 aced verb· .o~ of the depandent 1 nfi ni-
. ' 
· · . . :. t1ve" (H~wson 1972.: 81). Do, being ve~y abstra~t, . repres~r1ts . only th~.'- --....._1 
g'rallll}ati.carconditfons 'of 'the inf.,initive.and the 1nfini.t1ve carries the . 
content (se~ Hewson 1972: 82)' .. 
..., -
' o tt .... · . 
. .. 
' ' 
do , talk 
fie 1 d of cons.equence.> field of condition . 
. . 
· · ·As was previously .stated ·, the .. 1~f1nitive 'fo~ ,carr1es the -lexical 
. 
- . - \ 
· . content.of_the verb; the grammatical auxtliaries are used to express the 
' • 4 . ' .. 
. . 
grammatJcal conditions for ~~e representation of tHe event. Do is used 
mainly 'as an auxi1 -1~ry·in nega.tion a~d · 1nterrogat1,on, wti~ch c~ll into 
.. ' 
question ·the ·o.s::currence. of· the. event ~- By 11U~ing ~as a buffer11 (Hewson·· 
' 1972: 8~) the.queried·-,or'denied eve~t is 'n:ot'predicated directly of ~he . • ~ ~ 
' . . 
subJect. 
iary._~ -: 
This, · then, ' brings. an end · to our conside~ation of do as an auxil-
; . ' .- -· 
Before discussing the auxiliaries be .a!Jd· have it fs necessary to dis-
. ... 
cuss· the two· verba1 ·aspects (views) of Engli~h: i1t111anent aspect an~ 
. . 
tranfcenden.t aspect. The imnanent aspe.ct)s con~er~ed with ~he interiority 
1 
. . of event · time. · This aspect do~s .- not pennit the ·mind to 1190 beyond ·the end 
\ 
o·f the' event". (H~rtle .-19~3: : .·213). Thus, if an event is seen as "something 
I ' 
. 









I I . 




' ":\ ~ I 
... I .. . . . 
\ • ·~,.. • • A 
nascent, involving a coming-to-be, _a developmen~ tending towards its ~e~·~i-
. . . 
' . . ~- . . ~ 
·zat1C?~·:·'\ (H,irtle ·19.67: ls)"w~ h·ave the 1nmanent aspect . ... Ther~ are thtJs 
: .sev~ral poss1.b1lit1es: "the.speake~ can ~epresent.the whole of tbe action 
. .. 
. ' ' 
from begi_nni ng to end I ,e. 9. He read the book; or he can rep resent only. part ' 
:,_ :0 • • • I • • • ' \ , ~~ .,. .. I ' • ~ 
of the action~ · implying the rest as a possible accomplis~me.nt, e.g_. He was . 
. . 
.. · :reading the bo~k; or thr0v~nt ca_n be evoked as a whole yet to be_ act~~l;fzed 
·.· ,t.i·::.: . 'i~ time, e.g. He didn't read the book. - The .important thfng i·n.the,im~~nent 








f ' • 
aspect is tha.t~ •• the representa"t~on involyes the inte~-ior Qf'th~ · event" 
. \' . ~' · ; , . 
' . .., ., 
~' ( '_(Hirtle 1967: 1's). 
. As for the transcendent aspect, ft i~vplves the aft~r~th of _an ".event. 
... In. the. transcendent ·aspect the· standpoint of. th~ mi~d is no ~long~r within 
' . -
the confines of.the time occupied by,the event but beyond ·the instant-when 
' ~ ' ~ . l 







. .. ( 




I 1.~ I 
I . . ' 
I ~ 
I 
• • ' • ' ~ ~ I 
have;. · •• ·" · (H.irt1e 196.3::' 213.)~ -With -tt there ar~ two P..oss1biliti~s~n.E~g11sh: . ·. 
. . . ~ ' · -'\, 
' 
' 
11The whole· of the event c~n be depicted· _as liing· beh1.ndjJ~·e ·result ptrase, 
"~.g. H~ has read .the bo6k; ~~only part o(the event may :be · represented ·as · · 
having produced the result, .e.g. He has been reading the book" (lii.rtle· 1967: . 
. ·. 
' .15). .,('See the diagrams on 't_he next p e ~} 
·It 1s~ i~p.ortan} to _note · th aspect as m~rit1_oned .~ n:.. the previ~us two 
• . . I ' • • • 
paragraphs, . the. differ:~nt views of an event, · is not what we are t~lking . · .
-
about _when speak~ng of aspectual forms. The immanent and transcende~t 
• • • 0 
. "~:·.t··.· aspects are. rel!ll_y referring to tw~ d.ifferent notional views ~f -the same-
event (psych1sme . - . mental r-epresentation). The aspectual fonns (auxiliary-
' I .. .. 
. . . .. .... 
plus· v~rbAl)- ~emiology- are used 1n English to express differences of 
r time that cannot be expre~sed by the two tenses.·· 
\ . ... , , .. I( ... -
\....:.. ,_____.. . 
< - . 
It. iS: .interesting to note that th_e transcendent ..view of . an event, when 
, '· ..... 
t <> .! I ,# < ~ 
•. 
'an event is viewed from fts exterior, utilizes have a:s its auxiliary.· 
. t1 ' • -
~~- · ... ·: , 
' . . . 
. ' 
' ... ... 

















.·Howev'er, be ·~.ives - a view of' an event fro·m its 1{lterior, ·so it .is the ·. 
.. 
. .. 
• ' J ' . • • i • . 
, 'auxi~iary used to express interiority to- -the materiality· of' the event.' .Thus,' 
'. 
-~ .. 
• ·~ 0 
·•. 
· ' 
I "' \1 • • , 
It 
" .. :the . lexic~l relationship between. these two. ver~s be and. have may be 
·'· ~· . . . ' ,# ·~ 
~xpressed in binary teryns II (Hewson 1972: 83) .-
1/ ~ • 




--~----~~-T--~~ --~> .. ·' 
. transcendant v\ew of 
,_ 
• existence (essence) · 
man cc;mfront1ng time 
(trans 1t1v.e) 
The related,verbals may also be placed.in binarY, · 
contrast. · · ' · · 
' ~· ' 
.,_ 
. , . 
.. . \ 
talk.1ng .... ~ .. talked 
.: 
'Interior view· of . · ·> 
the". materJa 11 ty. of 
.-.the · .event' · · 
. 
. . exterior view of 
tHe ma ter1 a 11 ty of · 
.the event · 
. .. 
. . ..
:(immanence) -- ~ 
' · t.. .... .S 
- (transcendence) 
\. 
~ . ' .. .. " . ' . . .. ~ · The. following two 41agr.ams make the ' two views of an even.t clearer: 
~ ~-~. • • ' Jl • • • t" • • •• 
Hewson 
. · ··. ~ 72:. 8~ con.tr~s ts · ~h.e ;wo · vi:ews :as fo 1] e,ws : .~. 
' . .. . . . 
.. 
· .. _ · j~(-. -~·-- ..;;.ta;;;.o· ~!!!9 ___ ~-~-::;;.1, 
~ ,:1\ ~~ .. .... 
be -~:. 
. ~ . ....., 
(1rrimanent vi · 
I~.L. ____ t=a;..:..l k;.;..:e;.;;,;.d ___ . --~· I ~ · . (trans c~ndent ·view)' · .. . I.· ' - have . 
'::' .. .... 
·whi.le Htrtle 1967: 16 represents the contrast between -the simple and the 
· transcendent as fo 11 ows : ~· 
. ,., 
. 
. , \. ' 




~~k- . ' · . (1~anent v1 ew) 
J • 
s· ;rAftennath - (tran&cend-
' . . - 1~<-.----'-_---------:---.... ~-- ~- - ~f ... the event - e~t view) 
.. ... ' .. c::: . \ .. ··. 
'. I . ' • . 





















· .. '\: ' a 
, . D. 
... 
• . • ll . • ., • . ' I 
-.When we consider the auxiliaries be and have in detail, the first 
~ -- -- ' . . 
important point to be made about them is ·that they are utili zed in· all the 
- . . , . . " ( . 
· aspectual v~~ forms: ·-' Be·; as· ·an · auxft1~ry, being demater1a11zed and · · 
. 
~~.'1-.:_· . _brin~ing ·very 1_1 t~le_ .Jexical ~~ntent,- expresses · the no-~ion of;"i n~~r1or1 ty 
.-;-•(·~- to the i11111anence of the materhHty of an event"• (Hewson 1972: -83); · it also · } !r ~'.~/: .. ~ 
~ . . . . 
b'ring~ the · grarrmatical co~ditions . for r~presentation of a~ event ~i~1n . tf\.e 
' ' 
· realm ~f experience. Ha·J'e, on the other hand,-expre~ses exteriority to the .• ,, 
-
'transcendence of t~e materia-lity of. the event, as seen in. the diagrams on th'e . 
previo~s - page. 
· · Next to be di~cassed are the progressive and perfect (be and~have 
. _ . ., - -
. a~p;ctual forms r·espectively) in _English • .. As· w111 be. seen in the en·suing 
' . . . . . 
. . . - discussion each form (be 'or ha.ve) may be ~sed to ex~ress diff~rent ' v1~ws of 
- - . . 
.., . ,. ' -
a'n e~ent ~nd. t\ produce different ~ffects •. · . · 
Non-Progr~ssi ve Progressive Perfect · 
'· (to) strike (to) .be striking (to)· have 'struck ... 
.; : 
·strikfng · *being striking having struck 
·. \. ,. . 
struck being s_truck *have · struck 
-(that he) strike · (that he) ·be striking (that he) have struck 
He strikes . He is striking . He· has struck 
He struck · 
0 
He was striking He had struck .. 
He wi 11 -s~ri ke ~ wni be str1k1~~ He will have struck 
He would .strike He would be striking He would have struck ·. 
,, ' 
He'has been ~truck -He."fs struck He is being struck 
l " .., ' 
He was struck He 'was 'being struck He had been .siruck 
One .may note t~at the progressive 1ndtc~tes an event ~ith open per~pective, 
wbi,le the non-progressive indicates the representation of an event as 
'· ' . ' . . 
. ' . 
• 
·. 
I • I 4 . . 
~· .. 
' - . 
'. 
' • - . . ' r 
.. , . ' ,-· 
. • !} 














' • 'I> 
) 4~· .... . ._. ' • 1t 
·'if:. ' · 
' "'; ' 
~ -
.-
not yef'finished or --of which onE!t is _uncertain whether ,·tt might continue, 
(41) He is striking the boy. 
(42) He had been wa1t1ng .for hours. 
' ' - , (~) to rep.resent ~h.e materiality of an event in progress, : 
·- ( . . ' 
(43) . Th'e wor~d -is turning on its axis~ . 
or. {c) to. lay emphasis upon "the subject, with poss·i~le contra~1; with the 
simpl~, as 1 n 
.(44) · ~he · iS iYinl ~ on. :~e-.. cou~b • . At .the sid~ of5.t· th~ couc_h sfts 
· _, a woman as . . n?·gf.11!~ • . (Ex. collected by Hirtle) - · · 
' ' ·.·_:; .• ' ' .,.._~ ..... - - . . . ' . 
In· (44) the woman ly.fn§ on the couch·--1s.:..the central figure - this .. is done 
• ' ' • • 0 
u 
- linguistically through the use of th~ ,)regressive. The progressive, by 
br1ngfng .in the spatial as .well as the temporal pa_rameter, can ,emphasize -- the · 
' . . 
. ' ' ,..,. . ' . "' 
.. ~ 
' 0 
central figure -involve~ in .an event. · A1so,· since be views _an· event ·from. its 
' ' • • - • - ·, I, ''~' ' 
-. 
:--·~·. interior, the fig~re involved. is · emphasized... <- ·· 
' I ' ' • 
we' -~y now contrast .the progress'1ve 'with the. perfect which t sf rice 1 t -:' - . 
r- • h 
' . 
.... nec.~ssar11y contains have, .. represents the t;anscendent view of an ·event. In 
contrast to the progressive, the p~rfect 1s used ta' indjcate an event as see·n 
. .(".... . 
. ~ . ' 
from 1 ts exte.ri or. In the perfect it 1~ the. tense of have wh!~ de~rmines 
I ' ' • r-----
' ' 
·the. t1~. fn the whole vertal. phrase. For example, 
l. ~ - - . . 
. . {45) "e.-11as walked to -~~rk. · -
, 
..,.,_ .. -· . ·. 
is no~-past (present ~erfect)· , but .it .has p~st referen'ce(:;·To Ju.rther -~lar- : ' 
~ ~. .;,.'" . ·- . 
·ify this point, it can tie demonstrated that Qne cannot use a·'P'ast ·adveib· wi tt( 
• 
. ' -
· the p~sent perfec·t without -making the sentence awkward.. .·: 
4 • ' • • • • 
(46)- *He has· walked to work three times last week. ' - . 
··{47) He _has walked . to work three t1~s this week ~ -./ • . : 
l'r. ·The fact that. ·the present perfect requires a non- past adverb illustrates that · 
-..· ~· 
•, ' 
I ' , 





















" • ·l . "(j 
. . ' 
... .. 
.. ' '. . . .. . . . . . .. .,... ' 
· · ·ft lso not past ten~e. It. does, however,' succeed _1n represent-frg th~ event 
-..('. . "' ( .,.,. 
• J ... 'II' , • 
as over. (~v~lu). 1'n the present; ill order t8' be over·,' an ~v~nt,must . ttave_ · 
already occ~rr~d .fn~;.the1 1nned1ately. preceding ~pa~e ~f ~1me~ ~ 
0 'I • ~ ' .. ~ • - ' ~ • • i> 
·1he transtendent view of an.. ev~nt represent~·- .p1e e_vent itself at .. the 
~ . ~ .......... -.... -:·- -·--;-,~ .--...... - "' ... ., . . . ~ ·,.,·- ~ ~ . 
level of decadence, sfnce the past participle 1S.!Who.lly fn decadence. 
• ~ • .,. \ ' 1 ' '~ J " .. ~· " ~ L • .ttl • 
- .... .,. . : - -.. 
__... ' 
. . -·~ . < . ~lked .I-. 1<1t~ve· I_>. _ . · -- :. 
" ,f, • . ' - . 
. : (·. ·.,- ~nglfS~ · ~pre·s~nts _ tire i_n t~e· .ver~~. system as io~~~1n9:which~ ~~0tin~ . 
ue.s ,cin ·fnto the .fu.~re~ :The following three diagrams (from Hewson 1972: · 88) 
·. 
' " 
' I ol'l,__. ,._,. • ·~ 1.' • • "" ~ • • • • I 
• ' • • ............. o' • ' • • • 0 0 ' M • 
will illustrate the var4f.Jus views of an event: · · ·', · . . 
- ' ' - , , .,.,• I • • • 1) 
. ' . ' . '\.. 
(a) at the l.evel ~f · th~ ·nonLp.ast 
.. . Present . 
. ' . 
. ' 
. p •• 
. . " 




.. ..... ~ ,. 
: ,· 
• , ' 
I"tallced-. 
., 
· . I talk 
t . ' 













. . . ·;· 
" ' 
\ . . · . 
' . 
.· ' 




.. ··( · in the;:past;·tens~:- · . f . · • ·<· . 6 . . • 0 - , 
'· 
. ...· ~ 
"' ..
!' • •• 
. ' 
.. . 
. -· . .. 
. .
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. , . 
' ~· 0 . . 
J' 
. r--··· · .. 
- . 
- . . 
•• . . . !· 




.. ~ ' ~ I q 
' 
. . it ' . . ·~' 
. v~-
·· .. · ...... 
. · -"c 
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·I ·had ta 'tl<ed · , ~ .. 
. - , ~ 
.. .. 
I had been talk1 9_..:~· . 











~. ' Present _ ·- Future 
rl - ~- ·-· -----. ' 
-./ ' 
. ,., \ . 
. . 
·' . 
. , .. -
·' 
~,---Qe....,__.,., .. 1~!~!n9_..,~ ·· 
t~. , • ·. - I -~ ·4 
have tal ked 
-· 
0 




, '<~av_e been 
~· 
' '· . . .,-.J.._-:·~, . .:- . 
· The progr,essive, in · t~. prec;edin~ indica.tes an event which ·is rep-
. ' • l'; { )' ) ' • 1' : • • ' I ' 
• • • • ..... - ···1 i- . 
; resented ·as being partially complete. · Since -o.the· event is left _open for 
• • , , • , 'c • " II • • 
. completion, : it -can• only be completed in'tne .futur.e. But . the progress.iv~. 
. ' . ) -: ' . .. . 
-- - -- ~lso indicates .an ev~n{which had its beg-inning in -~he past and so con~ains .. 
. . . , .:• ,. ., 
.. .)' . . . ·-· - . bo~h "acco.Jllpl isseme~t" ·and· ·~accompJ 1 '' • 
.. . 
.. ·~- ) 0 
... 
... ~ .. .. 
. L4.2 ·-._Modal Auxiliaries 
o • ~ o.l.' I ~ 
. . ).- z:r..~-..:. :~":!- -:=::'.-
-... .. I'.... . 
-Having considered t~e system of the gra~a~ical a~xi~iaries! we shall 
· ~ . :~ 
now consider the use of the moda~ ... ·auxil.iarfes·. in: the.' English verbal system. 
I ' • .' " , , .. J • , • • • ' ' 
.. 
Accord'i ng to'· P~a 1 ~r; for .. a verb .to . qua-11 fy as a m~da 1 it 
. \. . < · •. ··-- . 0 • .,. • ' 
~~nditions which he cal.ls negation, inversion, code, .and 
., . 
. . 
must meet ·h1s four 
• . :.Q . 
emphatic affirmation 
. . 
(Palmer 1965: 19-26). Palmer says ··that the-reason fo.r much .of the 
u t • • 
:. . . 





... : · ~ 
. I 










.. ~ "' 
.. .. ..::.-~ .. : .. 
~--:=controversy ov~r the use of ought,'need, ·and dare as. medals. springs from the 
~· • •• - - .. ~ . - ; : :. · " ro • • .. -- -- c.. · "" ., . I 
-: fac_t that· they do ·not meet ~11_ of ·h~scr1ter1a. _. . .... 
_·:..:,.. • ~ • • • ~ . • • •• ·... ·~ t:l .. , • • 
_ · · Ought and must ~efer ~o~ly t~ the · p.res~t_tt_., but with ought + have one can. 
·. . . . ' . . , . " 
· create a past referent~. ) 
• I • ~'' - : · •; :( ( 
( 48) He ought ~o come. .~n<>n-pagt . reference) 
. ;. o ' (, • I .. . . 
. .. ~ ,·- :~ ~~:~ . . {49) "He ought tO ·h.ave- come •. {P.!l~t-r.efer;ence} 





..:: •. ' 
. . ~ ,. - . 





· (50 ):-Hu_s.t you cry? ~ · · · · . ·-~ ., ' · 
,J'J" • • ' 
.. . ·"' . / ----,,~ 
~ tias np past teferen.c;e, s i nee He must-have come stil.l' has :lPresent . · : ·,. 1 
- ' •• : ,..· .~ \ ' lo,. • u- ' • • .. .. • • •• • • 
ret"~r_en.5e·.-- _: ToJ get past ref~r·ence~.,?_ne has to change-~he -verb--.toJlad ~-
. . ~' . . . . 
· (51) I'must go. · (nofl:..past reference) · 
, I • \ " 
{5.2) . i had to go. · .(pa;t referenc~} - ~ ·-·o V · .: 
- ~--:... . . . ~ , ) ) . . 
.· · ..,~~- . '. As. ·for dare and need, which are the·mdst .. often ·objected to as mocfals, 
. ..!:- . . -- --. ~ • v • 
• • : (I' _. I ' - ' •' 0 "' 




_cer"tainly'are modals in ct?rtain cases. 
(' 
(53) He does not · dare to. wrfte her. (verb) 
• J • • 
,, 
. . _:;..~· .. · · ·. (54) He dare not ·~ri7te her. {aux1.11ary) 
. . ---..:.,. ·-· · . . . . .. . 
•. ~< {55). He does not need., to try. {verb)' 
. r-· ~ 
---·-
_, ~ - · . . . (56) He need no~ try·~ " (au.x11iar~ ,~~V'-.,~ .... 
Need and dare,,when used··a·s f~-11 verbs, ~te to before a ·•:fol.low1ng inf1n1t1"~e, 
'I • 
-- . -- • -:. - • , !f 





·The 'modals will and shallcdeserve special cons1d~ra~ion- since they are 
. ,-' ', . -- . . 
~he auxi11ar11es used by spea~ers · of English to fo~ the future. _' _As was stated .. 
• tJII' ". ~ ~ .. .. 
prev1 ous ly, English. does not have· a future tens.e., and thus has to form the· · 
• ' t' .. - · • • •• 
' 1 ' ' I I,) ' I ,. 
future oby fneans · of auxiliar.1es ... I.t is the role of the auxii'fary {wil"l or . 
,o ' • • .. --
' • 0 
shall) to .. occupy_ a stretch of the non-p'ast,. as 1 arge or as ,. small· as may be ' 
. . . . . ' 









e · , · ' 
-
\ ' I . 
' · 22 ·1··.· 
I 
.. 
- useful~ .so. that the event (expressed by .the infini~1ve) must be situated 
. . .. 
just~ beyond this stretch. The future is formed by placing the event outside 
- -·····---. " 
.. 0 • 4 . • 
'the portion of the non-past· occupied by the aux111ary" (Hirtle 196~: 112),. 




so; the aux111aries will a~d shall play a very important role in expr~ssing . 
future time, as in 
(57) I will go tomorrow. · 
They may· also combine with be and have .to· form the progr~ssive and pe~fect 
. - ,-- . · ·, 
(58) I'sha11 ~e ,go1ng tomorrow. 
(59) I will have. gone tomarrow. 
. . . ' . . . ' .. ..} .. . 
. . I . 
In American usage there is a gr_owing t~n.~ency not ,to distingt.liS·h· 
.. 
' 
. "' . . . . . 
' l>etween -.will and sha 11 - in my own speech I fee 1 no di ffer.enc·e in tF'lei r 
G. • • • 
us.age and in most cases I use them interchangeably. But in many parts of 
. ' . . .. 
·.. . . ... ' 
th!! Engltsh-speak1ng.world the difference be!Ween them is still fe\t. · For 
example~ as Hewson points .out (Hewson 1972: 90)- ~ in , : 
· • r • . I •" 
.(60) Shall ' I open-· the ' window? · ' 1 ·"\ 
~-e speake~ fs asking someone -(external to himself) · 1/he is obliged to ope~ 
' .-- . ' · I 






"~ . : th~ wi~dow -. t~e decisi~~ is left' up to someone else.
1 
.. But in ask~.ng . . 
1 
. ~ ·· · . . . (61) Will I open the wi ~~ow?· . '·- . . 
: ' '1~he , s~ake~ 1s uncertain. as ~ha; ~e Shoul~ do and t._. not- ~.et made ~:. · his . · · ~ . . 
· ·awn mind. / . 
.. 
As can be gathered from (60) and . (61), both" of the au~111ar1es ha;e to i . \ . ·' 
•' 
do with Qeterm1nat1on ~ ·shall being representative or external determination. 








. ... .i49 
' ) -
~ , ' , ' a • w • 
and will rep~esentatfve of 1nternal'determinat1on. When a speaker expresses 
- l' . .. 
detenninat·fon U'P,on himse1f, ·it is internal .i:zed; being 1nt_ernaljzed he makes 
up his own mind as to whether or not he intends to do something. But, when a 
speaker expresses his determination upon someone else, his determination is 
~ 
externalized. 
CAN and MAY 
. . . 
. <'' ' . " . 
For many .speakers of Englfsh .,the d1 stinct1 on between can and · may is also 
. ' --
. . ' 
"' diminis·hing but;_ at lefst in my own speec;h', the distinction is clearer than 
rth~t between will and shall. ~an a~d~both deal , w1th potentialitx, as in 
/ 
(62) May I carry your books? \r 
• 
~ 
{63) Can I carry your boo~s? 
· (64) I can run a mile in four mjnutes. ' 
- ' I 
_ ( 65 )'I may run a mile in four minutes • 
. . ·~ . . . . . ' ,. -
From (_63) and (64) it can be.' seen that one · has the c.apacfty for doing some-
thing; can thus presents an internal vf~w of' po'tentiality •. ~, however, 
- I t 
takes for gra~ted that one can do someth.ing, but l_eaves it o~en as to whether 
or no.t one does something- 'external view of potential1'ty .. 
- ' . 
Sentences such as (64) declarfll 11 the existence of the runner~-~- capacity 
·, 1$ • . 
without ·evoidng ' the actualization of the event .. (run) ftself. .• Th1.s explains .. 
· the. part~ cul ar aptnes,s ~w1 th which thes~ auxili ~place the subjunctive 
. ' . I . . . ' 
mood: the latter indicates the refusal to approach the actual o~ the vert1- · 
Q 
cal ax1s, of ·the c~ronogenesis; the aux111ari~s indicate a withdrawal from the 
': . > . ..... . 
·ac.tua 1 1 nto the vi rtua 1 on the horhonta 1 axis of th'e same" (Hirtle 1963: 
127). ' 
.. . 
This brings an end to our discussion of ~e verbal syste"! i·n English • 
. . . 
There is a great deal more that .. cquld be said about the Engl~sh verbal ' 
' 
'·· 

















. ' ~: 
' 
., 
_ ... ' 
. : 
system·, but th1s br1ef descr1pt1on should be_.suff1.c1ent t~ p,rovide ·a 
. ' \ ... - --... ' . . ' . . •. 
· ·contrast w1th 'the .. French verbal· sys~m . wh1ch w111 be discussed -1" the 
chapfJ!r. 
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TENSE, .MOOD, AND ASPECT. OF ·rfiE FRENCH VERB 
' , • : I 
,•1 • 
' · • . 
2.1 Introduction· " . . 
.. 
Probably nobody has had .more profound in~ight on ~he content syst~ of 
. ~ 
the French verb than Gustave Guillaume. It is. iri :this area, the area of · 
. . . . . , ' .. - . 
la structure psych1gue, of language th.at he made his most profound ob_ser-· 
• ... • • u 
. ~ . 
. vations and pu_t forward .. ·hi~ most n~teworthy views. On ~.he .ba.~is _of hi-s 
theorie~ in ·this field of l.anguage one i~ able to .explain phe·no~ena ' of 
- . ., .. 
langu~ge which, before his time, were-~ften ~nsatisfactorily e~pl~ined. 
~ 
2.2 · Tensee 
Before getting ·into any sp'ecific aspect of the French verbal system, we 
s~all, first of all, see how the French view'time through the med~um of the . 
verb~ Through the tense system, the French see time as coming to be 
' f ' • I I ' ' • ' I 
(incidence) and also as having come to be (decadence). In ·a diagram 




\ - -2.2. 1 .The Present . . 
' From the above diagram we. see that the present in French is represented 
·. . 
as a thres_tiold which 1s comprised of the first moment of the fut~~e and the 
last IT_lOJllent of- the past . ( c<·· moment and w moment}, but instead of ·being 
..: 
. horizontally organized, as in English,. it is v.er.tically organ_ized. .. . 
11Le present ~~ansa1s ~tan_.t un P,resent :'vert1c~l, .il appor.te avec lui .Ja 
. ~ . . . . 
. 
distinction des deux niveaux qu 'f1 comporte : ·1 Le niveau c;( superieure, et 1 e 
, • ' • I 
I ~· . • 
'-- · 
•I:-
' r . 
. , 
.~-, 









niveau &Uinferjeur. Le niveau ce est le ·niveau diin~idence: celui du 




'temps arriv~nt; ~ le . ni'veau C&J' le niveau de decadence : celui du temps ' . 
. . 
arriv~" (Gui.lla.ume 1971a: · 9'4). From .the diagram~ then ·, it can be s~en that 
n )! . . ' 
the .c. moment .is conti.nua11y. becoming an o.>moment~ · but the reverse is impo~:-
.sib 1 e. 
Bec;ause of the . nat~re. of, the ~ present, French 
in the indicative ·. 
Je ·parl e 
• Je par:-1 ai 
Je_. parl a is 
Je parlerai 
~e parleraiS 
. ' ; 
G 
• : 
·- · . -
. • , 
.. 
' has five (5) bas'ic te·nses 
.-;,. 
r" ~· ... 
. . ·
/ 
The E~glis~ ~resent, being· 'presented very differently, . allows for only two 
i I ~ • 




: ~ . 
)> : 
:• . •. 
We sha 11 .now comme~ce' dealing with .the various! ~ense ~onns in French. 
Morphol ogi ca lly there are 'two p~st ·and two .future. ·,te.nse. 'forins .1 n French, 
t - . . . . . ' 
which are divided by .the vertical present. Now~ the· pres.ent has an c£ moment 
. . . ~· ,., ' . 
(in i nci.dence) ~nd an '"'m6ment {; n d~caden~e} ~ .By definition, the .d:. moment 
. . . 
. ' . " 
can "have no accompli since if. accompli exists we already have . 11 temps arrive11 
. . . . ·. ..... . 
and, therefore, decadence. Sol· any movement of the' present in French in-
• 'f • tl 
' . . \ . . 
valves moyenent from the level of incidence . to decadence·.. But, the present 
. . . ,. . . . ~ ·~.}: 
. . ~ . • .. 1 .., 
can also be u~ed to ·represent the first mome.nt of the future as well as the 
e . 
· last moment .of -the· past. ·. 
• Cj ; • ~ 
- . (· . ( . (1) J • arrive.·.·. { oC representation) 
: ( 2; , .i e .v lens. ~eus di r~ o o : ~ • re"presentat 1 pn') •. ~· 
. • 4 
• 1') , 








"The fact that· French represeDts the w moment as an e 1 ement of the present 
. ' .:~· . ' . . ., . 
. . , I . I' 
whereas .English . rep~es~nt~ it as an ~ ement of the past underlies . ~~~ 
. . I 
differe~ce betwe.en d~adence and incidence" (Hewson 1972: ~4Q}.·· . 
As can be gathered from the· di.sc~_ssio~ up .to this point, ~h~ French . · 
pr'esent _is different from the English. "T~e\Frenc~. pre_sent, as well as repr~­
se~~ing -both c£.. and _ w moments may also be u~ed to expr~ss both ·past and ,: 
0 . 
future in particular contextual circumstances. The use of the ~resent to 
' l"epresent .the past is known a_s ·the Historic Present, and may be recogrt-ized 
' ' f. : . 
as a stylistic trick t.o make-!'?tbe nar.ration more· vivid, since the writer there-
' . t ... 
by simulates the events as being simul'tane·ous with .the reade~'s .consciousness 
~ it is .. as if he we~e .ta~-ing the reader 'back to the: moment when events we're-
.. 
~ . 
actually occurring" (H~w.son . 1972: l41 }. As ~ell, French t.ises the ptesent to. 
represent the.future: 
(3) Je vais·~ St-Jea~ demain matin. 
(4) Je sors dans deux heures. 
. '. 
Act~ally, however,·· ·_(J) and (4') shQ._w _ pres~,n~ _ in~en;ion·O.f a future event. {this 
w'as also seen in Engli .. sh). Otherwise, French uses the future tense fonns to 
·..;;. . 
represent ·future event's. 
(q) · J'irai } St-Jean demain matin. 
(6) · Je s'ortirai dans de_ux heures ~ 






. ' ~ ' ' .. ~ . :, 
<,\ Having .considered the present tense_ in Fren~ we shal ·l n~w revert to ,: :• 
. 
, 
discussing the two past tenses of the indicatlve: (a) pas~6 simple in inci-
. . 
'" 
dem::e and (b) ' i_mperfect in d,ecadence. 
. I 
I . 
·.a . .. 
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(a) " Passe Simple .. 
The pass~ simple represents the ' incidence of a p~st e~ent. ·In this tense · 
the ·subject is represented ·as placed in the init1a1 moment of the ·event and no 
I • 
movement is possible. But, the ~ubject is represented as· looking towards the , 
future completion of the ev~nt an/ca~ se~ its ~onclusion • 
'• .. r . je parlai 
Thu~~ .t_he e~_ent is wholly accomplissement; since the_ subject i~ 
as involved in an ·event within universe time, we. should say the wh61e. event · · 
"\I ' , • • • 
. c.,-
is' accomplissement r~el; 
. ~~ /. . . . ., 
An analogy often .used ~«? illustrat.e the vjew -~f .the passe_ sirt:Jple is -that 
• ' • . 1 
' . 
of a man in a room who is •to start walking from one wall across the r.oom to 
._ • ' I 
the oth·e~ wall. At a· partic~la; po-Pn-t-1~ time th_e man is in the·,initial 
position _'facing the opposite walJ, ready to start crossing - this 'Is the 
I 
- . / 
position of the subject· in the passe slmple. 
Since., in ·-the pas~6 simple, the subject is seen Qn.ly at th~ beginning of 
' . 
the event "... the sense of the passE! simple is often inceptive,. 1 .e .. , 1 t 
. . . .,.. . . 
if_ldicates the beginnfng ·or initiation of the event only, especially with verbs 
af ' ,. 
. . ~:-
fndic~ting actions that-are du·rative; ••. " (Hewson -1972: 143) . Hewso~ quotes 
the fo l1 owing · ( 1972: 143) : -·' · 
' . ' 
• • f . 
~ , ' ) (1) · Quine sait se -borner .ne sut jam'ais· ecrire. . ·., 
, , ~ He · who canna~ dfscip11ne h1mself never leat-ned to wrfte • 
(b)·;· ~mpe.rfect 
. . ' 
~ .. • ~ ' .- - (J <\, .. , • ' .. ~ 
.· · The imperf-ec;t gives· the ·representation of the "deca.~_ence of .a past ~vent' • 
• ...., ' - I . . .... . 
l ,"1 ... • ' \ ' ' I • • ) . 
, <· In ·.l.l,si.ng th'i's tense, we have _a rep~s.ent1at1on of ·an e\tent which has both _!£- ... · ~~pi 1. ~nd a~som~tiSSement: ~~ . ~his :;i>nse. we h~••. a represe~iatl ~n o·nh~ sub- (' . 
ject who- can ani y !S;ee · ttte part of the ,event which 1 s a 1 ready·'c9mp 1 eted; not 
" o • • r ' 0 0 • • 0 • 
... '. .,;. ... ' Ill> .. .. ... • ,. • 
the part ye\t .to ~be comple-ted •. Since_ the subj~ct is represented as . on.ly 
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! -. v' 
looking at the pa.G' the 'event w~ich is· comp_leted, the uncompleted part .o( : 
the -event should be c$l.led accomplissement virtuel. 
~k~-j_e_p~~~~~~~-----~ ~;Y. u 
Again.,. we maY, use the ana 1 ogy of a inan moving from one wa\11 9f a room 
. , 
J 
across .to the other. But, to illust;.rate the imperfect the analogy is .of a 
' . 
m?\starting ' on one side of the room and backing across the roohl~ This man 
c~n/~nly see the part. of the -room he has crossed ~nd th~ part to be crossed 
~ .. .; ,- ' . 
. . 
is behind hi'm. At any. point ·from the initial moment when he starts walking 
. . . . . 
. . . 
: ~ntil the walking is " complete~ the man cim .vie~ the ~r.t of the event he has 
' • • I • ......... 
complete'd - the same is true· of the representation of the s.ulrject of ~he 
'· •"J. ' ' () .. \ . :...o< 
, 'I '"..J.. 
imperfect. · . - ~ 0 0 • 
'. 0 ' _/ . 
As ; one can deduce from ·the prece~ing discussions of the -pass' simple and 
-
the imperfect " ••. the subject can only progress a 1 ong_"the movement of i nci-
~ - . ~ 
- dence by turning each successive moment info .:decadence11 (Hewson 1972: 142'}: 
'1 
decadence · 
incidence ~___:..:.:.;:...:.__.;;;..;;.;;.;;..;;..~ ' 
·' 
' / . .. 
_ To further illustrate the difference between the passe simple and . the 
, - ' ' 
.. 
imperfect we shall look at a pair of sentences from Mansion . (l963:. GS) ·-
. 
(8) 11 ~tait· bien triste quand il recut ma lettre. 
~ 
· (9) I1 fut bien triste quand il recut rna lettre. 
't , • ~ -~ 
In (8} ~'he subj~ct was felling sad a.t-the time'" when h~ received the letter; 
the receiving of the . letter did not initiate the state of sadness. in (9} 
. .. . ~ 
,it was the contents· of the letter which brought about t]fe feeling of sadness; 
(, . . . . 
the subject was ·not sad before rec.eiving · t~e letter. Diagra~atically we ·. , .. 
have': 
.· .. 
' • . . • • 4 ....... 
0 • 





I l<' ·n etait · -~ . . (~8} . ){":\--------:-~- . : . ... 
./ 
(9) ~ il fut 61 .. ~ 
.. . 
In ' (8) there is accompli and accomplissement· virtuel, ~hile 'in (9) there .is 
"· 
only accomplissement r6el with ·the ·verb having an 'inceptive sense. · SQ, 1n· 
. 
. . . 
l 
. , . .. ~ ' 
the passe fimple the · subject is bound to the very .beg,nnirig qf an event, ·. 





. be'gffining of ~)t event"' to its. end. Guillaume gives the follo~ng · two f~rmula~ 
. . ~I< . ' :! ·. .. 
(Guillaume 1971a: 107) :. · '· 
{a) ·prGt,ri t. defi ni decadence incidence ... · = + .. 
. . ~ (nulle) .. ·(tout) 'i' 
( . 
{b) imparfait = decad~nc~. + inCidence 
. . (au voisin- · (a·u voisinage 
age immediat imne"di at de 
de la null h~) la totalit.~) 
' '• ..... ; 
He- illustr~~es ht~forintt}a"e ~ith_ the following examples :. 
" --· 
. . . (10) 11 y a trois mois,...un holl1lle bien mis et de ,grandes 
mani~res se presentait chez un bij()utier. · 
', 
(ll) 11 y a ~rois moiS)Jil homme bien mis et de grandes 
manieres se presenta chez un bijoutie·r. ·. .'' 
_ AccQrdiu~-~~3ui 11 au me·,· (.1 o) .torr~sponds t~ {b) and { 11 ) :to_ {a). \ 





s!~ple, mer1ts further·, more ·deta1l~d. consideration. P~eviously it was 
. ~ ~· . 
stated . that the subject in the ·imperfect can be'" represented as occurring 
. ' . ) ,, . . '- . 
anywhere fi"om the event'·s in1t.1a·1 to its fina,l moment. 'This permits at least 
. ' . 
th~ diffe~ent ~~pr~sentati.ons ·of the imperfect • 
. ,(a) l ___________ .~ . . 
. r . ~ , 
• 
(b) f f ' .. 
... 
., . 







· ........ .... 
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. . 
. l ,GuilliiUIJle Sil_ys the ;~ll!J\•dDg a_bout _{a) arid (b): . 11 L'a o~, dans. 1'emp~_of, . 
· -'·lad~eadence. ·fnh€rente ~ l'impa~fait ayoisine·l~ n~llit6, l'.inc~-dence, h · · 
.. 
corr~la.tivement, "se:. virtualise,· et du · m~me coup ,la ·notion d ''accomplissement 
est su'.ie~te, ~ ~~de_r ·la· place a_celle, :plus . ~irt~elle, d'accompli~sJent. · . 
. 
: ' 
· Ainsi les imp~rfahs [as in {a) and (b)j peuvent ~tre ~tenqus t · en• d.i SCOUrS 1 
. . « . 
de deux-manibres ~u dh6 de l'.in~i d~nce, qui sera ·soit accompUssement, soit 
·inac~ompHs5.ement. . L • incidence est accompli sement ~ dans: _ 
. . : 
Un hlsd~t apres, le train deraillait (au sens de 
<~der·ailla » , <<·a derai11e >>), 
elle· est inaccomplissement d~ns 
" ' . - . . . 
. ' ' 
. 
· un -instant de .plus, le train d~raillait (au ·sens de 
', ((aura it d€rai 11 ~ )). t (< n Ja pa5 -derai lll >> )11 • 
(Guillaume 1971a.: 109). · 
As can be seen from the above diagrams·, both·· (a) and (b) 'involve 11 brfnk-
mans11ip"; (a) r~~r_esents an ev~nt as ju~on th~e p~int of occurring wn·i ~~)b) 
represents the very moment of-the complet n of the event. An. example of..-·( a) · 
' ' ' I o '\ -; 
• .. ' '\ 0 -
·-is . - _ . · . 
. {12-) ~ Un pas de plus et je tombais dans 1 'abime. 
. . . , 
In-·(12) the subject was fn a pos.ition to take the .next ~tep, but ~id not: \ 
. ' 
11An ,examination of our schema r'eve_als the subject as bein·g in position to 
. .. _ , 
carry out . the event, occupying the -i.nitia·l . moment of accompli; but with the 
& , ' ' '\ • 
whole of .the event still to come; .... ~· (Hewson 1972: 145) • 
. ~ -
Note that w_i th · (b) the subject is represented as being a_t the very moment 
' 
o,f the ..ceJnpleti o_n of the event. Let us look at _ttut following e~~mples from 
Mansion {1963: . 63). 
(13) J_e re"Hntrai · un jour11a~ _~ste ~~i arri~ai~ d~ ·Paris. 
(14 )1 Ell e so~ta it . ~ pei ne du couvent 1 orsqu' 11 h 
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:<: . .' In_ ~1~r ~-nd (14) the subject is still involved in · t~e _event, 'b"t th~.: iV~Jl~ · - ·.-
_,._ has run __ to its final nioment. , . / . , . - _ -:.. 
Final1~ we come. to the third r~presentation of the i~per.fe~t · - ~his is 
_its ord'inary representation. . . 
. · (c) 14 ' X----------~ 
. This {s the representation of ·the type of imperfe·c.t occurring 
' ~ . . . . 
(15) Il pleuvait hier· matin_. . 
I 
in descriptions. 
· . .; ·. . ..._ ........ 
06) Je parlais a Marie, qijand j I ai. vu Jeanne. 
- - . . 
,( 
•' 
.. • , , • 0 





: . uation of the habit being represented by the accomplissemerit virtuel" (HewsQn 
• • ,tJ< • 
. 1'9i2: 146) ~ I' ~ ' ' ' • . , - - : •• 
· (17} ctiaque jour 11 travai'llai(a~ .hu1t heu.res·~/midi. ,_:. ~ ~ ,., _, 
Type (c) is also the one u~~.d for 11 pa~~ ·repo~ing of u~terinces· origina.ll.y ·. ~ 
ex~ress ed 1 ,n ~e pr~se~t" '·{ H~:..S on .-!~ 7 2 : 146) . . · . j .. · -. . · : ' ~-... 
e. . ~ ,I' \ I 
·,.. {18) · Il m•a ·d1t q'\J .. '.. ~1 ~t~it riche. ( . ·.' .. 
11 Sfrice the ordi.nary p_resent has a similar element of ac¢ompl i , it is-always 
' . 
: ~ . . . ~ .- . ' 
• • • ,... r"· .:- .,.. --- I - 0 •• - • • • • 
tije imperfect that::.Js"·used to report it in the .past .. (Hewson 1972: 146.). -
. ' ~ ( 
~ . . .. 
Finally, the.'imperfect of type. (c) c~n - also 11 represent an event begun at a. 
remoter' p~riod and ~till continuing ~ The conjunctions depu·is '· etc. , whi~h 
. ' 
cause the u~e of the perf~cti v.e fotms in Engi'ish, again un_d~rscore a df rect 
. . 
. ,. comparison with the present:" (Hewson·· 1972: ·1.46). ·. 
., . .. 




. . / . . -
09) · Nous etions ici depuis un an. 
.... · We had been here for a. year . 
,_ 
·:. (imperfect) 
· (past per.fec.t) " 
·..; 
- . I ~ ~ . 
2· .• 2.3 Tenses ·expressing future time -
.... 




· Future and Co.ndi ti cina 1 -' . 
J ' 
-. .. .,... . 
,• 
., In -FrencJ:L!he present is a threshold separating past ~nd future . . tn the 
I 
0 










~~ I : 
' ' . 
I , • 
.,_ 
.. 
. . '· ,, . 
' 
I 




- . . ·. " . . ;, . . . . ' 
past there are ·two- tense_- fortns .-.:passe si,mple and fitiperfect. In the future 
' 
. ·. . "' 
. there are also ·two· basic tenses-- future in in-cidence al')d·conditional in 
• I 
. decadence. • . 
•• . . 
. . .. "' . ' . · . 
In the representations--of paSt time it w~s SeW\ . that the ·passe simple 
. . \ • . ' t • 
thaJI -' the ~mpet-fect. ,A,lso,\he - ~ut~re tens~- gappearsl~ss· -
33 
;h condi-tional. - I~ the ~futdf-e it is .. imp·ossible · ;,~ have ·11ny :·. 
. . . 
• • • • t 
accompli "since accomp · - i~ the repre·sentat1on of th.e· materiality of.-~~he event, · 
\ 
an impos~ible .gn~.ity for~~- event.t.hat· h~s not ·_v.et occurred." (Hewsorr 197.2; 150). 
· The conditional, bei. ~g · very s_imn_a~·,'mor.ph~l?gfcalli_, to the, imperfect~ .·· \ .· 
· i_1S similar, in _a re'pres'entatio.n of "brinkmanship .. , to the imperfect. Ip 'th.e 
. ·, .. ..... . 
' . . 
J • ' I 
condi t1 on a 1 " ..• the subjes;t ...• is 1 trapped 1 in lllJch the same way as the 
. . . . ~ 
..1 ' , , ' -· ,M , , • ' ,_,1 • . • ! .. 
subject of the. passe simpi~--- unable to "inov~ out of the H-dtial .positio 
-- "'l ' ' (Hewson l-1972: 150). Wi ~ an imperfect of type- (a) .the S,!Jbj·e~t i.s ~- fronte.~ 
n 
' 
~ t 0 • ' ' 
--:-------.----_____ . only·w1.tti.:-accompl1ssernent virtuel; th1s _.is also 'the posi.tfori o the subject ·. · 
<o 
.,, . 
. . . " . )n the conditional . . "The subject _of the conditional. 
... . . ., " .. 
· ·· fronted only ·by accomp]i~sement vi.-L>-0---
, " . 
represented as con-. 
fo. I ' , ,.,..._ 
real i zatio~ of the""~- - -
' . 
' -f..' .I t 
. ~ , . · ~vent, _the . prospect~ve ·~ealizati~n ~f the e_vent being_ reser:-~ed :~r. th' f~ture : _.-----'-
••• · .. ·~ (Hewson 1972: 150a-'151). · Diagrarmtatically we haye --- -------
r 
. ., . 
• 'lo.Ao ~ 
• . • , !" • •. ~ . 
'Incidence r·· ~rospect'iv.e ~ealization ~~ Future ,. .. \ . sera1 · -
' . . 
'. '. 
\ ..... '· 
~--E2!~~!1~Lr!~11~~!1Q~--~'j . . r Decaden~e Cond i t'1 on a l 
- · sera1s - -- ; · . . 
. . . ~ ·· 0 
:,.), .. 
.. 
.From .the eli 1)9rams above', we see that in dthe cond1ti1lna f the individua 1 i.s 
~ - I . 1• p ' .- l • %·" . f • 
represented as being at .the very beginning of an event and forbidden to .move. 
, I , \ ' , , ' ' • • • 
Als.o, b~in·g in .Q.e'tadence; the subject ·;~· repre~ented a~ not. being able to . . -. . · ..._. 
• r • • It ' ' r A .J ~-' • • • J' ~ .... • .· • . . ' 0 . . ' .· . ~. . ' • 
see the end..._of the event'. ..Consequently · the tota 1, representa't1on is one of 
' • • • ......._... • I ... ·I : .... " ·.. . - . 
~ accomplissement v1rtuel, CJf· what m1gh~·: be', _ wha~1; could··happen, _if ~1rcumsta!lces . · · 
_iF . . ' • .~ • 
' 
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, . 
were to cryange .suffici e.ntli ti - ~llow ttie i ndividua,- to ~move;. (Hewson 1972: 
.. / . i 
52
) :"Th~ mos ~ conmo~ ~e~~di t.i ~n~ L . . is that of the unrealized 
. . '~- . . - . . ~ .. - ' - . ' 
~vent, the .event \!/hith could be r~al iied. becaus~ the ·subject is. in the-. appro-
.. . a ' 
.priate position torcarry it out'•·{~ewson 1'~72:_ 152). We shall now consider 
~ • • • • I 
th.t! · fo 11 owi.n9 ex amp l'e from Mansi on p 963: 70) .. · 
· .:.. . I 
• . · _., · (20) · On a propos~ de ·; pe~c~; un· t~nnel qui re-lierait. 
directement les deux vall~es. . 
., . 
In.'(20) the tunnel ~ould '9e in a position to connect ~he two vall~ys, but the .. · 
. ' 
- ·, ., 
event cannot be rea 1 i.zed since the ,tunne 1 is' not yet a rea 1 fty. t. ' • 
. I 
·. As was s~en ~r~viously, at the leyel of incidence time is, viewed as 
• • .. • I • 
~om~g-to-be, while the level of decadence represent$;1llnle0 as' already ·come-to-
be. lh the present we·saw that the cG moment· in inc.idence, the first ~oment 
-. .. . ' \ 
Q • • • • • .., v 
of ,t~e .future. becomes t_he OJ moment in d_e.cadence, the·.las"t moment of the past. 
: t> • ,. • • 
tl . . . . • . . • . 
Thus, we .can· see that · decade~ce is the_ )ast 11 ?of incidence. · . 
. . . 
Since the future tense is represented 'in the level of incjdence it views 
. . 
f . • • 
an event· as coming to be; · · ., : . 
. . · (21 )·. Vous ferez · ct'mme vous voudr.ez: ·· 
' ) 
• c 
the con~itional' in decadence_, views 
" . j' 
a future event as 11 past .. ' · since decadence 
is_ the. "past~· - of jnc~,dence. · 
': . ~ .. 
11 refusa de·me ·- conse.iller. 
je voudrais. . · 
. . 
• 0 
. ' -~· 
t !.:_\.t; :. . . 
Je ferais conme ,. 
So, in (22) he really said "V..Ous ·ferez corrme vous voudrez"u. · Whtm this 1s re-
, 
• t • • ' • 
· . por~ed as .a 'pa_st. event, the conditional :is "~sed, that is us~d to represent 
the . f~ture)n ·a ma.tri~ of the past, that>is, in a situation .or 'cootext .of th"e· 
past •.. 
Up "to th.is point, · in this .chapter,· we have · ..conside~d the .~yst.em of '·· 
~ J • • , \ " • ':,.':... • 0 · ' . .. 
,, 
tense in· French.. We have· se~n that French has two tenses at the level of 






incidence.-. pass~ simpl~ and future; 1t has two tenses at . the level of decad-
. . 
ence..:. imperfe-ct and conditional; it has ·a vertical present ~eparati-ng past 




·Mood · \ · . - . . . 
.In t~E-ng·li~h .,¥e.rbal· syst~m - we saw _that. there are three moods ~ quas1~ 
' . 
nominal, subjunctive, and ·indicative. The French verb also distinguishes 
these · three moo?~ morphologically and .syntactically: So, in dealing with the \ ' 
-a~pect of .mood we shall follow the chr9nogenesis of the verb as outlined by 
' 
G~illaume (l97la: 80-85). 
2. 3. 1 Quasi-nomina 1 .Mood 
. 
The quasi-nominal· is repr-~sented as being the leas~ developed of t~e 
moods. In this mood there are three _forms _which are not inflected .for person: 
. . \ - . 
·infinitive (parler), present participle (parlant) , past .participle (parle). 




.·.,::.. .. ' ~ ... ,. 
par let· 





In French we ~ee'that the irifinitive (parler) is totally in i~cidence and 
· therefore an abs-.t~ti"'n . "Si~ce events, by their natu~e, nor~ally . require to · 
be represented as abstractions, it is natural that the infinitive, t tiK. - ~•"';.:.· 
• • .- • ..., • • " I 
.. representation· of incidence, should be the most conmon repres~ntatfon of the 
, ·event as _ a noun'~ ~ewso~972: gg). A 1 ~o, the ~oti ona ~ content of an inf i n-
itive is predicated of itself "and may the_refore behave .much like a noun ·.._ 
(which is 1 ikewise a _notion predicated -c;f itself). ;Parler therefore r-epresents 
·~~ 
' 













{23) Je leur ai dit de parler • 
. 
-'The pre~ent pa~iciple is partl~ in 1nciden_ce· and partly in decadence. 
' . 
. Containing decadence, it has an element of materiality and is not wholly 
abstract. "The present par.ti ci p 1 e, s i nee ft . . . contains an e 1 ement of decad-
' 
ence.' wi thin its representation, is more commonly used as an altjecthe than as 
a· n_oun. ~f. used as ,a noun, it is ... more likely to hypostatically represent 
• 
the person carrying out the event than the simple process of -the event itself: 
• - • .,--- . . ' . rt: 
un pass·ant, un ·etudiant" (Hewson 1972: ]00-l-01 ). __ 
.• (24) Un homme .marchant ... 
finally, there il the past pa~ticiple ( ,arl') which 
.. 
is wholly in decadence, 
·and therefore -represents a .comple-ted ev 
which- represents a~ event as in pro_gres 
unlike th~ pre~ent participle _ 
The past par"ticiple is therefore_ 
more readily used as an adje~tive altho gh it '~may in fact hypostatical1y be 
used to represent -the person o~ thing b und .by the result of the event: un 
. 
fianctl", les mort~-" {Hewson 1972: 100). Following .are · exampl~~~of the past 
participle used as an ad~ective (Mansion 1963: 87); 
(25) 
('26) 
- / On lut le ·testament devant la famille asse.mblee. 
La porte est fermee~ 
-2.3.2 Subjunctive Mood I 
·- ' 
\ 
T~e next stag~ in t~e chronogenesis of the French verb is the subjunctive 
mood . .. At this .stage the event is given a subject and thus eve.nt time. But, 
. •'·t;' ' ' . -1 













" Notice ~hat the eve~_t_ ca~i take· place at any moment in time. The event, at 
thi's st.age, is stil·J not represented as a fully' experiential reality s.ince it 
is no~ .allocated t? ~ experientiai t1~e-~phere. "Subjunctive events in 
French are therefore · represented ~s belonging to the totality of time~ whi c~ 
is an abs'tracti on, and represent time ~s thought of ~Y tbe speaker. Consequentlr 
. . • the subjunc_ti_ve_ reP._~esents the · idea . of the - e~ent rather than the occu~~ence. 
. . 
·of the e~eny• (Hewson 1972: lOJ). The subjunctive~ then,' in . French,: is used 
to repre~ent . potential events, with possibility, not prob~bility of occur~ 
\ - . 
. .. 
renee. r. 
" The s~paration of the subjunctive. and i n~d1 ative is seen in the chrono-
. }. 
ge_nesis of th~ French ver:b. · In the. subju~ctive t e event is not allocated to 
_ any time-spher~, while in the indi~ative t\e event is a11ocated to a time-
sphere in universe time. ., 
event 
. co <=.._ ' 1 · event . ~ .. ~ oQ 
----- . -~(} 
-- umversetTme ------- '1 
The use· of the mechanism of the subjunctiv~ is determined by the fact 
- . 
that the event is felt by the speaker to be in the realm of the •possible. 
Speakers of French use the mechanism of mood to distinguish the noti~nal realm 
of the possible fro~ - that of the probable, thus forging a · threshold between · 
the two, as can be shown in the following dia~-ram (Adapted fr·om Gu11U1Ume 
\ 
0 





jmposs i b-1 e 
·.: ..  ..,~., 
/ , 
T 
possible. probable ) certain 
...... 











Notionally, when ttl~ thre_shold (T), separating possibility and probability,. 
. 
is crossed we· enter the realm of probahflity, and thus the 'indicative is. 
. ' . 
used in French. Notiona_lly, it is axioma~ic fhat an event ·must be possible 
. . 
before._ it becomes probable 'Or cer:tain. As long as ~ the tevent is felt by ·the 
speaker to be-long to .the.realm of the po~sible (not the probabi'e) the speaker 
• I 
of French will use the subjunctive. 
,. 
Before going further into our discussion of the s~bjunctive, we shall j1 
discuss.Guillaume•s te~ms id6e regardante and ~d6e re9·ard~e. In complex 
sentences there is a· main clause · and a subordinate clause. 
{27) I\ est certain qu'il viendra. 
In the main clause we have'the ·ia6e regardante (Il est certain}, while in the 
. ' 
subordinate clause we have -the idGe regardle (qu'il viendra). Guillaume says 
'lo ,., • ;I' ' 11 0n voudra bien remarquer que. par tout et toujour,s le mode a pour. determinant 
. . 
1 ' ,~dee re.gardante, et que, partout et toujours a~ssi,: ·c'est l'idle' reg_ard6e 
. . 
qui en prend la marque .. (Guillaume 197la: 191)_. It seems then that the sub-
. 
r _. jun~tive is f.ound mainly i~ subordinate clauses where the idea of' the .main 
. . ' cla~ase expresses the notion of pQssibility· . . 11Mais si c'est b le cas 
~rdi~aire, · ce n'est pas le c~~ oblige .. (Guillaume l97la: 192). \ . . \t . (2~) ~uissiez -. vo,us re'ussfr. b 
The subjunc.tiv~ in (28) "vient de ce que 1' id~e regardante non rendue par des 
. . . 
. mots, '10n r6presentle_, est_tr~s sensiblenient une idle de souhait, et-~ue le 
souhait, le desir sont des . id€es r~gardantes ... ressortis.sant ~ la conception 
gen~rale .du .po~sible ~on depass~ en ... probable',' ·(Guillaune l97la: 206). 
1 The id(e regardante and ··id~e 'regardEi'e are }mport~nt concepts to. ·remember 
in our dis.cussion of the subjunctive. The following d.iagram, whic~ is really 
an ·expansion of the one on page .37, will be very useful in our consideration 







' I .... 
- ~ 
I 









. subjunctive indicative > · · 
39 
1/the. force of the id6~ regardante does not transfer the i d6e ~egardre 
· from the rea·l.m·of the possible to the realm of the . probable, we use the sub-
r 
. . 




' ' (29) 11 est impossible ·qu'il vienne. I j · ' 
{30) 11 est possible qu'il v1enne.' 
D . 
But·, once the· threshold is· fel't to have been .crossed we are in the realm of 
- I 




J. · · (31) . I1 est probable qu'il viendra. 
I . ' (32) 11 est certain qu'il viendra! 
. ..---
. In (29) probab-ility is reall.Y denied, a case which .requires the u~e of the 
I 
subjunctive. ' ' 
,\' 
. :. :• ' .Zl : 
'·Now, we shall _consider in. more detail . the ideas ·that bring a~'ou.t ~se 
· of. the subjunctive. Guillaume ·has a very ··_concise yet us-eful diag·r·am whic~ 
Q 
illustrates various id~as bringing about~t~e- use of 
.206). 
. . 
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d~si r ._ attente - .ordre (commandement) - --.. · 
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cu ~ .... en o.._ 
ru s.. E 
J::. <LI 0 
--a... 0. u . 
pr'f~~ence- et g~n,ral-~nt; i~6~ critique· · 
. sigfli:fi ant .(< trouv~r .bien», <.< trouver rna~ .>~ .. . -
mode 
subjonctif ' 
possi bi.l it€ , 
hypothese e~· 5ituati~n ~1 (subjunctif) ·~ .. 
. \ 
hypothese en. situation :s2 (indicatif) 
probabi11 t6 i . . . inode ." 










Besides the·.above diagram, Guillaume lists the various ideas requiring the 
subjunctive as well as those .requiring the ·u~e of the inqicative .{l971a: 216-
.. ' . ' . . 
217). . ' ? 
Phase I 
(devant seuil S) 
·. 
I 
possible . 1 _ 
. I 
/ ' I . 
desir, voJition 
expectati e 
ide'es cri i ques 
' I . 
exception/ .. 
.- . I 
' 
(probabilit~ n6gati~e, · pr~vision . 
negat:i _ve, croyan~e negative). 
( corm1andemen t) . 
•. 
(attente: irresolution entre la ~ 
prevision negative et la pr6vision 
positive). · 
(juger bien ou.mal) ,, . ( 
(discussion de possibi1it6: .:·.1a .seule 
personne qui ait vu clafr~ en ceci . • . 
suppos t1 on pure,-
admissio pure '(fai·sant part ~gale ~ la. pr,vision 
negative et a :la prevision positive: 









.. ' . . ,
• :.r:. 
.. ;..:.\ ... ~ 







.. <t. . . ' ~ 
(en po~itio~ primai~~ s,, · da~s certa1~es 
conditipns d'emplo.i restre1.ntes; · 














. ,: . \ 
(apr~s · seuil S) 
~ .,co '\ 
,, 
.. 
~ ·- ~ 
, , . , / 
. ,. recurrence de 








, / .. 
antece~ence 
. ' 
• .0 • 
I , 
conjonction . 





.. '· I I C\ .... \. 
{si \IOUS '' le· fai tes et . ~ue ~OUS 




.... . . 
' .. ·, . ' . 
. ,(.sa chez que je 
r 1 
vous . comp!~nds)~ 
... ,., . ..... 
... . ..... .... ' ' ... .. 
( insuffisanc~ positive: 'je cherche un 




I . ' (afin qu 1 11 le s·ache}. · :'· · · .. ·. 
., ,'~ 
• o I 
. ' ' 
suppos.f ti on 
~ ,, ~ ~ ... ,. . 
.. ,; . :~ (a base de p~6vision pos4tive~ non . 
gratuite:~ je·.suppose q~'il viendra}: 
• ' ' I 
' -hypothese 
. 
(en position secondaire· · s·~,· mode 
conditionnel: vous auriez r~ussi) . 
,... • (J 
~ .. \~, 'J. 
. . 
prob.ab . i 1 i t{; · 
.. \~ . 
d 'f: f , I 
. .. . . 
• • £' • 
"' . , , .. 
: previsibrr po.sitive (previ~ion negative ·~fort~) . 
. o· 
a ;• • 
•' 
u 
• ~. • . >,. 
· ~' cr,oyance posi ti've· ( croya'nc~ .. ne'gativ~· forte). · 
' ' · .. • ' • o . '-' • 
' 0 
certi \tu~e · ._. 
.· ' 
. . 
' . ! 
' . 
i, 
aff~. nna~i on de ·• :. \) · 
'rea 1 ite, de chose /. . . .• . . 
etablie, pos~e~ (d6clarati on tVatti tu(Je: j I ai di t ' 




positive · · 
. ~ . . '-
(je ·connais un homme qui saura · faire 
ce travai 1). 




actualisante · (parce gu'il avait fini, il s': en alla}. 
As ·can be seen 'f:rom the preceding diagrams, all .verbs .. stating, hoping, .· 
declaring, believing·, and all 'adjectival expressions . indicating truth, .. cer-~· 
t~inty, etc. ,U (Hewson 1972: 161) are 1de'es regardantes ,that determine a 





























n ~ o • .. . .. • , , ~ 
'subsequent j nd'i cative:; id6es . regardante~ that express a negative detennine a 
· - ." ~ ' J • • • ~ ' \"l 
s'ubsequent subjunctive, since negation indicates negatfve chances of· occur-
. ) ---- -- _,_::-::, 
I o • •"":. 
ring.' 
• 
( 33) ·Je ne. pense pas· .qu 'i 1 v1 e~ne.: ( subjunctive) 
. (34) Je pense qu'il viendra. (indicative) 
' ,• ' 
(35) 11 n'est pas vrai qu'il- l'ait dit. (subjunctive) 
.. 
(36) 11 est vrai qu'ill'a dit. (indicat_ive) 
So; ( 33) and ( 35 )" which give the event nega.ti ve -c;:h~nces of o~curri ng req~·i.re 
I 
the subjuncti .v~ in the -subordi-nate cla~:e. l · .· _. _ _. 
However, one does not need to express a n~gatlve for_ a~ : event to h~ve 
~ . . negative chance1 of occurring. Notionally, if we think an event has -negative 
.chances of·occurring we use the subjunctive to represent the event. 
·' 
- /• . (37) On cherche une secretaire qui sait le chinoi~. 
' \ 
(38} On cherche une secretaire qui sache le chinois . 
. } . 
In (3i) one e~pects -to find the secretary while the·· use of. the_ subjunctive in 
. ~ ,• "' .. . •. 
. ...~ . "-
(38) indicates that one does not expect to finCt the seer~ •. 
. . .. ' 
When the antecedent to the verb in the subordinate claus~ "is a non-person ---
. 
. or someone.#(s~mething,) indefinite· F~ench' also requires us'e o~ the subjunctive. 
. " ' . . 
'- (39) Il n'y a ·pas un eleve qui connaisse M. -LeBrun . 
. . 
. . , ' -., . . . . 
· In (39) un eleve does not exist- he is a non-person. In examples such as the 
following .~from Hewson, the subject 1~ indefinite and so· the subjunctive is 
' 
required (Hewson f972: 16?). 
' · (40) Qui que· vous soyez .•• · {Whoever you a·re ••• ) 
. l' 
( 41) Quai. que. tu di ses .·.• (Whatever you say •• ~) 
-
(42) _ Si fort que .. tu sol-s ... - ·{However strong you are ... ) 
'• 
Since the ant~cepent ~n (40) - (42) is· unknown, ~eing indefinite, the use of · 
. ' ~ . 
the subjunctiv~ is required. · 
.• 
• • 0 
. ' 
I 
t. I ' 
•'' . .
.. . .
• • ·• ~ '-:--... I 
""\ . 
. . ~,· · "··· Ac¢ording to. : Guillau~·s-. list ~~ove, _ ce~·tain conjunctio~-~- (conjonctions' 
. ·. ... . . .. . 
1•p ,.. , • · ~ • ~ 
virtualisantes) such as pour gue; 'sans que, de sorte gue, jus·qu'~ te gue, etc., 
also t~k~ il1e suhJunc.f.'i~e.-ifl t~~ su~ordinate cl<lV,~e. Jus.qu'a ce que·,;:however-::· .. 
: • .t . . • . . 
.on'ly"_takes _the subjunctive" when 11 USed with ~uture reference'' (Hewson 1972: . . . 
• J • ' •' ' • • .. • •• .... 
•· • ·_163) si~~e. in such· a case the.ce ·refef\S/to an unknown moment. In past . time · ··.-
reference the·ce ·refers · to a known moment .of.memorial time, and thus the . in-
• - • • r ., • 
·di ca ti -ve fo 11 o~s. I . . . - ' 
\ .. .. 
{43) J'attendra_i · jus~q~'a ce qu'il vienrie. · (futur.e reference) 
I • 
, · 
. .. " . . 
(44) J'ai · att~ndu jusqu'~ - c~ qu' 'il ._est·venu •. ~p~st refe~ence) ···:. . .. . \ 
. . . 
(45) .' Il ·est sorti sans .que -vous le sachiez • . 
~ . 
(46) Je .Parle l_entement pour fl.que vous me cpmpr~niez. 
In (45) the conj.unct'i on .oSans que expresses negati o~. -~nd is foll ~ed. by- . -' 
- . <>, 
. / . . e .• . .. 
the subjunctiv~. 11 11 nous met en presence du non-e.xistant encore; d'une ~ 
. . ' -
. situ~tion o~ 1' ev€nement n 'est pas encore arriv_, .. (Guillaume 1971a: 241) . 
. ' 
. . -
" Situations which are anticipatif require the subjunctive, which is what ·we 
have in { 45). : · · - .. L 
~---------~n.Q!_rr_e_r__examP-le of a conjonction virtuali sante ~--- our ue. The . conjunc- . 
:::; 
. --
tion "pour que est ant:i cipatif' .· ... et em · cons~quence i 1 gduverne 1~ sub.)oncti f" 
:{Guillaume 1971.a: 241). This is the type of situat1on ·that-exis.ts in {46); 
. . 
.in (46) ·the understanding is contingent on. the- addressee's wi11ingn.ess to 
._ 
speak slower and such an event ~equires the subjunctiv~ as it·s representation. o: 
Th~ ·next point -of .di~cus.sion, and o~e w_hi ch Guillau~e -di~~usses exten-. 
·s_ively is that _of value_judg~nts (id6es critiques). ·with an id'e critique . 
we. judge whethe~- spmetning is good or bad. .rA very rea 1 difference between 
.. French and English' occurs in cJa_uses subjected_ to a personal value_judg~ni. 
·P Fren;h re~ul ~r_l_y ·uses the · subj~nctive here, .•. " (Hewson 1972; 3 l64) . 
. 
"'(47) Je ·regrette qu • i 1 soit venu . 





















·. ~~~ (47) "the :d~e reg~rd~e is pi aced In the su~junCtive 'because of. th~ existc 
- r ence·of an idee regardante critique. By~ using th.e. subjunctive here .• · .speak~rs 
'· ' \"' . of French bring ·the force of . the critical evaluation to bear not upon the 
. . . 
occurrence oft~~ eve~t (=indicative) but upon,its very nature, 
. . ... . . . . ~. 
upon the 
Jd~a· of the ev~_nt:; (Hewson ' 19?2: :.~6-5)._ 
I· 
. . . ,;":-
• · ( 48) Je comprends qu • i l ~cnet' un au to. 
. . \ 
I . 
. . ....... / (49) Je -comprends qu'il a1t·achet~_ un a~to. 
+ • •• 
In (4a·) -the su.bje.ct understands the·occurrence of · the eveni;; in (49) the sub..: · 
. ~ -- . . 
ject under:stands wha-t li~~ behind the event;·understan~~ th{natuie ·of the · 
... 
. ., .... 
event. 
• I 
Sowetimes ;..it is possible to- get vaJue judgments-with the. u~e . of the 
it[ I • • , 
• •' ' - I o ' __. ' 
superlative. 
~ . '. . 
·, . . (50) Ciest )e meilleur ami -q'Ue" nous _ayons. 
1" • ' 1 1 • 0 0 
. · · In ·(50) we are not stating a fact, but instead we are saying that in our 
· ' • (I 
•• . <:, • . 
opi_nion he is the best of all possible friends. 
.;:·: Wi.th reference to id~es critiques, "Th~ use of the subjunctive 1n value . ~. • < ' judgments makes possible a muc~ more generalized type of criticism: in 
explidt.ly• ~riticizing .tha nat~r~ of the e~ent - rath~r than the occurren~e · one 
• ' 0 . • 
'·· ' . .. is implicitly c~itjciz~ng all other' possiple occurrences o{ such an event by 
. - . . . 
critici~~_n9 the::_underTYi.ng notion oe,principl~ of the_event~· {Hewson 197.2.: 
: 166). • ~ . . ' ·.. ·. . 
-In French, if o~e wishes to express-~esire or vo]ition ~na uses the-sub- r 
junctive . · •. 
(51} Je souhaite qu~il vienne. 
·- .•. 
(52) o Je veux que vou~ le fassie~: 
-· . 
I' ' 
Guillau_me . says ·that ·the general idea of voJ1t~on governs t_he sJbJ_unc~i~e ·_ 
• 
. . . 
·. · . . 
' ... . . 
·' 
. . . . 
• ! 







·~ · .. ·. 




(1971a: 2J7-2i8), thus explai.ning the use of the subjunctive in (~1) -. (53). 
' . 
2. 3. 3 . lhdi cati ve Mood . 
Up to th.is point i~ our discussion tif: ~iods we have consfd~red ~e sub- . 
' I • 
junctfve and the reasons for its use as given by Gut11aume. Now, we shall 
' I ' • (!) 
. c:;onsfder the third stage_ in the chronogenesis of th~. French verb, the stag!;! 
\ . . ' .. ' . . . . . . 
.where an event is allocated to a ti'tne-sphere wi~hi1l .~.miverse time. At this · -. "· 
stage;noti~nally the thresho.ld between possible_a~d probable is .·f~lt, by _.the 
# .., • ~ , (."' ' .. ,J 
speak~r •• to have been' crossed~ !!!) • • ~ • 
. . ' .. "' . ') ·... ., .:. . ' ·~ . :': . ~ 
. - ·In the French fndicatiY.e the.-, are five (5) morphological· basic te~_se .. 
. . 
fonns (see diagram page 25). Each of these five morphological forms 'is ~sed · '·r 
• • .. 4 
' • ' lei 
:.:..'to represent the occurr(mc~ of ~~- event, as· ·was the cas·e.' 1n . (48)". ~ ... \ 
--. . . . .I . ~ . . . 
. . . . . . ( - ; .. 
When _an event .is seen as having. pqsitiv~_ ch~nces o~ occurr1ng, the in-
dicative is .required as its representatipn. Th~s. 'verbs·- expre~sing supposition·, 
. probaMli,i4, e·spoir, e~~-, are. represent~~ not.ion~lly a.s .havi~g-:-er~ssed th~ 






' · I 
Je suppose-qu'il viendra. 
J "esp~re qu • i 1 v_j endra. 
11 est probable qu'il viendra: 
. . 
11 est certain qu'il viendra~ 
(58) Je crois qu'il viendra. 
o~e expects him to come. 
J • 
.. · ~ 
.. 
/ 
. · We saw previously, in pg), tha~w)len th~ antecedent. of the _v·erb in the 
. . .. ~~ ~~ I . .,-
• subordinate clause· ~as ·a non-person, 'th~ subjunctive was required as the . 
• ~ . I -:..,. • i -•-....: 
• ~ J • • " -
verbal" representation:_ But·, .when the antec~dent is a real person we use the - . 
indicative. 
.. (59) ' . . Je connais un honme .qui sawu.ra faire ce travail .. 
. . . 
: ; 











.... .. ·.. 
. · ~ .. . 
~ -46--
I. .. .... • -. . 
When we si~pl"y. state facts a~out the ~cc~rh:mce ·_,f' the. ·e~ent and do not 
< - - ••• • ., 
pass ·~ny judgment., the indicativ~ is required, .as in _(4a). 
. . ..  ' ' ' . 
"' . 
.. i ... . ,.. •! . • , 




.,. ... , . 
. ' . ,. · 




con"jonction··v.itrualisante requires the subjuf1ctive, w~ile foll.owing a 
- . ... . . . 
· _conjoncti on ~ctual1_ sante ·;.the" .us·e .. o~ ... th~ ~ndi cati ve ·is ·. requi.rei 
• ' • ' ( • ' I • I • . • . • 
.; · · · . (60) Parce ql)'il avait fini, ih.s'en alla. · . 
o • • . ' \ "•"-.._ • . . I 
•• • I ~ ---._, • . , • ~ 
ln {69.) we see that 11 Parce que est nori' anticip_atff, ...... ll! mot parce !envoyant a · 
. . ...... . l' • 
. la cause· •. .'et .en co~~-~quence la locution ·.Pa~ce que :.r~gi~:_l!if'!d.icat.if11 .(Gufllavme,. 
.G \. ' \..,\ 
.... 
I . 
.. . \' 
= . 
, <I ... . 
. 
0 > 
. o • 
. , . . 
., 
• . \ .:'· • # ~ " ) ~ - • , • • 
' -··-- r~us·.,, ,we·. see that . if t i 'o tfe '!!~"~- of t 'he' speak~~· , "the thres~oi,d between 0 M 
197la: 241). · 
· possible and .probable. 1s· crossed, the speak~r· will use the. indicative in. 
.• . . . . . .. -... ,-=:-· .-·.._:. :•f .•• ·• t.: . - .- ( 
d1scou.rse; 1f .it is 'not ~rossed he will use .the subjunctive. One must keep 
. . -
, " 't 0 .. _ I I (, • ' ' ,. ; • I ' '\ \ 
'·in .mind· at al'l :times that the importa'lt. point in determining whiCh' mood (sub-
• ~ , .. ~f· ~ ~... •• , , 
: junctive. or indicative) .· is to .b¢' us~d, is whether . the ~peaker. feels the 
. ~-. f~re~old,. is· ~·cross~d o~ . nQt. ': . . .. : ~.· -· .: · · I 
'·~~ ' -~ 0 ' I ; .......... i •, •· 
, , . ··.4 As ct _: . ;~ : · ·. · - ~ ., ... ·: . ,_.:·· • , ' ·-:_- . · ·\ .· · - · · I ,; ; : .• 
u . c • . ., . , 
r - ·. ..... . .. 
· ··. As wa~~oni'~::::~oos-· discussi~ns:·..:F;~~cff· has .fi'le -basic . t~~se·s 




't ~ ~ •j ("' - ~, ..... . ' , • • I 1 'r11 I 0 "" ' ' 
(pass' simple, · imeerfect, present, future, condftional) to r;epr~sent~,div:1s'1ons.' · · .· · 
I ~., 0 ":"; ; 0 e - 1 • I -' ·., 0t 0 :? 00 f O 
0 
' .!,.). _, ~. .. 
:of ti.me. in th~ indicative ~ . Besides these five; French also has two tense·· ~ . /' - · 
#I I o !\ ' • • • ' <.. 0 • -· : o 




· . .. . ~ ~ · · forms ~n · the · ~ubjunctive (present and imperfect) ~s~~ell. ·as thre. forms··· · -. 
·:.;., .. • ' . • • 0 • • ~ • • ~;;J . . - . ._ " • 
. _.,... 
. 
" 0 " 
. : .. 
0 
· ·· · ·t ·{~ften ~:a-~ ~e~ tense (onns) 1 n>ry~ . quasi ~nomi n~~~ ·~oo~~ -~ .~ Qfinitive pr,esent ""'' .' - . -~ ~' 
, 1'1 ' • I) I ., ' ' • ' • - • • • •• .._,,, ,,,,,_ •'0--
parti·ciple, .past participle). Besides these ten simple ofonns., ffie-French .... -......... 1. · ·--::-:---
•• : 1.1 o ' • - • • I> .. ' .. • ' ~ -~ • U : •• •\ \ I ,. • ._ 
verbal syst.em· makes. us-e of a system of aspect , (whe·reby an .,auxiliary ~nd a · 
• .. • ~ C' • ~- .. • .._"':/ • • .. ' ,. ...:_ .. • ~ • • • :. ... • .. • 
· "· verbal are. coml;>ined) .to exp~~ss fL!.rJber· temeoral d.1visi9~s. •. · 
. ,!;"' t• .. . . .· ·. . . . . . 
In' Frencb, for eve.ry simpl'e fonn of the verb there i,s at least ·one: ··. 
' 0 ., • 
correspondiRg compound form. ~ 
. . . 
. . 
. ., ... . 
.. , ,.·· 




. ..;... .. ·. 



















·past P a.rt i ctp lJ'! 
-
. Subjunctj ve I .. 
"" 
Subjunctive I I · .... ,.. , 
~ "'<" .. 
' 
. ' . ------:,_ . 
Present . -:------:__ 
•, 
Imperfect 






/ parle r 
parle 
parlasse 
par~e n ,P 
parlais .. · . 
· parlai . 
I 
' 
. . , 
Transcendent ' 
avoir · parl~- · 
aya~t par16 
/ ' (eu parle) 
\ 
aie par16 . 
·, . eusse par16 · 
. ,·, 
. aJ par e 
"eus parl~. 
- ' 
parlerai a~rai ~arl' 
I 
. :\ . . 
. ·. \ . . 
~~-~ransce~dent . 
avOi ~eu~'parl~ 




. .... -, . 
....._., " 
. 1' ~ . ·· a1e eu par e : -~
... .:.. . . ~ ' , . -
. ' 
auraf .. ·eu parH! · . . , 'If/ 
• , ; -~ < i 
---..____£p~Oal parlerOfs , .. '\~rais pa~ll> . a~rais eu parl~ · 
-a · . . --.. .. _ . ' · ·\ , 
"' : ~.!:  . . · From the· preced ng diugram-we see- 'pfat there are t~ree a~pects i n French 
. . · •• ~imPie ·:(illVIlilnent), -t~ans~endent,,.nd \bi~transcima~n~ . · E~ ihese three 
aspects presents a dif erent view of an event: ' . r • 





. ' , 
' ) 
.. 
~ - • • I 
_______ _____.........-- · \ . ' 
\ ' (a)~ . !'mnanent As,pect·: , \ · .. ., 
· · 'All :the·. verbal fo~s\o.f the illiTia'nen_t , aspe~re expre~~ed· by a si ngh~ 
. 
... . . \ . . -
. word. 11 ln a11 the simple fonns of the verb only the time 'inter-ior to the 
- .. • . .J 
· . . 
• __ 111 • • _. ... I 
. . event represented . is.·in qu~stion .. . In·~such a fonn as . 11'. parlait, wher~ the 
,... ,t 
verb. is pr:_edicated of a subject....._the subject is represented" as , en_gaged in th~ 
~ ; ; {~ \ I • • ,. • I . 
: '· activity 9f a past event.;. in ,· il':Parle he is represented as engaged in a pres-
. ) ' "' ~ " .. ' . 
· ent event; and· in i1 pa~lera .. he .is · re.pres_ented. as engaged in a future event11 
.. t; - ~" ' · e • 
(Hewson 1.972: 113}. So;' in the ' simpl_e form~ of the . subjunctive and .indicative 
" 
o ffi0~~S 1 , _11 the S~bjftCt l S repr:esenteq as being i ~eri:or ·tO the event,~ o • II ·_ 
. {Hewson 1972:. tl3 )_._ . ,. 
- ~r_; "; 
[ <o1 
o• I \ .. · . ''. . , ~ _!l • . .. .. I 
.. ... ·; 
. . 




. . . .} 
~--- · ~~_:__:'_. ·~ - -- 'li ' •I 
/ 
.. ~ , 
' 
. .. 
: • • 0 
0 
· ' . 
. , 
,.. 
" ... .. 
. ' ;~ :.....= - . . I 48 
I • J • ~ • ' 
' ' (b) .-~ ·Transcendent ·Aspect· 
, . 
... ; ... ~ ... 
. ' 
J ~ 
, • ; • ,. t • .I • , • • • 
. ..1he -f~rms of .' ,the tra~scendent aspect consist of an~xfliary plus a ~ P,a·st 
t " • ' • . " .. . ' ~ . ' . . . ' • , - . ' J ~ . . ' - ' : . -
· _partlc.iple of the '!laln verb·. 11 With the· co~pound ' forms the. subject . is repre-
•• • • • • • ' . • • • • o4 • \. • ... (J · • • • ' . • () 
sented as ·occupying a. new space posterior to the completi!,ln. of' the original -~ 
. ~ . " ' 
. . . . .. ... . . :,. ,- ., 
· eve~.t .. . Tnis 'new ·space is de{ined by the eve~t time of the .. 'CJuxiliary, while 
• (' Cl • .. 
. the e.ve'nt time of the -original .even't is represented by ·the past particip_le ... 
.. . . ... . . . . 
(H~wson . 1972: 114)'. ~ ~ 
' '. 
' . 
~"':::-. -""-, -_l""""';l __  P~ ~ ~ ~ ___ c ___ -~ 
. 
-· "' ' l parle' , · ~ • . 'ilt-:-~~----{ ' . . .
. ' ' . 
In il a p~}·l~ ; the s~bj~ remo~d from the event repres_~nted by parle . . ·_, 
• • • ('.> • • • flu 
. Thus, we get an _exterior ,view of t~ event repres~nted __ by parl~. 
' ~ , I 0 , , ' f \ f ' ' ' ' 
.. . ·-
· (c) _&.i _-_Tran~cen~_ent ~~\ect __ : . . · ~ ·.·.· . . -
. ' 
. . 
,--. · ~ ·. · A~ was. seen in the prev lo_u s. par a~ rii ph', th: t~.an' nd~ilt ·a~ pe·c~ ~ ( cotnpou nd · 
. ·. 
., 
' . ~ . . . 
~ . forms} presen"'ts .the subject as one_.stage ·removed fr,om' the action ~f- the past 
participle; in . the bi-tra~scendent ·as~~t th;~.s.ubject i.s removed _ a · ;.urt~er . / . · 
. stage: _ :~~~v~ir. eu. rriarch·~ est la subs~que~ce de a~oi'r ma;ch~ · .. (Gui l l .aume .197la: · 
·117). lJr'fle. foll ~ing' .two ~-1-agrams• wi:n . .hel p- .cl ar1fy t -he ,three ~spects. 
• • o' • . I s ' ·. .· 
(Guillaume · 
· •· 'f971a: 185) . 
. . . 
. . 
! 
- · ~ · t .... ..... . . • Cl • • 
·. (Hewson... 1972: · 0 
.· 115) :' . . .. :· : 
• J • . • -







' { \ c. 0 ' I 
. - ' 
-.· .. 
[1 ~ 
'1· ·. .c ' .. . . . : ... 
. ' 
., 









' . I 
I • .. .! 
I I •• 
i .,.. 
I 
In the bi-transcendent .aspect, 11 What was the auxiliary ·in the;c9mP,ound 
forms is itself tran~formed into a past participle,-and~ new aux.iliary .ere-
. . '. : . \ 
ated··that opens up a·further space of event ti.me that is posterior both tQ 
.the event time of the orig'inal auxiliary and to the ev~r1t time of 'the origi.nal 
pa~t particip.le 11 (Hewson 1972: 115). So, in the diagram from H~wson above,. 
- .............. ·- · , l . 
(B) repr~se~ts an. event which occurs before (A) and {C) an event which 
occurs before {B)_, ., 
:. -·( 
2.4.1 .Tense Agreement , . ., 
. . ....{ . 
11 In a very high percentage of dependent clauses' of t1me in French the 
' 
· ·  verb of the subordinate clause is found to be tn the same tense as- the main 
clause 11 (Hewson 1972:. 116). · · 
(61) Je, sors quand i1 fait beau. 
~ (62) Je sortirai quand il fera beau. 




(6~) Je suis ~~rti. qua~ i 1 a . fai.t beau. 
(64) Je serais sorti quand il aurait fait beau. 









However, in certain cases it is necessary to '!;how one action as occ_u~ring 
be~ore Jhe ·ottlf~r, as in the following (~ans.fon 1963: 214) ·. 
. . ~ . 
(65) ·xi ·sort quan~ il · a din6. 
'fJ 
. (66) 11 scirtait quand il . avait din6 . 
.. qu~nd. il avai~ eu ~in6. : .. . (67) 11 'tait sorti r. 
~Following is a diagram ~hat would represent ( 67) : 
' f-sorti ~ il x-f~~!~~-r. (A) ~~ 1 
.. 
. f8'1n6 fr= eu · .~' ay~~:-"---1 (B) 
: ( -
... 











~ J • 
In this.diagram (A) is represented as occurring ' before (B). 
,, 
2·.4.2 · V~rbs · reguiriQg ~tr~ as auxiliarY . ) 
As with English, €'tre iS the auxilia.ry used· to give a represent~tion of _ 
• ' I . ' ~ . . 
,an ihteri.or view ~f the consequence of a·n event, while avoir is ~h~ a.l.lxi{iary 
used to give a.n exterior view. With.~tre· the subject is located within the· 
8 ·· limits of the event, while the subject 'is represen~ed as outside the event 





a battu. · (Subject is represented as ·outside the l~mits ~ 
of the·event, and therefore free.) 
{69) 11 est battu. (Subject represented as ·1 ocated within the 
limits of the event, an<:( therefore bound.) · 
. ' 
When considering c~ses in which avoir and ~tre are auxil i ari.es, the con-
cepts agent (doer of the action). and" patient (rec~iver of th~ ac,~ion) are 
very important. ·The agen.~ ~~ fr.ee ,to d_o the action, ·but .J;he patient· is 
bound· by- it.· Etre ·is inttansitive and is therefore most naturally predicated 
of the notional · patient. Such is ~he . case in p---- ··' . 
. "' (70) Elle s•est b.lesse . . (se = elle) 
. .; 
(ll) Elle est bless~ . . 
0 
.In (70) and (71}, where t1:re is the 'au_xiliary, the subject. is. notion~lly the 
patient, being_represented as bound by the event . . . 
1tf 
_Av~ir, on ttie. other hand,' is.trqnsitive_, and:.any subj_~ct ~f. whi~h 
1
it ·is __ 
predi ca ~ed must ne~essa~ily be seen as a ··notion a 1 agen.t. 
' . 
(72) 11 a battu Paul. 
. . 
In (72) the · subject is the agent~ausing the action Q~ the·p~tient (Paul). 
. . ' 
j 
Since, if the subject is the notional agent, ,avoir is the required auxiliary, 
whi'ch is · the case in (72). 









~ · '::-, 
French has a list of ·sixteen (16) common verbs which require ~re .as the 
' . . 
auxili-ary in creating compound forms. 
. . "" 
aller . venir 
/ 
$Ortir entrer., 
t • .i 
partir arriver 
' ' 
moud r ~t na1 re 
retourner . r.evenir 



















. ' , ' 




. middle voice. 11 All these.ver~s represen_t actions which, when completed~ reo:: 
sult in a s~ate of affairs wh':t'e the. subject is· no longer · free .. (Hewson 1972: 
'127). Thu·s,. ~hen the actions represented by these verbs are completed, the 
\ , ' . 
. . . 
I 
su~ect)lust remain involved in 'the ~e~ults of the events. ,:·.Such is the· ca_se 
of ~verbs of middle voice as can ·be seen in- (70). Once the subject of {70) 
• , • • • • ( ) t'> • 
has wounded herself .She must remain involved .in .tbe r~sul ts 'of 'her acti~n. 
we shaH look . ~t examples from the sixte'en verbs'"' .above to examine the 
.... . . ~ . ' . 
s:ituation o( the subject _after the _ il~tio'n o:f th~ verb ha~ taken plate . . ' . 
'\ 
I ' 
. •. ~ 
· ·,_(73) , Elle est morte hier mati n. 
. . ~ . .. 
(74) 
. (75) 
El .les sont n~es le sept . jaiwie~·. 
. ' 
/ ' L' . Je suis alle a Montreal . 
In (73) _- · (75) wh~~ the action is compl,~~~~ the subject -is not -in a p6sition 
f . -~ to cont fnue the : same action and i_s bound by ~the consequences of th.e event . 
• Fof example,· in (73) when the subject h~~ Cii~ stie is no longer free to 
. . /' . 
••' 
<) 














-. continue dying, being bound by the c:onsequence of .~yin.g . 
. •, 
It is important to point out that these verbs_ require. ~tre as the au~il- ~ · .· 
. .. . 
iary only if they do not or· cannot have an object: When such a v~rb takes 
' . 
an object we . have the active voice' and thus an exterior view 'of the conse~ 
0 
quen~es of the action of the event. 
. ~ (76) ~e suis. mont~. 
(77) J'ai mont~ mes bagages. 1 I 
\ 
. . . . ~ . (" 0 .. . 11 . • 
. In (76) the' subject is still_jnvolved·· in the consequences of the event, while , ' 
# • • • .. • ,. • 1!1 • · ~ , 
· 'f ... tl 
' 1 o ' ' • 0 ' f 1 
in (77) the subject 'is free of the consequences of the· event, which are svb- -" 
. . ' . . 
sumed .by.rries ba·gages. The reason fo.r {71) p~ving avoir as the auxiliary is · 
beca~se ,; t is cl~ar that the subject 1 s . a~· ag~nt · s·~ncf mes bagages . mus-~ ·' -. ·. 
'\ 1 \ ' a J ' 1 • • I 
necessarily be the . patient; 'fr.~ page .51 we see ·that if' the subject fs an 
age~t then the verbal auxilia'ry ·must be · avoir~ ~uillaume· says that : ..... ,.le 
- . -- . ' ' 
;' • "' - • , • I I 
mec.anfsme de transitivi~e ne _ sor.t pas,·en fransais, de la. voix act'i~~!~ •. 
(Guillaume l97l·b: 194). Ho\'tever, if the' subject· cahn~t .. free, himself f.rc;>m the · 
-. 
-consequences of the event, he rea'lly is a patient as in {76) and th'us· the . . . 
r •• • 
.. , 




... ' '.., 
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CHAPTER THREE 
INTERFERENCE OF THE ENGLISH VERBAL'SYSTEM. ON 
LEARNING FRENCH TENSE SYSTEM · ~ 
' 
3.1 Introduction 
' . Up .to this point we have considered the structures: of both. the English 
t • : 
and" French verbal systems within ·the a~eas of tense, mood, and aspect." ·At · 
.. . ' I 
this point we shall discuss ·the · different factors in .the English verbal system 
. ~ . 
• , . • • ! -
which make it difficult to learn and understand the system of tense in French. 
. ,, 
~ • , ,.: 1 ~ . . i 
. Having previously look~d a~ the two verbal srstems, we see t~at th~re are · - .. ·... .. 
• • . - ~. . : • I ~ ·. ~ ). 
b~s i c d~ ff~_rencts between them and t~.ese differences are the so_urc,e of 
. . . 
· f n ie rferen c1. f n \an gua ge-l earn'i n ~-. · • '-· · / 
. .' We s~ an ilow. con: 1 ~·~ wha,t, w~· mean b~ t(le • terni. f n te rfe ;ence • I Inter-
• '• ., \ - ~ t , 





. .. ~ ., ,.. . •( 
.which do not ·belong to the target. langu~ge) are carried over and. applied 
' .... . 
.· ' . .. 0 
· incorrectlY'. when using th·e tar9et language. Since· the English end French 
' • ... ... '' l • 
• • .._ I t ,~ · ., l" ~ • 
verbal systems a·re structur~lly very,differe~t in f!1any ways, ·there .certainly 
it • ' ·, 
' J ' .;. ' 'r 
will be considerable interference ·from·Eng11sh in learning the French verbal 
' 
.... ~ · 
.... .. ... • ""· ,/ • • l • • • 
~ . . ·· s'ys tem·. - . ·· _ .. .. . .. .... . ., ": ~ . · 
:.:- .. Firi~~~y, a w·ord is nece'ss~ry. ~ab~ut-'t~~ students . wt1b~~ ~ape~;·.~er.e 
- J • '" • " I .,-11' • ; " J 
• 1 . . . . • .(.. . .f . . 
.. studi-ed. The students selected for ·tm·s' ·s.tu'ay 'have all ,h~d at l~ast three .. 
, ,. , , 
ye~rs of studying French in schQ6T befor.e at'tending:university a·nd ha.ve. had · 
.... 1 ~ • .. • . • , (J . ' ~ ' , ,. ' ~ • • 
.'' : ~t least ~ne semester .(some h_ave -~ad three ·sem~~~ers} ·studying French .at the 
. ( , , . . 
unive~sity- level . · Yet thes~ students _continue to use 7 incorre~tly.'· struc-
... "'; - 0 : '.. '~ \' ~ t 
t~res of the English v·erbal system .in· thelr''French essays (the essays. having · 
:. . ••• ~ , • • . • «.::f . ,. • • • 
- -been· wr1 t~eri under ··e~amifli~; on: ~d'nd_i ti oris~· · ' . ·. . ·. -
;. .... .... ·"" . .. .. , , ' 
· · . As_ ~a.s sta~~~~P~~iousfyt-~r;~c~ has· ten (10') .mo~pholo9icall~ distinct 
·· ... ten.se fo~ - ~~Y~. (SV~-~~; :~~~ic~t!v~, ~\(2) in the subjunctive, and , 






























l- present part1c1ple 
· -------+----------~--~----~~~----
- .' I 
\ • 





<:;;; pas-t subjunctive· · · 
-.· 
··. 







/ imp~rfect CAJ ~onditional 
-- .,!J 'V,. . . ·. 
Engl~sh. on t~e other han'd, l ~as'only ·sev~n (7J distinct mofphological tens~ 
















. pr.esent subjunct~ ve 
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From the preceding representations of the respective chronogeneses·, we can 
. ~ - . . -· 
see certain places where tense interference fs ljke-lY .. to occur. 
. ' . 
J 
3.2 Differences between the French and English quasi-nominal 
First of all, we .shall consider the quasi-nominal .~odin each language. 
' . ~ .· 
. There .is a morphological difference between the infinitives in French . and · 
r ., " ' 
' . 
• • · 7 'English: in French the infinitive fs .marked, where.as 1~ English it is un-
~ - . 
marked. But,. there seems to be a more fl.indanental difference. between English 
-;: .. .,.· ,• 
~ ! 
and ~rench which causes the 1nterferenc~ at the level of the quasi-nominal 
' . 
· ·mood. Although at this level- i~ each language we have the 1nf1n1t1ve, 
present ·par.tfc1ple, and past participle, - ~~usage of the ·1nf1nft1ves and 
I. 
partf cfples-sometimes. differ widely betweer:t·- the two language~=/' (H~son 1~7~~~ . 
101_). 1he fo~lowfng example~ ·from Hewson ·illustrate the differences {Hewson 
1972: 101). 
.\ (1 ) 




I heard the children sing. 




(4) J'af entendu chanter la chanson. · ~ 
. 
(5) I heard the song ~ung. 
, ' \ 
·' 
.... . . 
. \ 
\ ' · \ 
\ 




; ·.(6) Chanter, c'est u·n pl~fsi.r.. . \. __ ; · 
. . 
·. 
17) Singing is a plea,ure. f · 
(a) To sing is a pleasure. \ " . 
. 
' . ,. 
(9) c•esi' un_pla1sir de c~J"~\'· . -') • _., ,. 
{1~).. It_ fs a pleasure to si'ng •. ·.. · .. ~ ... .. · · · 
- ' . . - .. ' " . . ' ·, . \ 
~xamples (1) ·- {10) illustrate clearly that th~ ·fnfinf tf ves· ,ari~t_ participles 
' .·fn_· th_~ ~ ~.angua~~s' can certaf~l; h~ve_ . _ver;· (lff~e~n! .usag~s. · : .. ;, ~· : _ ; . 
· In Eng·lfs·h ~ 11 the infin1~1've and partidtple~ ·represenT'the mat~rfal i 'ty of 
• • ' ' ~ I ' • ,'\ ' "" ~ 
. . .. ( . • ; • ... . ~ . J: 
\, } ' ' 
• ..._ f • • • · ~· . ... • .. - • • '·- .. 
\l • . ... . 
' · 
.. 












' . _, 







./ . 2 •-:., · ~ 
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., 
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th: even-t--~ce they represent. th~"'event 'a·s ·a content~ their normal pred1- .. ,, 
cation is in the mode of an adjectival relationship:" (~ewson :1972: 73~. One· 
· · sho~ld point out, however, that an infinitive cannot be placed i1m1ediately 
. before a noun. ' 
(1~) The bottle was seen to break. 
(12) *We saw the· break bottle. 
"Two syntacdc ' facts are i'llustrated here: (lJ •. ·.a pure infinitive (i.e . 
.. 
without to) may only be irrmediately predicated· of a direct o.bject and {2} 
~ ) • I • • 
·only fn the predicate and not 1n th~ . epithet relation" (Hews_on 1~72: 74). 
In the quasi-nominal mood in French, the following situation ex1~ts: 
. . 
. the .1nfin1 t1ve is representel:J ·as being totapy in i'ncidence and represents 
- . 
• . . . . ' . I 
· an event as an .abstraction. "Since events, by their nature, •nonnally requi-re : 
·to be represented as abstr-actions, 1t ·is natural that th~ 1nf1nf~ive, th~ 
' ' n .\ 1 \. t • .! ' 
representation of incidence, should··p~ the mos't corm10n representation of the 
I c,. • .. 
event as a noun" _ {Hewson· .197Z: 99 ): The present parti c1ple represents . an 
.e\e~t· ~~ - part1.~.11~ c~~plet~ ·~nd· partially tQ. be comp.let.ed, whfl~ the pas~ 
• • • f) • 
p~rticiple.represents an event as_ completed (totally 1n decadence). Sine~ 
• 0 • 
-_,:., each participle. contains "an e·lement of d.ecaden~e within ft~ representation, 
' . ~ . - . . ' l . . it~ is more conmonly us~d as an aqjective·. than -as a noun" · (Hewson 1972: 100- · 
. ' .· 
·. 
~"' f -
101). If . the present' participle. is us~d as a noun' i_t hypostatically rep'-
., 0 ' 
-. 
-. , ... • ' • • . ' 0 .. 
· resents the person' carrying out the event, not the proces~ of the event· 
.. ., .... )' /' 
1.tself: un passant. If_ the past P.artic-i.ple is used as.a · ncun· ft ·VfirY ofteri'. ~ 
• • \ r • ....... , • • • () \ '\ .. •. .. ... ... " • r . : . -
- 1s used hypostaticall'y to .. represent the per:s-on o_r' 'thing bound by·. the result _: 
I . . .... • • - -.~ 




• • f " • • ' • ~ • • • ' • • • • ... - • • # ., • • .. • 
. "· participle as a representation of' decadence, however, it is of .great "i~erest . .. 
.. 
• ¢ •. _ ."' ~ 
- . . - - . • . I 
to note that one such past participle, when. used as .a nq(Jh·; ·repre~ents the 
J, - ~ 
. c .., . 
s.imple materialfty of the event: le J)-asse•'(Hewson_ l9~7-2:. · 100-.}. ·:· · · 
(/ (' • • • ... - .. .. .. J • ' • • • • • 
. .. ' . . . \ 
.· . . . ; 
.. . " ... ... d • ., ' 
.. : if. 
,. 
·.· 





The following examples illus·trate a- f..undamental difference, between 
Eng11s.h and French, which exfs.ts a_t ·the 1 evel of the quas1.-nom1nal mood. 
(13). Un passa~t---~1 l de~and~ l 1 he~re. 
(14) I see the _writing on--th.e wal.l. · 
• - - ..__________ <..: • 
(15)~ri ting is a _difficult. ta~k.-~.' ., __ 
. . In ·(13)~- (1s)..one can see that th,e following re1atio~1sh1p exist'S: the 




nomina11zed presen~ participle in French can only re'present the agent, while 
... .. . .. . . . 
'1n English ·the nom1na11zed present. participle r~presents either ·the patfent · 
1 • -
.··(the written) 'or the: carrying out. of the event. This fundamental difference 
~. . . .. 
' . prob~~.ly .stems from the fac>thC\t}he underlyi-ng view ~f -ti_me in _the quasi-
nominal mood in English is that of decadence- see the diagram in section , 
' • e • ' ' . 
. J.l·. Also, the thtee elements of the quasi-nominal mood. appear to be · 
f I """-.. 
. . 
. . represented as movements in English but as positions in French. S!Jch -funda-
" .. - .. . 
· .mental differences as those just mentioned probably accoun~ for differences 
. . . 
r· 
wh1cb exist at the level o_f the·quas1-nom1na1 roood. 
. . .. 




. - . 
. • 
-· 
.Having seen that some. very important differences exist between the 
. - t • IJ .. ' • 
quas1~noni1nal mood .. in. Et1gl1sh_ and French, we shalf now consider some mistakes 
,.. • • • t7' . ' .. '0 4 4 "' • • 
· made ·by students, in d1scoufse,' an~ see how the differences 1n the content 
system account for them.· ·· 
~ • J .. - • ' " l 
, . ' (16) ~Je n 'a1ma1s pas ecr1vant les.·~exams au . Thompson 
· Center ·p~rce qu'11 -~tait trop gt-and • 
' I ' • 
. · . (17) *J'i!'tais ... tr~s :surP.rise voir cette. annorice' parce que c'\· _ .
~ · je sui s int~ress~~ en '"f-aisant ~n .~oSJage... . .. ·,._ -~ 
. . . 
(18)" *Nous pass
11
erion:s ·un jour · entf er regardant les 
. robes-. • • . , ,. 
,. 
·-., 
\ , 4 • • • • " ' - • 
_ (Note' that ,there are other errors besides errors 1n the· verbs in ·sorre of the · 
senten-ces a~d ·thes.e tiave nof·b_een c~rrected,) In (16)- (18) English· 
I . 
.r • .. .... 














students used ·the present' participle (which represents .the mat~r1~11ty of an 
. . . 
event 1n English) where F'rench !'equ1res use of an inf1ni.t1ve (which represents 
. , 
the eVent as a noun). Before leaving the discussion of erl'ors represented·" in 
.. . '' . · . ,. . 
(16} -: (18) we shall point out that this type of error is ·~robably 'the most 
common of all and occurs just as _frequently after three semesters as at the 
1-, .-;' 
very beginning ' of ·univer$1.ty. stud1e!;. 
~nother type of error which English students sometimes make · (at the · 
,_ 
level o'f the quasi-nominal mood) occurs with the representation of the future •. 
. . . 
, ... > 
v- ... ' t It is quite permissible to use sentepces such as the following in English: 
(19) N;xt weekend w~ will go fishing. 
. .. . . 
(20) We will go fishing in the· lake.· 
.. 
In (19) and· (20) English .uses the present participle which rep~esents the 
- . 
.. materiality of an ~vent; French, on the other hand, requires use of the..,,_.., 
infinitive in seoite~ces su;h as thos'e above ·since i tis the infi ni ~ve · tha~_; 
is used in French to represent the dependent event. Since French r~1r.es 
. ' . 
the infinitive where English sometimes requires the present participle we. 
get·sentences such as the following from English students: 
, ... . . 
-··----
(21) *~endant le weekend ils vont dansant ••• 
.... (22) ·*No us i ron·s nagean t dans un 1 ac ••• · ... . 
I ~- ~.~ 
• -- · f --·-
The type of error· 111 us trated by. (2l) and: (22) 1.s no~ very frequent.~~~i=:~~~<s ==  
nevertheless does occur ·among first year un1verstty s~udents ._ ., ~~ - · .. 
It should be pointed out that ther~ are. in;?nces .wh.~~e ~t]l~ -use -of . ~ .. - · ·~~-- -, ·.· - ·::--~ 
aller +present p·art1c1ple is quite acce~tab~e in French. THe···type __ ~ ·con- . · -:.. · 
" , ------·-·~ -' ........ _ . __ _ 
stru.ction just m~ntioned is · uti11z~d in French "pour marquer 1•aspect duralff;-- -. 
' la continu1t,, la .progression de l 1 act1on 11 (G~e~isse f964: 584). 
(23) Le mal va c~oi~sant. · 
...... .. ·~. 
~ ·---...__-, ... 
-- ~ 
. "''· -- .:.. . ..: 
I 
(Z4) Vaversion alla·it s•auQmentant chez n9tre jeune 
abbesse. · · · ' ..._ ....... 
-. ..... __ 
< -- -







· ~ Note,-. h~ever, that the. use of the construction in (23) and (24)_ is quite 
di~ferent from the inc9rrect use in (21 ).'-and (22). 
-""-.. ·. 
3.3 Dff.ferences in the English and F;ench -Indicative 
,.-"?. . 
.; 
At the level of the 1nd1cat.ive where, as we have· a·lready seen, French 
' ' ........ . 
has .five _basfc tense forms while English has o.n.ly two, we · see many instances 
of· t~e· English verbal system interfering w1 th one's :understanding and use of 
· the system. of tense in French • 
. . .. . 
incidence ex: ' pass6-~imp ie pres_!:!nt · future (French · .fJ. 
~-_..;._--------f----------t-----""'":""":~ i ndf cati ve) 








• Q... ' 
- - · From -the ~o. diagra~· of the W'epresen~ations of the indicative 1n _-both French 
' . . 
·· . -~ . and .English it may be observed that there 1S room for .interferenc·e from 





Engf{s h when one f s attempt' ng to grasp the French verba i sys tern. --In order 
- for ·English to express the same time . as is expressed -by_ the French tense . 
-system English must make use of 1ts system of aspect whereby ·an auxiliary and\ . . 
'. 
1 -, - a veroa·t-~mb1ned_make up the 'whole verb. "' ::, __ - :::_ -. . . ·- -· -- .. 
- - - - ) .. , . . - . -. .... . .. ·- -· . 
_.t~-.---·--{25)-'Je parle depuis ch1cfminutes .• (use of tense) 
,~ . . . . . . ; .. 
. ' -
·-··"' '(26) I have tfeen speaking for f'ive minutes. (use of aspect)' 
~------~--
(27) Demain · .-j'ini · ~ Montr(al~ (us~ ~f .. te~se) 
~":"'·~~ " '-> - --.~28) To..;,r~oW i wi nz'go tO Mont rea 1. "(use of as pecti · . __, 
-:Since there are only tWo tenses· U1 the· English 1.nd1 eative, English must use 
--..-:-, - ----~- . - . . , ~ 
_, 
~-- -~ -·-- ·its asp;~t-~;~te~ to-expres~- temporal distinctions which'are expr~ssed ~n 
.:- ~. - -. 
.: . 
French by the tense system: - .. ·. 
· .. . · 
. .· .. . ' .. 





. 'b • • 
\ 
.... 
·· --· - ··.-- -- -~ __ '_· -------- -
, 
I 
oq - . ' 
·-~.,6· .• 
-: -
-. -----------~ . ---------~---!... · 
... 
'· 
. . . . "' . 
.. 
, , 
-' -~ , 
.J. . . .. .. ~ ' l, • ' 
." 
. ' " ! 
~ ..... ~:.~-:-s, ) . . .. ~ Q • • 
-~~.,. essential difference between the . EngliSh rand French tens'f:! representations is 
. • -! 
"\ ..... 
' ' 
. that the tense system of the· indi~ative in English proyides a represenj:a~1on 
'only at the ·level of fn.cidence~ wh1l.e the French te'nse syst~m· is repre'Sent~d · 
. . . J,; . ' .. . ... • • 
·as viewing events both .. from the point of. vi ~w of 1 nci dence and of decadence. 
• • ( : • • .-9 ,. , . • • • "' __ ..... . $ • ~;~ • ,.~ • .... • • • .. 
.s1n~e .the EngHsh · tense system does !lOt .Provide a view of an event ·f~m the 
... ' 
- . ~ . 
· level. of_:_,dec~dence ·, the system of aspect must be. employe(Lfor thiS pu'rpose; . · : . 
· t~us it . is. ~uite p·rob~bl .e that interference ~ill ~cc~~:1 under . such condi- tions· ~ ··.· 
' ,, 
.j 
3.4 Differences in .the Representation of the Present 
l 
.As was ·thtt case when discussing .. the·· tense system of each language~ the 
• • • J • 
I) • <1 • • 
present will be discussed 'firs.t,. When 'discussing the English verbal system . · 
• • j • ' 5 . J ,. ... • • , 
.it was observ_ed_.-that "English does not have a present tense morphology; rather " 
. . . I , . . . . . •. . 
there is a threshold se.pa.rat1ng p~ast and., noh~past. To repr:.~sent the real 
experiential pf.esen.t English normally has to udlize .i-ts· asp~ctual system.· 
(29) I am.wash.1ng~e dishes ·. 
, ·.. . ' ;'~ :C:.:: ..  , . 
In (29) ~he verb·~ represents an . ~ct1on that is taking place in the real 
. . 
experient1 al present - here and rtow. 
p 
- .. ~ 
~n ~r:ench, however, the .present·-_tel)se does have a distinct morphology, 
... • • :J ... 
and; as will be seen .from the -follo\'[-ing- diagram, the -representation· Is a · 
~· 
Vt!rti ca 1 one. 
I 
oC 
incidence · present> incidence · 
~--------4--------+-----"'u....-----~ 
. . - ·decadence CJ · .decadence 
. ... 
' ~.-.· 
In 'the a~ove diagram the oe. and oo moments are represented .as ·composing th~ ~ 
. . 
present in the French verbal "system, .with the, oe moment ' in incidence c~n- ; 
t n ' ' 
. tinually becoming the oo moment ·1n the ·level of decadepce; . this 1s ·a funda-
- ·----· .. --...:.... .. __ ... ,___ . , . .., 
" -mental ·element ·of the indicative in French. 
' . .. . ,<, 
.. ,( . 
... . 
' . 
. ., . . . .. • . 
. 
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.. fJ ••• ' 
- ----~In ~-~ - ~erb~~s~_s_~~- :~f _E.R.:g11s~. ~- ~~~ev~r-:, :th~ ~~p~ese~_ted . . 
as be1vg · t~e last .moment of th~ past and the ·oe . moment ~he f1rst moment of . 
. . . . -- . . . ... ... ..:...· . . . . .~ 
• ··· the non-past. · · _____ ..:=.._ __ -!_",: . . · · - ---.. ·--;-- . 
9 ·p~s:t<;- ---"3.;. non-past ., ~ .. ,. 
/ . ..-· . . . w· oc:. ' .. , 7 .. 
~?i_nc~l the· En~U.~h verbal f sys~m has a_ tense ~ystem 'which is. solelY_ horizontal _, 




• ' ll 
I 
'· . 








Learnin· · the French Present 
H·aving mentioned the· r ion of present t1me -1n both languages·, · 
w.e ~hall now ~on~ider the f~c-tots :c.a~s-ing;. -~1;nt~. e~r~f~{~~~e~· ·n~~;e~~.~~e;tn~~i,,-if . ni0g10ltrlmm·e--· --~~ 
at~empts to ·learn the JrenCh. tense. sys tern. ·.. . . ... ., · · 
<, ..  ·~ (30.~ *Vou~ ~imeriez a~s~f .· une prome~·ar/ e dan~ _ 1a nei'ge 
"' 1.\ J•; • qui est ·tombant. . · . · : ·. . .. ·· 
0 • ; • 
. ( . 
. , · (31) *Le' del est b.leu'avec un~ peu de nua.ged., · fes ·. 
oi,.seaux sont chantant.. · ! . . 
... . 1 
.... 
., 
.o: . . ... , _, 
--.· 
. . , . 
· ('32) * ••• le sole11 est br.1lle toutle jour.-
, • I I . t\ , 
. The type ~f error :1ndic;;a~ed in (30) - .(32) s-tems from interfer~nce from the 
. . . 
English progressive; s1 nee· the prog,ress 1ve. is. often ~ · corrib1 na t1on of two: 
' ' ' . . 
·.' words· in En-glish (b~ .. f i.ng) students carry ttle ~arne structure over into · . · .· ·>~·-
• .. • ~ ~ • ~ • -~· • • .J • .. ... -. • 
. French, where it is incorrectly ap'plied·: . This .type· of error is ~specially ,. 
. •. "" . : ' " 
I •J • • ' c . • • prevalent among students ."do!ng only their first ,o~ . se~ond courses at univer""- . I 
'D 
:.. . .. , ., 
- . 
" , 
sity, while at the· erid o(t~e thi-rd s~me·ste'r stu~e~ts ·: make ~·uch errors much . 
·!. . . . r . • . . 
1 es~. f_requentl.Y. .... . 
. . . , I . .. 
fn order. to .repr~s~nt the,' real exper{ential present, English frequently 
' •' I t. • • 
' I 
·. must use the ·.progressive' which' 1~ !'used to represent the int~"rior of 'th~ 
• • -· ,4 • I . I I • • • 'l · ' . 
.. event, ••• II (Hewson l972: 85) . : In '(30) .;.. (32) errors occur ~in . the verb where 
., .. ... 
I , 
. an· · Engli~h structure (progre~s1ye) 1s 1ncorrec~l.Y. app11e~ .t:o Frenc~ • . ·The 
. . • . . ! - : . \ . . J - • ; 
. · studenls do not seem to realize that only the simple fonn can represent the 
' ~ ~ ' . 































, • o' _.. ._ . . 
~nt~ri'or viewoof .an· 7-vent in .. ~~ench, while .in.En,gl1sh .1t c~n: be· done w1th . ~e 
~/ 
. I 
' . ' 
progressive • 
· ' . Ano~her·m1stake whic~ did occ_ur .was 'the use 'oi the present participle 
. . .. . ... . 
. 'for the verb. Again the roots .Pf.the problem stem from Engli.~h structures. 
~ . · . . ' 
. '' . 
Having l.earned th.at ·the .presen.t tense in {N;ench iS ·repres'ented by a sirtg.le ' . " 
·- :) • • • • ~ .............. D: 
. . . . . . 
word, students used the participle, the part of the .verbal phrase carrying 
the conten.t, for the verb. 
.·· 
,, (I l) ' 
(J3) ~J•6crivant-une · r~ponse. ~ une an~once · que. j'ai vu._. . 
.. 
This type of mistake ;.s 
. o~ fnterferehce .. ; .. 
rather tare, but still it does illustr~te .an element 
· ~-
:' ; ! ... 
0 
Wh1le still dealing with the preseflt, we should .note.that in Fr~nch the 
--.. .. 
oc mo~nt may express a.~ even to .. ~b~u~ to o~cur: fn. the future whi l.e the ·w . 
, I . 
moment .may _express a pah event·whi(:h . is .~ti)l continuing in ~.~e w mo111ent •. 
- · . . (~4) *Je venais de fin1r mes ex·amens et je .pense de's 
. ,, . . vacances de_ Noel qJJe je vais passer a 'flOtre maison 
a 1 a campagne. . . \ . . . . . . 
. ' . ~ 
In . (34~ see ·· the incidence/~ecadetlc~ dichotomy at work: To ~xpress 
·the experiential~ moment E~gli~h m~st use the past,. . teris~ o~ t.he present. 
• · . ' ~~ I 
... _ . \ . 
'perf.ec.t. From·previous diagrams we saw tha~ the cu moment in English is \} · 
represented · a~.·~~1~ng.the ·very .last moment of\he. past.(st1.11 ~eing;in the . 
realm . ~f the .. pilst),.whi.le ;in Fren~h .. it1s.representeQ as· pa~t of t~e ·presen~ 
we also notice that the w moment of F ench is repre$ented 'a·t the level of 
' . ' 
decadence and in order for sngJish ~0 provide a ' . .repres~nt~tion of decadenc~ 
' . ~ ..... , 
·it. mus·t u~.a· its 'aspect· sys :tern ~ hence the present p_erfect. The occurrenc·e 
~ 
qf the past .perspect1~~ .in English in such circumstances. is the. c;ause of 
. I . ' . . 
' . 
··interference above •. 
• . ll 
ihe 'type of .etror -i-llustrated · in. (34). did . not· occur ... Vfiry .frequent~y at 
. . 
the university level. As for sentences illu~trat.ing errors of .the oL moment 
I 't: 
' ' . 
' 
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~sed for~e, the papers s t'udied d1 d not contain any. Since the rL 
moment. Is ~he ve ~l fl rs t moment .of. th~ n~n -pa:t which,, can I n c 1 ude • the future , ' 
.the possibility of ~uch errors are certain1y·1essened. 
·.-
., 
I • < ' 0 
·J.s· Differencesjn Representations of Past Time 
, : ...;,. 
. . 
Having_s~en how English inte.rferes with one"s learnjn·g of 'e p.resent : 
tense in French, we shall now · turn our attention to the other tense forms of 
. . ' . : . 
the French ind.i.cative. From the diag'rams of the . chronogenesis of the verbal 
" . ~ ., 
systems at tttf:!"beginning of this chapter, we note .that none of the tenses in" 
D 
English corresponds exactly to any of th~ French tenses: Engli~h· has· on~;~ne ' 
; . 
. • h -
past tense·, which normally r~presents a complet~d ev~nt and this event is 
' - I . , .. • .. ·.'~, V· • ' -
/. ; . ,,.;ep~sented as viewed only,. from the level of incidencep 
• I • ). • .J: ... ...,. ~ 
.. 
,t•. 
. • i ./ : ·' 
.. 
.-.C. . 
r I, talked 




In French, however, there are two basic past tense morphologies (in 
J . .. . • ~ 
• • _,.t • " / • 
literary .usage~ ' at least) - . passe simple apd imperfect and neither one cor-· 
• ~ • ~ f) 
·.respondS exactly to the representation of the past_ tense in English • 
. I' 
~ · ·· . .· 
. 
...);: \ . . , 
. -·' / 1 ~--p.:..as_s_e_s 1_m_p_l_e _· -----~- _ cC.;.~~--- : 
imperfect UJ 





. , . " 
, • · The passe stmple is a tense which is· not u~ed today in ·everyday ·spoken 
. . 
usa~e . as mapy of 1 ts .uses hav~ beEm ta~en o.ver by other forms: uth1 s ten~e 
ft\.' • . \ "-- •. 
rep.resen~s in th~ system the incidence of a past event ••. the representation 
.. - . . . •.. .. 
. . . 
.. . .. '{! . • .. ~_.fs there:~~e-o:. .. a complete, inte~~l, un~ivided e~ent. ~Ex~e~ior' .un1t view}" 
(Hewson 1972.: 142.) • .: - In the·: passe.s1mp.le whic:h remains tatall~n the l_eve_l 




-· l'. •. ' · ) 
., 
. " 








. . • , 
' 
. . . 
and th~ event, a.S a dynamism, is purely prospective; . 
·r ~ / ~ . 
··rt is not surpri~ing, /' therefore., that the sense of the passe simple is often · 
inceptive,~ .... " ·(~wson 1972: 142~ 143). 
(35) ) .1 fut bien triste quand 11, recut m~ rlettre . . 
. ."' . .;). . 
In· (35) the sense of'the· passe' simple. is incepti-ve ~ce it is the receivin.g 
of the fetter which initiated the feeling of' sadness, ~h.ich then imp11.citly ~ 
(not explicitly) continues. 
I'-~-
. . / . . 
Both the passe simple and the past tense in E~gl1sh re.:resent ·tte . 
incidence'~of ... a past event. Botli of them·also .~ave an overton.e of .thb per-
.fecti ve - they' view an event as having a. begi nn1 ng, "::i ddl e, and . end. B~t ,-
it is riot a·lways true to~say1 that the ·past ·~ns·e · of English is 110ften incep-
tive" a}~ho~gh i~ c~:tainly _can .be s~. :~_;,. ~!'~, ) J 
. . "'i " 
_It is interesting to note that sitlce:·Jne system of tense in ·the English · 
verbal system Cfoes· not,.liave a .tense to represent the decadence of an event, 
-
. . 
in a sentehce such as the fallowing: 
(36) He wa~ sad when_h~ rec~ived my lette~. 
I . I • •'"':. 
we··do n·ot k~ow if the receiving .of ~he letter· initiated the sadness or if he 
. { . . . . . . . 
was alread.)! sad when he recefved the. letter; tliis c;:an or11~ be ·d~termined:fr:-om 
the ~ontext. · 
· Considering· what has been said .abo.ut •. the·P.~ss~ simple up to thi~ point, .. 
one would expect there to be very litUe interference of the English past \. '"· : · 
. '. . ~ . \ 
I I • ... / I 0 • • ' ~~ 
-tense on learning the usage of ~he 'p'asse simple. But, si~ce not a single . 
. . . 
'Q • • I 
instance of the pass6 simple o~curretFi.n. the essays of French examinations , . 
-· 
the evidence for. sue~ interference is l,acking·. What~ said b'elow concerning, 
. . ., . 
















3.5.1 Interferen~e oneJearn1ng the · ~mp~rfect .• ~. 
, ' ' 
: , The 1 mperfect 1 $. ~- ~e ry fr~<i uen t 1 y used . tenSe 1 n Frerich • "_Th 1s J.ense 
· repre!?ents .1n the _system. the. decadence· of a past event .••• the representation 1s 
I 
' therefore of an event .that is materially _in pr9gress" (~ewson 1972: · 142). 
. . 
' · 
· . . Being 1n decadence_ the subj~~t ·may. be imagined as jn a. position facing the 
· part of th~ event which. is al.ready completed. In order for . English tc{ provide 
. . 
. .· ' 
· a representation .at this level_ it has to make use of its system of .aspect_and 
.from there we get i nte':'f~rence from English. ~ 
As the .name 1_mpli.~s, '"the · imperfect. tense is use~ to. represent actions . 
. . 
which are imperfec't - not completed. Since the past tens.e in · English has an· 
/""' • · .. · 1 . . 
ove~to~e of the perfective, English must ~ake use of something else to ex-
. 
press ~he imperfective. T_o express. the imperfec~ive English norf!lally utilize~~-·_ . . 
. <ii t&\· progress! ve (be p1 us present part1 c1p 1 e). . ·-"' ~. 




We sha11 now con.sider 'the uses of the .·ill)perfect tense· in French and some -
of the errors .c~rrm1tted by students- {wtrere th_ey used English structures ·1n- · 
• • ~· " \ • c • r o ~ • 
stea~ of the ·imp~rfect, whic'h was the required· tense in Frenc~). There is· 
one usage of the imperfect where student~ ~ade very few mistakes - description. 
{38) ce' n ·~ta1t pas vf.te.':. 
( 3~ ) I1 f ~ 1 sa 1t fr·o 1 d • • • ~ 
But, e~en - ~i th' descri P,~ion there ~as some confusion with the pass~ compos~, 
I . 
~ . - ~ . . 
( 40} *Quand j I ai , et~ U~ petit enfant, • o . , - \ 
I 
: .(41 ).' * •... et quelquefo1s ils sont 6t6es mauvais. 
. ' ' 
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.. 
for description, in (40) and (41), involved ~re. '.''Now, ~tre is: the· 
' - ,- .. -
. ' 
representation in French of to be •. Verb_s sue~ as· to be, to know, etc.:, are 
classified ~as stative·· verbs, which ·may .be d~fined as materially complet~ but 
·' . 
temporally .. _1ncompl~te. In Eng,lish, a materia~r¥ comp_lete event is r~presented 
'. 
• \ 0 ' • 
by the preterit. So, considering that the stative verbs are materially 
- l . • 
' . ~ 
_complete, English-speaking students may tend, . nQ)mally, tp represent .them by 
ihe. pre.terl·t· an~ th~refore the pass6 compos~ 1(r~~nch . 
'(42j *Aussj, pendant la sema1ne:de examens de . No¥1, · 
'. j'6tai~ tr~s heureux parce que J'ai su que je 
- pourrais aller. chez moi b1ent'at. · . ._ I~ 
. . 
When dealing with the ~~glish· verbal system the main consideration seems , 
' . 
to be for the material ,_whereas in French. the main consideration is for the 
temporal. In .French only temporally complete even~s may be represented by 
the passe compose;-, temporally (or mat~rial-ly)-1ncomplete events r~qui'ri~g __ to 
. - . 
be.represented by the imperfect. Since the stative-verbs -are temporally in-
. - . . . 
complete,' French requires that· they. be represented by the imperfec~. :. This 
. , 
fact plus the fact that mater1 ally complet~ verbs are represented by the' 
. ' . 
preterit _in Engllsh, account for errors· in {40.:,- (42). 
I 
- or • • • • , • 
For incomplete~ actions. in the past French als_o requires use o( the . · 
impertect tense, while English normally uses· the progressive. 
{43) H~ was speaking when I e~t~~d. -~ 
' i 
(44). He was going into the bas.ement when th~ bomb· explod~d·. 
-. 
Here we · see that the compound nature of the Eoglish 1m.pe~fect 1 s the source · 
of interference in the followin,g: 
,/ ' . ' 
, . (45) *~e - n'e.ta1t pas. vfte comme un av_1on, ma1S 11 
eta1 t faut parce ·que ••• _. ·. 
(46) *Nous Eftions aller acheter-~es cho"ses. pour mes 
' freres et mes soeurs ·. quand. ~. ,. · 
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(47)*~~.11 ~~~it co~ncent ~ neiger mais ••• 
~1thou9h errors of the· type illustrated in (45) - (47) ·were not extremely · 
COI11110n, there were several, instan'ces of this type.whi~h.do.shoW ,- interferenCeo _' . 
. ' I 
French a 1 so makes use; of the 1 mperfect tense to represen:t the continua-
~ . . 
tion of a habit. 
. . . 
{48)"11 'travaillait tousles jours. 
· He used ·to work (worked) every day . 
. A co~n mistake invol v1ng this · usage .of the imper'fect ·is to use 
. . , 
•• ~ , ' t • ' • I • • • • • ' 
compose where. th~ correct ·verbal fo~ _is_ the imperfect. Whe~,the 
'. / . ' . . 
,compose is used instead of the imperfect in (48) wbat is meant" is 
. . . ! . . 
'continuation of a habit, but rather separate events each day. 
. . 
·. ~ / . (49) Il a travaille tous . les jours. 
We see t~e type ~f mi~take in (49) illustra'ted in the followi'ng: 
. , . 
the pass~ 
/ passe 
not the · 
. (50) *Quand j.'~tats.,,pet!t, je n'avais pas besoin d'argent. 
Je suis · a11e ·a l'ecole... . 
' ... ... . ·, . ·.. . -
(51 t-·trt:e .temps. faisait beau les apres-midi mais j 'ai 
-r '. 6tudie_ yo!Jr mes · examens ~ Les nuits, j • ai reQarde 
. :. la t~l€v1sion et ens·uite j'a1 etud16 pour cinq 
heu·res. 
Again.·in (50) and (51). the. events expressed-are stative and are therefor~ 
. .. .. 
.. ·materially complete, .which~·means th~t they normal·ly· require the pre1reri~ .i~ 
·. English • . ~ow~ English preterits are nonnally represented by the passe 
. . ... .. .. . ... . 
. / . . . . 
. ·compose 1 n . Fr:-ench; · and th.tJs we have 1 n-terference. 
. . . ~ . 
. J • . . • . . . . 
The imperfect is ' also used for _past reporting of actions or1.ginally ~ · 
· expressed in the present. 
(52.) Elle·-a · r~pondu qu'il {tait malade • 
. : - · She answered that he was sick .. 
. : tense sys-tem rather than its aspect 'sys tern to represent past event~, there 
' 
. ·~ . i' . . : 
.. 
''· 
. -~~~ ,$.[, •-\ 
. . 
, ' . ,t . 
.., 
' ' . 
. . 
,.r; 





is a pos.sibUity that interference from English will be lessened. ~e 
following pattern often occurs when report;ing'pas't ~vents '· in ' ,Engl1sh ': ~vents 
. . . . ~ . . . - \ 
.. 
which were represented by the non-pas_t tens_e in the present ar~ normally 
~p~rted by using _th~ simple ~ast tens_e, -while events which . ~er:e represented 
_by the pro~ressive are_;-~o!""ally r:eported by ut:flizipg the progr~ssi_ve form 
. . ' (sometimes events represented by the :s-1mP1!=! non-past are,.repotted by' .the · 
.:~1 . __ .. . 
progreS$ 1 ve). 
, ' 
_In reporting (as was just pr~viously men.tion'ed) t~ere is room for 
. . . . 
'inter.ference from English since the .'English preterit is 'ordinarily repre-
. . ~ . / .. - . . ~ 
. sented in:French by the passe compose and ' the_ E[lglish pr~gressive is composed. 
of more than one word. However •. since- none .of the students had errors in 
this use of -the imperfect, we cannot report on any interference. 
. \ . 
3~5.2 Depu1s, etc. 
r I ( With c_ertain conjunctions su h as depuis, etc.', the imperfect is used 
for events begun at a remoter pe od and still continuing. 
l r 1 
(53) ~ous sommes ici d uis ~n an. 
· · . We have been here or a year. ·, 
(54~ Nous ~t1ons ici · d puis un an . 
. ' · We had been here for a· year. · 
Instead of .usi.ng the pre:sent and !· imperfec~ for 
many students· had the .following: · · 
(53} _and (54~ respectively'~ 
. . . 
.. (55) *No us av~ns ~(e ,1 ce de~_uis ~n .an. (Instead of 53) 
~ (56) *No us a vi ons ~t~ ice ~epui s un .an. (I ~stead of 54) 
- r - . . • 
As· we can see,- students very often use the ·p-resent perfect for (53) · and the 
~1 us-que•parfai t for. ·(;4) since these a·re ·the· for~s used i ~ Eng1 isn. Thu~-, 
·-
.it seems as if the English aspect system 1s an important factor in ·causing . 
i n te rfereri ce·. ...._,. 
, ~ . ' 
·r 
,;\ .. 
. . ~ . 
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Underlying ~he.se different types of er.ror~ fs the· fact .·that , ~h~ French 
. t • . .. 
tense system fs represented .in both fn"cidence and decadence; ·whil'e the, · 
.. • r ,: \\ 
. !! . • • 
tng.\ish te~se - .system can only· repre·sent ~n event in 1~s.id~~ce: · To represent 
':_ ' ' I ~' o • ' • · . • . • : I , • 
an even"t in deca4ence it mus"t . nor.mally use'. its system o.f aspect which' ~s i ' . 
l ,~ • ....,_;....&.._;.,_ 
compQs.ed of at least_t~o elements. i'he f~,llowf~·g. diag_ram 1- llust~a·tes ·ho~ . 
• ._ , .; : • .,. ~ .," A'"' t .~ , • . • r 
French .and ·t:ngl f sh represent an·. event from .a persp·ecti ve- viewpoint: 
• ; ;• • •• • 11 • • ,. • • ~ • 0. ,· ~ } . • • • • 
' · 
• -.::Oeen · 1 • had· 
C• . pa~ t per ect '·: .. . : ( 
A C , , 
"' i . ' ·: 
accomp 1 et -hcoiiiplfssenin~ :· _· . 
p -• / 
' . , ~. " 
· Also~. thf! English past tehse repre_sents a completed ev~n~ iri'. the past 
' · . .. 
- .• 
• 
.· I spoke·· · ·· . :,•,. ·. . 
I ,· J . - ~ --





wh.ile -the ifJ!perfect (whfch.is the o~~~ French past.tensew~·-shall cons.ider . 
' I f" 0 ' J o ~ 0 (' -.• - ' '{"~ o ._ ' " 
,here sfn~e the passe simple ~ever occ~rred) represe~nts an in_complete event. 
, (' • I' . " . •' II . 
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Now·~ ~11. 'dis'cus_s the _ten~~s which are used 'to rep~e_sen future .. 
I ·~ • ', 
. .. 
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.. ·tihie:- in ·the, French ve_r.b~.l - ~ys.tem~ _futu.t"e . and. 'ond~_ti~nal. 
·~ 
.. . 
, , · · I · fUture ; 





,, .. . . 
. The French. fu·t~re t~.r1se represents the· proseecti ve reaHzation of _an evE;nt, .. . · · 
.~nd · re~res~nts the 1nctdence of the event, 
. ·. X • 
. . . 
· je ' parl erai .. 
• .. f . . . -· 
·whil~·the cond.1t1onal represents the po~en'tial realization of an event by._ 
. . . . . 
repr~senting the _ decadence of that ~vent; since tt,le . decadence . of. a future 
. . . . . ' 
ev~nt is notton~lly null, all .that· remains in the representation is the 
accomplissement virtuel. 




f I • •' • • . ' ? 
· ·· it is interesting to no~e at this pq_in.t that neither.of these tenses exists in 
l 
'Engl1 ~~. However. the E.ngli sh t.ense sys tern do~s ·· have a non-past te~s~ which is . 
prospecti.ve,. and, since. it-includes in . its representation all .time which is 
. _( . : ·' . . 
, not f 1 n tre. realm of' the past,. can. i ncl upe future time·· in its rep res en ta ti on. 
1 .,..-•'",·· . ... :" . "!' • • • • 
6es_)des · using t~e nor:..past tense .- to r~present.t~e future, ,English als9 .' -.. 
~tilizes its aspect system to· r~pr-~sent the 'tinV! ~ov.~r~d by the French .·future 
•. J . 
· tense. · · 
1
., 
. {57) J'y serai q.ua·~d· vous arriver.ez: · . .. . .. 
I will be · there ~1hen you arrive-. · ···· .. 
·· ..... ~ ....... . 
•'. 
0.,. 
· · ·In (57) whe~ the· French verb.al system requires the use
1 
of 'the future ten~:-~-,<,.· 
-- {~e.rai)~ Engli~h uses its·aspect system (will b~)~·wtffle"" for· the French . · . >--~ 
... . ·~ , 
.· · future tense form arriverez E09li sh uses. 1 t~· non-past t~_nse fot;!ll arrive, and 
. . . . . ' . - .. ,. ,· . 
· do~s .~ot re_qui~e ide~tity of~ v7rb .form :t>etween :subordin_at~. c.lau_,e.and main · 
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3.6.1 Interference on Learn1ng,the French Future Tense· 
J .. • . 
Abo've we saw that while the French . ver~ has a dis'tinctmorphology .. for 
.. 
the future tense, .English does . ~ot. To.represent the time covered by .the 
: " d . J' .,. 
French· future tense, t.he English verbar·system requires the use efther of its .· 
- . . . 
non-pas't tense .or of its system of aspect·. F~llowi.ng are ·examples 111ustrat-
" fng !JSe by Anglophon~s of the English n!)n-past tense to repr.esent time 
~\tered by .tn~ French future· tense. 
' I • ' 
(58) ·*Quand nous arrivohs au Caroline~~u Sud, la premi~re 
cho.se que tu verras •.• 
(59) tQua~d les va~an.ces arrivent, le- temps sera parfait . 
-;· pour nos vacances favor1s. 
- . . 
Both the English non-p~s t and the French future represent the ...... i ~ci dence 
of an event in the realm of· the future. But., th'ey .do no-t represent the s~me 
' 
. space of · time. The French1 future tense represents time that has tto 
experiential existence, but ha_s only a prospective real·i {at1:on. However, the ' 
Engl f sh n.on-pas t does express time w1 thin the experience· of the subject but · · 
can ~ften ~e e ~tended to pi-o~ 1 de· a rOpresen ta t1 on of future t 1 me • Ce r ta 1 n 1 y 
one of th~cases where the non-past does refer to future time is in· a sub-· · 
- . 
ordinate clause tn which the verb in the ·prfnc1pa1 clause has future refer-
,'"' .. 
ente •. 
In ·many cases English uses .its aspect system to express "f .uture t1me. 
. ' 
• •
11 lt is the role -of t~e au?<iliary (will or shall> . to occupy a stre~ch o~ th.e 
· ~o~-past, as 1arge or as·small ~s may be useful, so that the event (expressed 
.. 
"' 
'by .the infinitive) must'be situated· just beyond this stretch. The future is 
' ' - ' • • , I 
·fanned· by .placing the ·event outside ·the porti~n of the- non-past "occupi'ed by 
J - • 
./. 
. ·
. · .. 
. \ . 





· . · I work · . wjl<---~-----~~- . 
n2n-past > 
I ' 
• .._ # I 
Although French ·may utilize aller +infinitive to r~present future time, it .. 
can. also use ; ts future tense· to express future time. . . 
· . A~ain we may trace the· pro.hlem b~ck to £. r~presentations of .the· 
. . -... . 
--
. '.c. ' 
.present. · The French verbal system has a P,resent tense and any expression . of' · 
, " 
time by m,eans· of the · tenses beyond _the present is future. English, however, ·· 
. . 
has no present tense; it has only two.tenses- past and non-past · - and any 
, .. ' . 
tense fonn-.which does . n9t express. past time expresses time which 'is in .. the 
realm of 'the non-past. ~ 
, 
. ' 
3.6'.2 Interference -on ' learning the French ·conditional Tense 
The other tense fonn 'in French. expressing future time, :but from the 
. . 
level of decadence, is the conditional. -Whenever the future 1s to be ex-
0 
p__ressed in the matrix of past t_ime, it will be transformed into the condi--:- ·· 
tiona 1. 
Sin~e, fn French, incidence is constantl:y~ becoming - decadence~ futu.re time 
~xpres s·ed in the matrix of. t~e pa~ t becq.mes ~the cond1 t 1 on a 1 • 
. . . . .~ 
• • • # 
·• ,( 60) Je sera 1 prit dans deux ou trois minutes. 





, Since English, within the realm of -its tense .syst~m, dQ'es not have, i,n ,th~ -
strictest sense, ·amorphology used solely for expressing future time, it ·_. 
,..... • ' tJ • 
does not have one ·fff'r. 
4~e<~ondit)onal' . . Also, the English tens~ syste~ does 
' . ' . 
, not have any means of representing an event in decadence; ·to express the -
.c, 
. (~ . 
decadence of an event the aspect sys.tem is required. . When the a~pect system 
I : • 
\ ~ ~{ 
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is put into.use we see that .wh~ the futu.re is to. .be expressed --in the-hlatr1-x 
• 'I • .. • • "-:.. ... . : 
~ , 
.. · ' . 
of' th~ past_ the conditi ona 1 1 s . requ1 red.· The mod~ 1 aux111 ary shaTl ··or will 
. . 
is the one used to express the.future; 5hould or 'woul.d (the past_of .shall and 
' • • , . • JO 
t - • ~ 10: • u • . • .. .. .. • • -
)'1111 respecHvely) is the_. modal auxiliary used· for expressjn~ the cond1 ~tonal. : 
• • - v 
. " it . 
Following are ~tudent 'errors illustratin'g incorrect use of ·a verb form 
1 ">o • I ,. 
, ' I . 




. ' . 
. "'<-.. {62) * ... vous pourriez venir chez mo1 pour les vacances 
de Nail. Le jour de Noil nous ir1ons · ~ l',glise 
le matin et • .". nous prenons le d1ner. . 'i 
.... 
(63-) *'Sj nous .all.pn; ~ P~ris nous ~lsiterons · les tlie~tres . 
c~lebres· . Aussi"nous . irions .au c1n~ma et '/isitons 
des bStiments qui •• : . · . 
. . . . . r--
\ • - • • • • c:. ' 
.,_ To represent the time expressed by ~he Frencti cond1tional .. tense, English 
. ~ ~ , 
.. . -~ must ut11'1ze the mo.dal 'au'xiliaries would or should (now archaic) plus an 
. .;: . ' .. ' 
'!. I I • ' • ' ' • I 
'inf1'n1tive. But,".in co_mp_ound sentences the Engli~h verbal system does not 
' . 
always ''require that the modal.be repeated in the second part of the sentence, 
. ' ~ , . " . • • ' • I 
as ~s illustrated i_n (62) and . (63). If th~ modalis notrepeated. there ;_~:no 
. . . ' .. ~ . . 
irrmediate- 1nd1-cat~r that the conditional .1s.0 to be :u~·ed in F~ench. · With the .. 
~odal reinoved all that remains is the in~initive~ \~hich i~ 'identical t9 the : 
" . ~ . (\ . 
1 nd1 ca ti ve ~ an~ so the student uses the · 11 pre~ent 
. , 
tense"· (whi .c~ . is really 
-' I • • - • , ' ' • 
non-~ast) w~ere - :the conditiqnal is~ ~~quired> -
. . r _he .fp lloWi ng Sentences :1 ! 1 ~Strate ano~her t~p~ .of _•r~or c~mmi tted by~. 
Anglopho~~ where French requir~s use of . the cond1t1tmal. · . . · . · . 
. 
• tl , · 
• ( ~ • f • • ' • 
· (64) *Aussi dans le lac ' fl y a · beaucoup de poissons et 
nous pouvions p~cher s1 tu 1 'a1merais •. 
A 1 s.o, 1 n the 1 ake there are many ofi sh and we cou 1 d -
_go fishing· .H you would like to: · : 
- . (65) *Nous pouvio~s naijer souvent et-_n.ous jouer1ons au 
tennis taus les JOUrs. · . . 
We could .sw1m often and play tennis every day. (In 'this 
sentence the student was telling of what . they expected~ .. _ 
to do dur1 ng the coming holiday~\, not what happened 1 n h. 
·~ the· past.) 1 · 
~ I 
. ,. 
. • , 
. J 
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.' .. . . . : ·. , ~ r-' _.._ . .. . - . . . 
··.-- In English could may represent ei.th~r the past of can or the conditional of 
(:, , 
• • t 
, , _ •"' - I _ o • 
can; thus it · m~y .oe represented in Fr.~nch· by ~ouvais (imperfect)' or by .: 
' ' . . " 
\I • -:- • - ' • L• 
pourrais (conditional). So, the use' of could (past or condi tional of.£!!!.) .. . 
I • . ' ' 
may be ambiguous. In (64) and {65) Anglophones used the ·imperfect of pouvoir· 
where the condition a 1 was· requ1 rea. · . 
. 
' . 
3.7 Tense Agreement 
F~r sent.ences. ~hich ·have- two · different verbs representing .actio~s .that 
. . . . ' . , 
c .· \ . • . .., • .... £ • p 
•"' 
. are r:-oughly c~n~emporane.ous, .in sobo~~inate cl.auses- of time F.r~nch requires 
. . :that · ·t;~ ,_'~a verbs agree . f n. ten~es , whO~ea s E."? 1 ish doe_s no~ ni1k• thIs a ~ree-
ment-'(examp 1 es from Mans 1 on 1963: 2l'3): i "\ "" 
. . . ' ~ ~ ' : " (~6) ~ 11 sort~ .. ra quand -11 fera beau. .. r f. 
·:.->/·. - .-.· · . He ·.wi 11 go out "when _'It is fine. · _ . 
. · (67) Il sort qu~_nd ' 1X' fait beau·. 
/., · ··~;;. He ·goes out when rrTs fine. / .· ~ .. 
' ·' •·· · ... (68) I~ sortait quand 11 fa1sa1t b.eau. 
' · ... · ije would go out _when 1 t was fine .. 
t • • 
' .. 
• .. . ' "" 
... 
,..,. . ' . ~,.. 
·_,. . _ .. "~-: (6.9) Il .sortit quand il fit be~u. , 
He ·went -out when 1 t was fine. . · 
•• l ... . . - \ . . 
(70}- I1 est·~ortf quand n a fait beau. · 
He went out when it was fine. · 
. : . I . . . 
~ - · (71) I1 ~tai·t· sorti · quana 11 avaitfait. beau. 
· He ftad gone out when .. 1 t ~ f~ ne. 
' . 
. . 
. " (72) I1 · sor.ti rai t 1~uand 11 ferai t beau • 
. .. ··.·.· .·. : He would go out w_hen .it~ fine . 
' ~ • ·. ·.~·-: · • • • • • <) 
. . , }+"'~ .. • ~ .: ::· (73) I1 sera sorti . cfuand i 1 'aura fait beau: • 
.;, ~.. He wi 11 have gone out when 1 t ~ fi ne. 
~-"'~ ·;_:, . . . . \ . . 
·.j.: ·. ·.: · . (74:) ·n serait ·sort1~q;a1:1d il aura.1t fai't beau • 
. -: · - : He wouJ d h~ve gone out wherr it ~ fi.~. :. 





· ·Ex.amp_les (G6) ~ (74) il.lus~te _Jhe~ st.rJc~ parallefi~m - ~hi.~h_ .nor~ally. exi_s t~ 
in . ~he French tenses when the actions expressed by ·both _verbs ·are _ roug~ly · .. 
..· 
con-temporaneous .. :· .-
... 
.. 
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Sfoce Eng11 sh does not_' require the · s·a~e .tense agreements as French, · · 
• i - .. ' 
~rrors "occur 1n this respect with great frequency. . ' ' e .•• 
• ,. ~ ' ~ 0 ~ ,... • 
r~:. -~· .{76) *.Qu~ri~ -~ ~~-Vingt a~s, j ,'ira( e~ Fra,nce. . /~ ><..- >". ~/. 
• i '· . / - / A / 
: . 
' ... 
.. ~ ; 
. , 
· (76) *Quand tu arrives, nous frons au musee •• · :1 / . : . > •• ·~>/ .'' · 
. . / '..... .;' .. 
' . · (Tl )' * Il. y aura des . c1 ne~as ~- qu1 . nous pouvpri{ a 11 e·r ~ -~ : . , / 
. . . .. · . . /'~; , .. : ... ~. . . . . .. ~ , _,./' . 
Since English does ·not r~q~fre the same str1c~ · j)aralleifsm of · tenses · as · _-,·· · 
• ' • " i ,... • • ," • "' • • • / .... - -·/ / 
,.French·, we s'ee that ·the English st'ructures ·interfere 'with .the correct .usage , ·· 
o [I., P' I - o ,/ ' /,~ ' .' . • _,. ' / • - \f' 
.of the: french tense system. .• ·.·,:' .: / / . 
. 4 ~,. . ' • . . 
' • ' I .;-f, ,~ -" ,..- "~ ; t • I , .~· ....... • 
There are several factors in tne English .v_erbal_. system _whi~h interfere< .~ · , 
/ , .· . / 
• I "' . ... " _./ 4 - • 
with one's learn~ng of the French tense system, ,and they al t stem frorrr..-the 
.... . . . . . ' ,... . " .• ",.· ~ ' . ',; ' . ~,.. '... . ·. r-' ' 
fact that the content systems underlying the verbal sys._tems in both,.langua9es . · 
• • • ,.1 •• ' ...... : p I' ~' • 
.1· · ar~ ~Y'y .df fferent. Engl f s.h has' only. two "'tenses: -ifl'' t .he 1 ndf catfve an~ · they_ - . ·. 
. . • ' ' . • ~ ,.. .. • ./ . ·"' '. _. p I "' • • I • . ....... 
carry overtones of the perfec~ive; the'y express '.a materially complej:e~·e\fent ~ ( 
• • !'' , J • ' •' • • lo / ,.. • ,.r ' • r1' , "' • • _. ~ • .' : •' .. - :--1 • r "'~ / : ' ( • ,. 
(which only incidence can do). French has five ~enses. ifi. . the .. indica~.f~e, · / ' _.; ~ 
. ' - . . . ' . ~ ; . -. '/ / . / . .. ' . 
· some 'being at thi ·level of· 1n~idenc~ .and oth~rs ·at .-the . . 1 .V6t?of de'~adence: , .r 
, ... . • ~ ., ( I : ,..' ~ .. • ,..<"' ~ ; .... ~ • .-.~~· , • , // ,..'• 
.. 
In the quasi-nominal · each language· has three verba forms · (1nfin1t1ve-. ::· · . .--: ~- ... ~ .- -. ~ - · 
pr~s~nt pa~titiple, . p.ast ·parti~J-ple) - bOt··-t~e) ·-t~ons · ex~~e~sed - ~Y. ties~:ij:.·-·: · ·~· .. :-~~ 
often vOry different in each 1 angua/~ ng i ~Wfe~~~S•:. ---- : : - • ~ . " ;_. 
.r I • I ' ..... i '') 
.... - \ . 
.  
~ .. 
. ·:: .. ' ·' 
_;. .. ' 
,. . .-. · .. 11'. .. 
... 
. • . ., " 
.. ·.· 
~ -··- ' -- : .'--·-· 
.. : ..:.. 
_. ..... 
f. 
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' <.1· ~ ,.,. "" - ., '· - 'CHAPTER FOUR , , - ' 'l 
.· ... .. ., 
INTERFERENCE-OF THE ENGLISH MODAL AUXILIAiH.ES 
,. '(" . . ... 
., 
.. 4. 1 ~ lntroducti on 
' . 
· o Mention has al_ready . been ~a'de o~ the ,lodal. :auxil.iari~·s will, shall ';_.a;d 
"' c . • . . • • • • ' •. 
·- · f.!!l (and their pa~fforms . would, should, and could); and the role; they_play 
·' 
·. I ' 
• • ~ • • ' J • • ~ • .. • 
in interfering wlth the learning, -by Anglop}Jones~ of the French tense -system. 
. . ' . .. 
. '. 
However, s i nee French rea l ·ly d~es . not have any mod a 1 aux i 1i aries it is . · · · 
:;; \ # I ' .. • ' 
'· . . . . 
nece~.ary to consider the,Englishrnoda-ls tn som~ _ de_tail, apd to determ~ne 
1. • . 
.. !, . • . 1- , . • 
· .: · ~·~he1r. ·role as a factor causing· dnter!$.~-~nce -i~ tpe learning: of t_he ···sj(stem of 
I 




·· tel)s~ .in-- French. . . . . . ~... . ., 
~ 
·,· / ' •' . f•' • • I : 
· . "' 
'·· ' 
... · ···"The mod a 1 'au xi 1 i ~rieL ·. ar'e d i -, ti ~gu i sti~d by the j act: th-a't the~ ba~r 
. . ·n~ ·-s ~~ the third . pr~~ siilgl ~.r.(~h~ri~g this mrl ~gy w~th ihe subj~nc-. 
t1Ve)..an~ have no 1n~n_1_tive _ or part1_c1ple· forms~· (Hewson ,.l972 : 89). Fqllow-









. . . . 
~ r •• : . 
'_ .jiJg are a list of th~ Eng1is~ . mo_da1 auxiliaries : ··. · 
· . ., . . 
,. .: ; 
. · / :.· _v • Non-~a~~_, .. ) . . 1· __ :_;~· P~st · . 
~· ' · "" .... 1s_ ...... ? \1 J"' .... 
wi.ll ~ · .". ,fWould .. 
t .. . 
' ! .• ~ . 
·." • 1 I - shall :~:': 
. '• .. . . :~ _\ ." . .. .· ·~:..,.. . 

















I •I ~,. J 
· may , I • : 
' \ 
... 
. ~- .. ·\_. I . ·: 
I '• 
, I '·\., j ll 
must 
,· 
-·. (.(~,u~-) . . 
..; · .. 











. . (need ) ·. . . . . .. . ,.. · . 
I · "' · . .. '. •• · : · • • · _. Th~ mo_,da_l auxiii~~i.~s: , Ji~e th~ ~re\_· rri~a~i·~~~ auxi~· iariesv, rv ..e -. u~de·r;~~e 
1ti:' .. . • ' . 
-. 
. ~~ , • ' ' , I ) ' . ' . o • , 
\ 
· ... .. a.· con!;iide'rable amount'of · leiical .demater:-ialization, but . to .a ' l_esser degree ' . 
.. . ~ . ) ' ' ' . . ' . ' _; . 
. ·. .I',\ . "'
0 -.t~a~ .. t~e gr~nvn_a.~~ ~a 1 '-~Xi. 1i a~_i_e~ . ~ ~· a r'esul t ~ Or'lly th~ . fi na 1 _t'IIO • (dare ' and'. . .. ·. ~ : 
l ' • . • 
t . , • • .. · ·~ 
' I . ' . • . ,. 
• • ,I ' ' 
·,.' .I ;, I ' 
\ . _: , .. . need), wh·i·ch are·borderline cases, are ' to be .found as full ·verbs~· 11 The 
-: . ·.~·; ..... ( .~. :_. \-- ~~-~, -~. - ·_r. -~ - - . ·. -~- · . ~~ .. . · :" : .. -· .. -
' \ ' • . . ... • ... I I .. I "' ' • '1> , 
,. .. ~ . I . i ' . . • . " -·. ~ ~ . . . . . "' 
• • •• . ,. . ' • "· ~ c· ) cs~ 
. . 
. .. 
r : ~ . 
' .;' ' . \~ ' .  .·· '.· 
·J: ' l ," ·;· 1 
I • ' . 
.. , , .. 
~ 
• • ' r • 
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I I • • 
icaJ .subjugation" (Hewson 1972: 93) .. The modals . ~ave suffered such an ~mount 1 
- • ' ~ • r I • 
"' r . . • . . . , 
of _lexical demater_ialization that, noti,onally," they woul,d seem to unde.r l ie 
' . . . . . .. . - . 
• • c • J 
all ·the other verbs'~ except, .the grammatical :auxiliaries ~ Hewson (1972: ~5) 
specula·~~s ~hat the ~ot~na~ ~el .ati on.shi'p to . f~ll verb.s may .be s~m::vthat _as 
'·· 
.· ' 





--=----h..:...a;"'"""v_e_' ---=>~ ·~ . 
p 
.will' > · s ha 11 ~- . ca.[l > ·may ,o. ; . • 
' . 
11 \ . ~ . -· 
In Engljsh the "modal aux:il1aries · are felt to ·have. notional pre-~xis~ence: 
th~y ~·o-~vey notions (lil<~ c~p~city ·, ~ermissi ·o;·, .ob~igation) ·~hat , are necessar-
": . . . . ; . 
.. ily seen _ta e:ht prior:· ·t<f~he e~istence of the .event. declared by the fuT) 
verb (the infinitive)" (Hirtle 1,963: 126-1.27). 
~ - . ,r· . 1 "' 
"' 
Since th~ mo.dals convey notions such. as-capacity, 
. . . .· . 
\ . 
exptes$ed ·,py' the irifinit'iv~ ... is' granted ·.o~l·y virtual existence. in time.' Thus 
11 • ., ' • • 
~ -~ . . 
ttie senterrce· · ·. \ · · ' · · · 
-: 
. . . \ 
etc. ," "the event · as 
.,. 
. , . . 
. "' 
.· ~. . ..
,. 
t . " .He c;an run· a mile · in, four .mi:nutes . . ~ . 
I • ' , 
•I 
. . 
declares the existence of t_he ru~ner' s. ~apacity wihtout ·evoking -the actu.a}~· ·· 
. . 
.... . . . . 
. . . . .. 
iza~i'on .of ~he event (run:)" it_selfr ' Similarl~ i~ ;. · . % 
· '·He could ·run a mile. 1n: o~r minute.s when- he; ~as~ younger. 
~he event is seen as ~ pot~·nti. ·a ·l.i ~ in 'the ~ast .. t.h~s .re..xpl.ains the <particular 
aptne~s with whl ch these au x-i 1i a;~ eS rep],ace the subj~nct l ve mood : _;;;;, -lat ter 
_., • • t l ~T ' I 
indicates the ~etusal to. approach the actual / on the .v.ertic~l_;.axis of th,e 
~ "' • • ) • I • . , ' \ • 
.. chronoge.riesis .•. ; the · auxiliaries:, indi.cate a wi.thdrawai" from the· actual into 
: _ _ , t~e -vi~~~~ 1 'on the H"ti z~n~Ol aXi~ _of_ thil same"' '(_Hi r'tle f96~: 1 ~z·\. _. .-. 
· .' Since the modal auxiliaries ·do not evoke the actualizatl.on of. an··event, 
"' ('0 • .. ... 
• p • . 0. 
·' 
, j 
. . ~' "~ 
. ' '. I 
, ' .aJ 
. I . . 
. 
' . 
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it becomes clear why there is such restricted u~~ ·of the modals in the past -
I 
only wi_ll, shall, £!!:!.• and may _ even' hav~ past f?rms. Since events in .the 
past normally have 'to -be actualized, ~h_e use of th~ _modal auxi_!)aries_ in the 
past mu~t certainly be restrifted. 
-'."The past. for~s · (could, might, etc;.) have assumed a further rple. Their 
t~~poral 'anteri.ority to the'non-past forms (can, may, e,tc.) has been cC)r,r1ed 
' I ,. I 
over to their notional cont_~n~ in many contex,ts. ··Just ~scan, etc~, ar~ con-
srred notionally anterior .to t_he _fpll " verb _~ so coul~, . etc~, a~e . considered 
noti ona'lly anter.i or to the condition -~xpressed by . the non-past_ fprms. - Not 
only is the event <frawn into the realm ,o_f virtuality, bt,.~_t 
the event also. · Ttli:ls the past fotms of th~s.e auxi.11aries 
. . ~-
• • J : 
the -condition of 
can express a .. 
· greater degree of virtuality thQn the non-past forms. For example,· in 
I · 
He could run -· a mile in four minutes, -if h~ trained. 
. . 
" 0 
could deelares, not ' the·e~istence <:>f tlie runner•s capacity. but the possibil- ' 
• 0 •• . \ 
ity pf its existence" (Hirtle 1963: 128·). · . 1 0 
,. 
4. 2· ; t~~chani S'm Und~rlyjP!J the Use · of the Mod a 1 s 
.. ~,.. _; \ · . - . . . . '"-
} H~virt,9:.1l.rietly· discu~seCI ~the modal auxiliaries of·Eng1ish, wf! should now 
tur:-.!) our _at~~nt~on to a. dis·~'sion q_f the '.mechanism underlying ·: theh;, u~e. 
J:he modal .auxiliaries ar~ used with a '(ollpw.in.g._j_o.:f.;initive since ' it i's the 
~ iflfjnitive thai ~arries the content of the v~tb, and the modils ha~ing under-
• • I • 
~on ·a considerable amau~t of -lexical dem~teri~l~zatio~~ ~hen thewodals · 
not~ o~s such. as capacity ' permi ss·i on, 
I ' 
bine with qn infini:t -ive. t'o express 
, . . . I . . 
tc. ~ (c.qnsi~ering the non..:'past. forms·) I , t._he modal auxiliary•.s function is to 
~ccupy a stretch of.the . non~past so that · the .event, which . is expressed by 
.. . I ~ ... , . . I 
the inf.initive, must be situate·d.,beyond the stretch ... 
. . · 









.,. ; , 
, . 
lrf. 
.. · . 






, . , .. 
( ) f ~~ ' 2. Yo'l:J m&y ~o when yo~ feel like it. \ / 
(3) One must be ·careful ~hen ridi~/in ~ _.-·cane.~. , _ ·':/' 
In these·e~amples the auxiliary occ;upies a space·of t~e . non-past ~itb11th~ 
79. 
' 
. ~ . _'event, which ·is separated from . the subject apd.·na,t directly predicated of the. 
• t. • • 
·.· subject, situated just beyondothe . .'stretch. of time cfi!cupied by.th..e modal .. 
. • • - · • t 
. . ·. . . \ . . 
Diagrammatically, .(2) may_ be represented as follows·: 
' • p 
I 
may i~:~Q-~ . .'o ~ 
_______ p_a_s~t----·--~)~----~~~~o~n~--pa-s~t--------~/ · 
:/ 
) 
• • , J 
-~· Te avoid al)y confusion it · m~·s-t be -stated that the role of the modal oauX'iliar-: · 
. . :. , 
.. 
. ; ~s as represented .i ri :th~ : above di ag"ram: is tne 
~ ' , • I ' • 
which are ~on-past. . .. : .. ' . . . . ' .. 
., 
role of ,all the English' medals .. _ 
. . ~ 
• ~ . "'t ' 






.: • • ... __ , t.- , , - ~ 
The.re are .'four p~st forms of th~ modal s - would, should, .caul d, arid· might ~- . 
' . . . . . 4 ·. --. ' 
--and their r:'Ole .. i .~ Simi_rar--tu-~~-t~ha~e:--xp-&-f '"tf'ie non.-p~s f_ rorms ,1 except for be-fn9r--:--~-- -.........:..~ 
o I • ' ' J ' "' • o ) 
~-ltu~ted in the~···realm . of the pa~t. The past forms of the rna ls can ·occupy · 
• .. • • • I.. • ., • • ;: • I • • • • 0 , • • ... "· • • 
any s-tret~h . of the· past. "Now · if~> the auxiliary is ·at the · thres oJ.d .of the · · . n~n-past,.th~. inhn.itive, ' l.Yi!l~ ~n .it~ '.subsequen~e, mu~·t, fal~ i the n~n-past .. . \ . 
' • • • : ·.t.l> • • .. 
• ~. j • • , • , , • I • 
But the past morpheme dec)ares -. the·-~~sence . of th~ a~~iliary's material _con- · 
.... • . • ': •• ! :~ • , • • • .. • • • : · •• • : • • : ' • • • (.". 
·. :~::_::::r:h:r::::::~ ::. t:::~::~ 0: i ::•::·;::~:: :::·:::: tl~:~. ::~:::k:~ ~p: 
. c6urs e is .: .. t~' dec 1 are· the. con a i·~ ion. ~af : ·:he. 'lY-~f t e ~pre,ss ed by 'the ~~;"xi}. JAY 
,:~oes not exist as,·a· reality but onlY., a.s ,a pot~nti_ality ..... This mechanisll) of 
• • : · • •. ' . \-.g •. 
tho.ught thus . permits could, might, .. etc., to' assum.e a role ·~of notional ante.-
• • • • '\ • • • • ' ' 1 
' I • ... ' I • • l I • ' 
rior.ity,· sd that·they ·can expres~ a· gr~ater degree· of virtuality than their 
I • : • ' • , , ~ • ', J 
nan·-past counterparts" (Kirtle 1963: 128-l29)> F-or ~ampl.e, the mo.dal in 
' I I . "/ :- ..; 
· (4) . - He would come, given the .. c;,hanc·e. \ '. '· ·. 
'J, • \ 
is, .capable I of carrying a · greater charge .of hypo the\\· than ~he. ,mod a {j n 
. ( 5) He· w.j 11 come' . given ·the chanc~-: \ I '. . • 
·; ..... · 
. . / I .. . ·. : 
' ' \· - ' .. . 
.. , ·O 
., .:' ... \'• ~ . . . 
\ 
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' . ' . c . 
The use of the modql in .. (4) illu.strates the.~past form of a moda·l used. to .. 
expres.s ~the ,qm~:titional. · Diagrimunati~ally, it ,may -be repr~~-nted as follows: 




The use of the modal ~lus infinitive tD represen~ the conditional will here-
after be. ref~rred to· as ·the. extended - usag~ of, the p~t · forms .of ~he · mo~~l~. 
. , . • I . 
· . ·~Now _we shall turn our a.ttention bri efl.Y. t<? the unextended use of the · 
· .. past. forms . of :the·· mod~·T s ,'that is, the use ; ~i th gen~i ne p~s t _ref_~ren~~. . ·. 
- .. -~ ' ' . 
: , · Sine~ ·the past form of the 'modal may be situated anywhere in the'-' past, the 
. . . - . 
- . 
str~c.ture modal + 1n'finitive (the content) can certainly ,have"'feference to· · 
. . 
. . 
· . the·· past, as in 
. . ~ 
( 6) wn.'en he was · work 1 ng h~ . wou 1 ~ · go · t~ the movies · tw1 ce ·a ·wee.k ~ 
-.Diagrantnatically_, (6)'may be represented ·as follows: 
lwould I<E9Lc ~oC ~ > past non-past 
Since both the modal and· the infiniti-ve . ' rea 1m of· the . past are situated in the 
their r:-efer.e~ce mus;t b~ ·genuipely -past. · 
• I . 
4·. 3 Wi 11 :and Sba 11 ·with --. 
tu~n our atten.tion to will and shal_l in the-sense of thei r refe_rriJ:~g to the 
. ' .. . 
future jo-(they·have. other us~s which ~re beyo·n~ tre scope of this· paper). The 








. . . 
. . 
. a ·stretch of the non-past with the act.io·n of the 'event being si~uated just -. ' :·· 
,, . . . . . , , ~ 
. · ~· .. 
oOUtside this stretch ~ 
.. 








·.li't. . . :. 
' _I ' . ,. ' cp 
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~ ,; I 
. ·: , . 
· ·come . ~----- .. ~ ' . 
wi 11 
past !.' rh~s.diag_rain· , which"'repr~sent~ <sL .shows the auxiliary (will) a.s providi~g 
; ' I . - . I . . . . 
a place ·for the -con"ditions of the-event (come). 
• • ~:. .. •• ~ .I • • --
4.4 Wou.1d. and Should Expressing Condi.tional ] 
The ·past forms of 'Will and ·sha 11 (wou 1 d and cou 1 d) . \'lh i ch can carry a 
.--
greater c·h~rge of hypothesis than .will and-shall ilon the ' level of--expression 
'. . -- . _ . 
' . . . . . 
_are ttie·equfvalents of the conditionaj .. _." (Hirtle 1963:- f30)'in French. It 
; ', . ~ .. ··.. . 
is notew9rthy, i~ F~ench, _Guillaume· say~, . that the conditional tense ·carries 
' ., I • "' ·n . : , 
. . . 
a grea,te~harge~~ hypo.thesis ,.~harLthe fut~re. · ·· 0 
, . ' 
· .. 
(-
. . ~ . 
.. . 
:? • 
4. 5 Wi H , Shall. Would·, and Should 
' ' 
- ' We shall now· turn a·ur attention to the -us·e ~f the modal auxiliaries in 
,, . • I 
.di sco~rs~, -p~rti clilarly ·to th~. u_se of · ~hose express i·~ the 'f'ut~~e and th~ 
. • ....... ~ - • • ! ' 
conditional. l'n S~{ltences wn'ich have compo_und verbs the modal ·_ au,iiliary is 
not always repeated in ·both ·par~s ~f the v~rb. 
·I 
(7) I .wi.1) go and get th~. groc~ries. , " · ,. · · 
· · ! (8) · He-,~1 d go and· conie ·ashe p 1 ea~~.' · ! ·' ;~. '.'. 
Now, i.n EngJistp,the-,j_nf.initive arid :indicative forms of -~_verb a,re ident,c~) , . 
•' ' ' • t! I 
· and :in (_7) 'and~_} abov~~-, . ·m_any E~n.~lish7speaki.,r9 st~pents woulq.not reali~e· . . 
that the ·sJcond element -.Of the COf!lPPUnd verb . i ·~ an· in(in<)tiveo fonn ·and .hot an· 
.J # • ~ • • • • 
indi~ative. ... ,/ 
~.... •'' ~ o ~~ I ~ 0 o - • 
· ·Many An~lophones seem to realiz~ th.at _wo·uld ~~ - ·sh~uld _ pl~~ ~~ i.nfi?2Jiv_e.-
give.s ~h~ conditi6nal_; it is ,often callef.the condHional ·tense or condition-
' . 
' al mqod~ 0 . 1 
{·9) ' . . He' s~id he woula ·COme if' the weather was fine. 
1/. · . . ~~$:. ·.. . . . ' 
J· • ·, · 
. ,, 
I • ' 
' ' 
. . ' 
··;:. / .. ~. ' 
. -. 
" . :· 
' I 
' • I . , • 
. . , " ~- .' ) ~ 
' ~- ) ' . ' . 
• I, • i I • (1 












.. . · -~ 
~ . -) . 
'82 .. ' 
"'-- . 
. . I However, it seems as if many speakers. of English qo not realize ~ that wo~ld 
/ . (or should) plus an- infi0HiV1! ·; s ofte.i used -to represent rOp~ted -actions · · 
in the past, as ts the case in (6)~ Since. students normally:associate 
·. ' . ( \ .-
would + infinitive with th.e extended usage· (cond.ition.al') ,and since tne · 
" ' \ 
infinitive and _ indicative forms - ~re'\,_identical . i~ Engli·sh ~~ ,· studimts represented 
' ... 
(jJ) in Fmch as >'-... ' . 
. , 
(10) *ll irai.t et vient . .". 
. . . 
: fns tead of th·e correct form, 
, ~ .-






.... ~. T • 
' I 
·.- .. . 
rt""": 
_ ." which_ .corr~·~t~Y trans1~tes the ·uMxtended (with .past ~eference )" _u~_a.ge. : We 
.· .-\-
• L7 · sbaoul d note at this point that F~ench does n<>;t ~ave "the , extendediunextended. 
·\ 
. . ,.. . "' ' 
contrast, and "so "ambiguity of refe·r~nce is avoided. ..b 
< 
The .fact th.at the mod a 1 i_s not used _J n 'the s~co 'd . p·ar~ of t.h.e .verb, · _.~ 
plus· the fact that the ·;~finitiv~ and ind~cative forms are identi .ca1 aiso .. . C 
. . . . \.,,: . 
• 1 eads to errors when students ·.attempt to represent the future in J Frerich ~ 
I I .~ 
. . ' . '. l ~ . '. 
{ 12) · He wi 11 go to Mont rea 1 and return on '.the same \day i-'1 • 
Il ·;ra ~'\Montreal et revi.endra le meme · jour : 
0 .... ~ • . ' • .. # .,. • 
"Instead ·o·f using ' the f.~ture" ten-se in the Q~nd part· (.revie~dra) of · (12), . 
• I ,. fit. 
- . 
students· will very oft.e,n us'e .. the~ present tense (revient).' The two poihts 
. ·. ,,· . \ . . .· . .. . .. · 
indicated at the begirni n~ · of th:is .. pa.ragraph ·may a~ ?O ac:ount for .errors . when 
students try to use the conditional tense . in Frendn ~ 
J . 
. ( 
{13) · He said ; he 'wo~ld - to to Montreal ·and ·return. on the same day. 
·. , · I1 a dit qu.'·il irait .a Montrlfal et reviendrait ' le ~meJjour.· _ 
~ . I · " . •· , , . 
• t , ; 1 
Instead of using the condi tional 1_,tense i ;the second· part · of the ver~_. (,revi.ehdr~'i ~); the. pre~ent tense·~;(, oft ~ be util1~-~d. Since there·· is a 
. ~ 
morphol .ogical distinction b;etween the infi i:,tiv~ and indicative fo~ms. Ht 
; -. . Fr~nch >t~~ studen~t muJit_.chose the co.rrec~ . ~r,rtt; .. in Eligl"istf, however·, such a 
. I 
~ .. ~ \ . 
. r :. ··choi~e ~s ·not necessary: · ·:,;,, 
l J ., -.• • \ , II ' ;; • 
' ,, 
·· ... , 
.. · . 
.. \ ; . 
J) . .' 
.. • 0 J " 
. 



















1 4.6 Ca-n, t~ay, Hu~t, etc. ,. :· \ - . . 
. · .. We wi·ll· now turn ou~ attention to the. other modal au xi 1 i aries c~.~ - -~. a~,_ . ·. 
,fr ' J": 
· must, etc. ·.The· role of these ·modals, like the ones representing the future 
-- r 
·and cond_itiona1 , · is- to occupy ,a stretch of tile non-past (or 'the 
• • ' ' ' ' I 
., •' I • ,• • • , • .. , , • \ ' 
• ' ' 
past for .past 
this stretch .. ~rms with p·ast reference) with the event occurring just beyond 
' ' ' 
. . 
./of time. L~t us' _consi~ · the foli~·i. ng.sen~ence: 
' . . 
(14) .. I can drive· fr.om St." John•s .. to Port Aux Ba.sques in a day. \ · 
. . 
~-Diagrai11Tiatica lly \'/e would have ~he fo 1lowi ng r'epresentati on ·: 
\ -' 
·past . I ~ · \ ' 
£ ~. F 
. ~ 4.: 6 ·• 1. · can , ' . - .. ·._.. \ J . 
· The moda'1 au xi 1 i ary can is · r.epresen~~d in ~~~~h~ by' pouvoi /'! ~~ ou~oi'r, 
· ' 9 . - .. \, ' 
.~. . 
bei 'ng· one ·~f. the ~.erb~s de pui'ssance whith noti on~p~ underlie a·ll other verbs 
i~-Frenc~ (~tre; voul~ir,,.savoir~···-~evoir ~re . . the other_verbes de pu.issarnce), . · · 
in.many V!ays has. ·a similar function to the modal can. For example, i n 
I . . .. 
(Hi) I·can go to · Montre-al tomorrow. · · : , .. 
Je ' peux aller a Mont;,rea.l demain ·. 
. \... . 
the role of. both -~ and peux is to occupy a space- of tim~ _ so tha~. the __ evenj:> . 
\ .-. ·•. ' ' . 
.. . _· .. ,~gQ_ . ' . , \ ' . 1~.:~!~~~ -
, ~ can _ · ass{ ~i-m '1e ~ ~uture ~ _ past~ · t?on- past) imperfe~t -<----:- conditional~ 
From the ,dia·g.ram we can. see that .the · modal in E~glish"~nd the verbe de 
• ' - \ • ' • ... . • •• • .. » 
puissance in Fr~nch" s~r~e to separate the ev~nt fro~- ·the ·subject so that the 
' . . \ \ . 
f 1 \ \ • ' ~ I J :~v~nt {i'nfi~tive) ·fs not· di~ectly predi.tated of~ sub~ec t, . • . ·· . 
. }he· mq·d~ux.ili~r.y can· .'does h~ve a past tens~orm {cou~~) .w~ich can 
•. ' . ' " '"· " ) ~ 
' . . t .'tl 
. .... 
r I / ~-
, ~ 
' !'· 
cah immeqiately follow it ... · 
·' 
,, 














.. : .. . ,..~ ,.... . 
,, have~more than one representation in French: The auxiliary could may have 
either extended usage. and be re.presented in French by pourrait {for .the third . 
I , 
'(16) H~ says that we. could swim in the lake durjng the 
suRiller ho li.days. · . . . 
Il dit que nous pourrions nager dans 1e lac pendant · 




. I . 
. . . 
or it could have unextended · ~sage, with genuine past refe~~~ce . . r~a ny native" 
. f' 
. . • fr 
English.-s~akers often overlook the extencfed use of the ·modal •. as_ indic~tedo 
I . 
. ' . \ 
by 'fl6), and think of. could only in terms of its · unextended use, as .is .. 
.. -
i nd·i cated by the· fa 11 owing sentence: 
1 ''\ ~ .. 
' ( 1.7) '*No us pouvi ons nager ·souvent ·et nous · jouer'i-ons au· tenrii ~ 
•. to us 1 es jours. (The context of 'fhi s sentence indicates 
.;..... # #. '· · that the .reference . is to :some future · ~vent;) _ · · 
1 
. I /~ Exaf!lpfe (17) shows how A_nglophones use 9.2!!.'!1!. with :f~ture reference an~ to do i 
r • 
so use mistakenly th~ i~pe~fect of · pouvo1r. .Befo'r~ i~aving_ ( 17) ~_'however, I 
() ., ' , • I ' ~ 1 •6 • 
. \'JOUld like to indicate that an English-speaker is·not accustomed to making ; 
~~ ..• . . . 
· . t;i s chol ce, of tense s J nco> cdu ld. is th;e sa~e in E~g l7' · ~o . rna tter what the 
reference•. . . . . r ~ . ' 
' .... . ' . . 
- . 
Could js ~lso .. correctly .represen_ted i.n French· by the ·impe_rfect of: pouvoir 
whe·n the. refer~nce is to an event which took place ·in the past. ., 
" I ' r . 
(18) Last year he C'ould swim every ,day : •{could = was able). 
L I annee derni~re 'il pouvait .nager taus les jours. . 
·-:- ·, , . . , ,.. 
. Since the _Eng.lish ~n~ frenc~ . re~~esenta_~ion~ ar
1
e· simila~ ~~~uct,Jr~ ·f~r ·(r)~ . 
no evidence of interference ··occurred i n any of \the paperS . ~hai .~re s ~u,di ed , 
afthough one inight wen · expect _studen_1;s · to use · the conditional 'in (la). 
4.6.2 .Hay . . ' 
' 
"' \~ 
. ~ . . , ... 
' . 
. · The Engl i sh.r-moda 1 
. . \) . .. . . . .. 
·auxiJiary may, like ea·n, expr~sses. potenUal i ~y. Like 
'l\J ~ ·.. I • ' • 
can,.:_it also has ·a past form · (might)'; · and is rep~es~nt~d in FT:erlch by ~he 
,,• \ 




. . . 
' I 





























verbe de pui'ssance pourvoir. Th~ uses of may a~d might are ~lso very similar.· 
, . . . 
. . . . . :. . .. . ' ·. ' ' \ 
t~. tho~e of.~ .a~d lc~uld t an.d what has been·.·. s~ig "ibout the .1.at~er tw_o ca~\ be~ ' 
app.lied t~marana,~ight. '\ 'i; . . - \ 
'·· / \ ·;' 
4 . 6 . 3 Mus t t· · ~ 
' ·' r, 
Very briei'ly. we shall mention the modal must · 
' ~ 
representation in \ 
~ . " - . . 
French (devoir or falloir)~ There is 'no:evidenc.e, · from the papers stud1ed; 
1 
· of ·mod~·; i nterfe;ence f~o~ ~ust.· ~ften when must. s used in the sense · of ;..'f. 
-- .. 
... , . is necessary ... students utilize the impersonal verb (il faut que .. '.). Also, 
n 
' 
; n many ~as eS -~~ere must ') S utili zed; s tud~~ts· us·~ a s truC~ur~ mt s ~~; fa~ \ . 
to the one employed.in Eng1isn ti:ievoir.,. + infipitive). 
. . , ... (lQ) · Il faut que j'ai·lle ~ l'ecole 
' . - . • . li' ( 
' ~. ~ --~----~---------
' · ·.- ·: · (20) Je dois a11er ~ l'ecole. · . 
'· · · I must go . to: school. 
' ' . . pour pprendre a lire. 
• I 
' c Fo.llowi ng. ar~ di"a.gr~~ms which represe11t both the Frebch 
' ' . . ; " ' 
... . 
and English represen-







.... /.) . . 
I~ 




' . ., ~ 
Thes~ dia.grams indicat~ ~- t~e ;urit.tion :f·m·u.st an .dois is : to. occupy, a· 
. :· .. --. 
i ' 
' 1 • 1 •. ' ti• 
s t;retch' ;~f· \ time' with ~his .·s.~retc~ vs'epara. ~~ n~ .the :eve ~ f;;om _the ·su~je~f~ 
Before l .eaving' the auxiliary mHSt, I· W9Uld like . 0 .indicate .. that its 
o 1 ° 
1 
, • • ' • , ~ • • 0 t , • • '" 0 0 , 
repr.esentati6n in French (presen·t~o-f devoir) is a verbe .de puissance: ·.Jhis · . 
~a:~s ·t~at-, in'-F~encn;. ,devoir .is -o~e of. th~·ve.rb~,~hJh is felt. notionally . 
.. . . . . . . . . I .. 
to unde~liei other···verb!? i~ French~ I 
I • 
\ . 
~ .. \ 
' . 
" '\ . , ' 
\ 
:• . , 4.6.4' Ought 
' .. ... 
~ . .I' 
: Iii was previously. !i nd,icated (sec,ti 0~ 4 ·• i·) lought. i s~a '-bor~ertin~ ~·~se as 
"' t • .1 , • • • • :, •• • ' ' 
,; 
•I ; 
, . : .. · 








. .. 86 ,.... 
· .a :modal.. There a~~ c~rta:in pe~uliariti"es about , the . use of ought: (a) it 
. ~ "' . 
requires the use of to before an i nfi ni ti ve, · 
(21) ·You ought to be home. 
• I 
{b) ; t _has ·no p~s t · ior.m; ..,. ,, .. ' ' 
, . . . •• IY-(22 )' He ought to have gpne home. · 
. . ~ 
'Notice that (22) has past reference· •. not' by using 
.~ 
·_ . . ·: . ' \ 
the P.a~_t form of ought, -but 
' . 
by· using a trariscen9ent infiniti~e . (c) Th~re are certain dialectal peculi-. 
. ' 
, . J 
~rities wl~h th~·use of o~ght, ~~ · in .• I 
(23) He did~'t ought to-go .. · \ . .. " ...... 
· ' The· Engl f sh . mod a 1 ought is r-epresent~d in French., by parts· of devoir and . 
. \ .- : \\.,' .• 
1 · . fal.loir. 
(241 
... . .. · 
,.(25) 
J~ (24), which 
' is used as . the 
One ought never to be unkind. 
11 ne faut jamais ~tre malveillant. 
0~ dais jamais' ihre malve111ant. 
--.. 
. . 
You ought to·go an.d see ·the Exh'ib j tion. ·. , .._ 
Vous devri~z aller'V.oi_r l'E.xpos.it\o~~ .. . 
0 
e~resses ~bligation, the)_present t1nse o~ fa~loir, .. f d~voir 
representation, in French, · of- ought; in· (25), which· expresses 
- .. • . 
. ,, ... I desirability,.,, the conditional form1of devoi-r serves ·as the re~resentation ~f., 
ought. Agai_n; I must point out that no evidence 9f interfer~nc'e- turned up · 
I • 
' " . ' l f 
• ' I ( 
probably 'pecause of 'th~ similarity i~ str·ucture t~ the English·. · · 
• ~- • •• • • • ~ \ ,, ' " ~ 6-
. 
'\ . . 
·4.6.5 Dare and Need . .. 
-; . .: 
. ' 
The other two modals in English which are borderline cases ·will not be 
... . 
. . ' "' -
discussed in -this section_ since they a:re represente in .French by the·· regular· 
~erb fo~ms and i ~· ~os t cases" i nte~ference ,• ·when it does occur, wi l1 be due· 
• • • ·• . ' • . I - ~ • • ·• . . o •• • • ' · • . • . : : 
, ·to some other factor,than_ modality. Perhaps the · nly' error l i kl:!ly to occur 
, . ... . 
• 1 • ' 0 "' ' .l J ~ wo~ld :~e becau:Se of rack." of ' necess'ity" of expr:es:s ~g the~modal in_ both parts 
of a canp~und, ve~b.in t~glis~, · S~u,dents. may ~.rtim~s.u~e t~e ~ndicative ~ 
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in~te~d· .. of.the i~finitive· in tile' second .par.t of ·the .verb since they -are 
~ 
. 
identical in . English~ thi's type of error h~s -· been· mentioned previ~us~y pnd 
;~ppears . to . be coninon .wi t.h .a 11 · the moda 1. aux.i 1 i ar:-i es wheri. they a·re ·not · u·~·ed 
. • , ~ . , . • ,t I , • O• ~ . .. 
in the econd part of ·a compound verb. :· 
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. . CHAPTER FIV£ 
y 
'·' 
.I I t • 
. . "\ ' ' 
• « ~ . 4 ° t) • # - ~· • ' · - -
. INTERFERENcE''oF ·THE· EN~L.ISH -VERBAL. sv.sT_gM ON LEARNING 1 
.. 
lHE FRENCH SYSTEM OF MOODS 
. ' 
' \ .. 
' · 
,., -
5.1 Introducti oh 
. ~ . I 
In the first two chapters of this paper we have showo .. th.at in both French · · 
I () • • 
an~ English verbal sys.tems ther_e are three aifferent moods .. qu~si-nominal, • 
. .. . . 
subjun~tive, and indicatfve .. At the Jeyel of the quasi -nomina! the repre_s.en:-
; . ~ 
tation is the least developed, the event ~ot .being allocated to .. a time-sphere 
I - . - • , . • • • • ., ' ., •• 
and not predicated ·directly of. a subject; the repr:esenta~ion in the sUbjunc-
. . . . .. . . . . . . " . _., 
tive moo.d is more deve_loped-: bei_ng predicated directly of a s·~bject .but sti~ll 
• •.1' "' .. • 
' indicative represents · 
-:l ' . . 
the' event being predfca.ted .... 
not .allocated to .. a time~sphere in u_ni.v.erse time; the 
. ' ~ ~ ... . 
the completion of the :chronogenesis of the verb wi.th 
- •. & ' . . . - . . . 
' . <:{ 
· ·of a subject and being. al_located to .a specific time-sphere in universe··time . 
. ·. \ . . . : ' . . ' . ' . . ' ' ' . 
Althou9h the._ .sam~ three moods ~~ist in the two languages~ the mechanism · 
' - I' . • 
of e_a~h mood i~ .rat~e_r different for-the ynguag~_!? · wit~ -~~hich we a~e ~on~ 
. _: c~rn.ed. Not orly· is ~he mechanism of ~oo~ differen\ f~r English and Frenc~.· 
but .also the uses of the mechanisms are also differe~. Since such differ-
. . 
.. · .. 
' . I . . . , • 
ences .exi_st, .we ·can expect'' English-speaking students learning Frenc}l to comJlli \ : 
' • ' • ' • ~ -:; I 
e_rrors rega-rding .' mood. The remainder'of this section ~·the .pa,per will be 
de'vot~d ·to a~ · examination of. t.he differences wh~ ch ·exist. ,betwee~ the mechan- Q . -~ .. 
... ' , , ... 4 • 
tsms of the· moods .'in· English .and· French. ·~nd ·also of the differences -in .the .. 
I ' ' • · ,-~s·e- of .these mech~n-is~s, and sh·owing h.ow di .ffere~ces·, resul.t in interfe~.Emce:!· . 
. . 
\ . . .. •, 
5·.2 The Engffsh Subjunctive • 
. . 
.., 
·\ . "Differences between English .~nd French at the lev~ 1 of the · quasi-nomina~ · . 
• 
• • ~ • lo .. • • • • -., • , 
mood have been· discussed in Chapte.r Three, so we sliall ~ommerice our di scussion 
·-<- ~ 1n .t~hL chapter by cor}sidering ttie subJunc~ive. mood fll each · l~Aguage ... 'F_irs·t :· ·•· · ~ 
,. ..c. .. • "" E . 
.. . 
. I .. 
' . ~ ; .. 
' • o I .~'"/ , . . . L 
' i . 
\ 





,. . ' ' 
. ·" ~ 
• • I . 
·l • r ~ _, . . . 
o' 
Q 
J u· • ,. • 
\ . 
of all ;'we shaJl di-scuss' the . subjunctive_ in_ English. 
; 
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· . .., 
-. 
--..... 
... ~-.... ~ ~ ·~ . . 
~----. • ( • r' • ' 
. As can be ·seen from the• diagram, an event -in the subj.unct'i ve mood ·ls'. repre-
sented as. occurring~-~ ti~~ ~but .. no~ all~c~ted to a ·_time-sphe,r~·. In .ttie present · 
• • • ~!.. • ~ (I • ,. • 
subjunctive the rnov:ement ·Of universe time ''·is ... seen .to b'e asc.ending toward 
'" l: . . \. 0- t • • • ·, • • . • • 
the futu~e 11 (Hirtle 1967·: 18)' and the event is also seen as unrolling .towar<t, __ 
.... , 
~ . . " 
. the future' but not being allocated to a_ny time-spnere, 11 nO representation of 
• • • ... - .-- 0 - ~-- • 
. the event as· real is: pos~ible: _ (,tiirt1e 1967: ·18)·. 
· ~ " I ,. • 'f 
In th·e past subjunctive, ·unive,rse: time is seen a~· decadent, as. u-nrolling ._-, , ."" .. _ 
('" " • I 
.. . . . . . .. , 
towards the past, but· e.vent time is ·represented 'as unrolling in t~e dire_ction 
' "\ ' . . ~ ' 
• • • • ' . · ~~ • , ... . ' .. • • , J \ t • 0 
of · die future.. ~ ~9ain /I wish to r~iterate~'that the event i~ notarepr~s_ented 
.., . \ ' ... . . 
as real since ,i: i~ not aflocat~d . to a ~ime-;;ph~.r~, .an.d·: ~he:~~~ . ~ont,rasts_ o· .. ·: ;-, • . 
. with the indicative, in·'which an -~vent .:~s . ~llocated ~o a •dete rolned stretch : 
. . . .. ' 
1 •• II ' ' .. ' , •• . ,. • 
of universe (or real) time. :: .. 
·· ···:·so; .when ~jJe~k in~ "Of an e~ent ··;_n the s~bju.!1c~v~ ~o.~~, we~ ~pea~ .no·t_ of ~> ' . , 
• • ,; ' • " t/ ' f :\ t • I 
a real event, but of,a ·potential .event. "-In- the .English verb_a·f.-. sys~em such . . 
' ,. . . . (/ ' . - .... " . . ' . ' . 
a~~~quen~l~ ~ot · repr~seryted ·~s being_ related : in a·ny~a_.Y .. to. our .. ·;~ . 
·own pe~sonal empirical .experience of. tjme, anp re~a1ns a potential:; tn.eoreticar, . 
' I • , f"" • ' , ' ' • 
I ,, 
- .unall ocat~d ·?'v~nt" (Hewson. l.9J2: 70 i. 'J · ': : ;{·~· . . 4 
; ~ < • • o 0 .' ( ' \ ·,~ ' ~ • • ' { D o ' ' • ': · , •" o ' . • ; _. ~ -~:: ' ' ' 
. . . .. . . .. ~ . " # .·· ' \ . . . ... ·~-
·' 
· . .. .. ~ ....... s.,:2.1, Pr~sen_t ·s~bJu~ctive .. .. ~- , " -) ', ·( · · .; · 
. . ~ .· · ' ': .The:En_gli, S.~. ver~.aLsYs!em does ~ot .~a~e a morphologY Whi~.~ (, distincti.ve 
" ' ' 
; : . .... ' 
, •, · ' ) . '"'. 
' I 
. i . 
' • ' 
. ' I I • . .... : I' • w ~ .... . . 
r , ., .. 4. 
• ,u ... • • 
' ' o \ • ,I •, o, . ,. 0\ ' ' •''1-. I If, 
' '· 
I I ' 
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- .. • identical ~nly for representing th~ subjunctive. The subjunctive forms are 
' ·' ' ' 
to the infinitive and indicative forms except for two cases ~ (1) the verb· 
• ,_ I 4 ~ ·~ • 
to be,' and :t2)' the 'thir~ per.son . singular where ' the -ind.icative form ends in 
~· ~ut the ·subjunctive is unmarked. 
th~ fo.llowing examples (19~2: 71}:-
Hew~on illustrates'tne~emdifferences in 
(.. 
• L ' . 
. · . 
. . 
/ '( 1 ) X: move that the meeting be adjourned, 
. - . 
. . .- . . . ... ~ . . . 
(2) I insist.th~t he withdraw the'co~ent. 
D '{ 3) If. h'e •wi tild~aws • the corrment o o .. ( i nd i cat i v~} 
. . . . . . 
~irtle (1963) also pointed ·OUt certain syntactic pe~uliarities wnich .are 
. . . 
distinctive from· the subjunctive: (1) .it does not ta~e the auxiliary do in 
. ~ . . ~ ""'-
the negative, 
.. 
. (4} . I.~·su~gest that. you n'ot s_ee' h~m again .. 
I • .. I 
and (2) it 'is not subject· to the n~rmal sequence of tens~. as can be illus-
. . ... 
trated by the fo.llowing·sentence· from Hirtle .('1963: .91):· .. . 
,. ' . 
,.. ~· . ' ., - . - . 
: (5} Joanna had insisted · t~at he come. 1J 
It h~> p(eviously'been stated th~t the . suojunctive in English:represents 
' '!' • ' -
· po ten~ j a 1 : ~~ t · exper1 ~nt1 a 1 ;'el(!! nt; • . "T '!o . s~s t~i c d~ ta i'I s. there fore . emerge .. 
-~hich ~feld clues as to the role played by tne·subjunctive 1~ the mechanical 
. .. 
-•.content system· that underlies the simple verbal paradigm: 
- -'"1 ' : • '• . • • . ' 
'~ · (1) .1 It is fndependent .. of the ·mechanism of ·time~sph.eresr ' since it 
. ' . . - . 
.->· 1s not. subJect to syntactic sequen~e of · t~ns~~ 
. . .. ... . 
-.. 
(2)- It represents ·a 'fonn,al (,i.e., potenti.a·l) .and .. not a ·· mat~.r'ial · . . 
' . """· .. ... 
(or, real'ized) _event·. 
• • • ... of 
' 
Consequently .. we ':have justifi.cat~o~ for placing it 1un~the as~~·~t ·of 
. I · ~ ·. - . . . 
'incidence .(which ~epresents .the event as' a fo~} and .·~ot under decadence 
. ' . . ' .. 
(which represents the materi-afity of. the event,) · in a .. pos.i.tioo anterior to ~he.: 
' ' ' 
deffniti~n of time-spheres .. ... (Hewson ~972-:72) . . 
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' . I . ·· s.2.2· Past SubJuncti.ve . . • I • 
. _English, bes.ide~ having ~ - presenl~~~j~nct'i~~~ C)lso h~s a. 'pas·t subjunc- . ' , ,. 
• ' 
• • • j • " .' • 
· .tive ;whose only morphological 'Contrast 'now .in existence is ' found: in the 
• I f • ' I • { J 
~ing~l~; of th.e ve~ ~o ~(I were, · h~ · were). · inis . has. led ~~Y linguists .tO 
. . . . . . . . . .... . . . . I 
condu.de that En~~~sh does no.~ have a past subjunctive· • . It 'is1 trt}e that . j . 
there is :a .scarcity of distin?ctive morphological forms for representing the 
- • • .. • • 4 
. . 
- .. 
past subjunctive · in discourse, but, nevertheless, there is some .. evidence ·that 
. . . ' , . . I , . . 
in tbe.' content system of the E.nglish virbal system the past .subjunctive does 
ex'is t.'' .1 iu rt.le (1967) ~g~e~s . that the 'past . s.ubj~ricti v~ still exists in ~e· :· ·. 
. . . "\ . 
co~te~t· 6ystem of ~~ Engl·i~h :~rb~ syste~.. He ~ay~ that the ·c~pa~1·*( ·of .the : ·· 
subj~ct, in the past subj\m~tive, to cause an eveht to. un~oll in _the d!rec-
• . '• \ .. r 
- . . 
_i~on of the future 11fs;Jcounten:d by universe tfrre-~ich is ..,st111 re,preserited 
,. . 
as descending toward the past" (Hirtle 1967: 18). To account for the scarcity 
. . - . ' : . . 
. . 
of past. subjunctive fonns in disco~rse Hirtle (1967) ~ays that t'This _conflict 
I • ..J'II • 
, betw~en as~e'nding event .time. and descending- universe 1-:ime. ·~~uld . appear to ·.be . 
• 
the reason for the ·restriction of the use of the past subjunctive 
. . . . ' 
in discourse _. ~ . 
' . . \ to the aux111a~1es and the c~pula'; -(1967: ·18) •· ~ • ; . . I . . . 5.3 .The~·FrJnch Subjunctive 
I 
•' 
! . . 
Now; we\ shall turn our attention tO a' br1e·f .d1scuss1on of the subjunctive 
. inood in the ~rench verbal · system. In the subju~~ive. mood ,of the ·French \ . . . 
verbal syste~ '':the event. in motion may be seen either from· the point of view 
• 4 - · - ' • • • • 
. ! .. 1 
.• ·•--{lf 'incidence ·. {present subjurictive)or from the,flpoint of view of decadence 
) ' • ' ' I I) ' 
(perfect subjunctive). · The· aspect of decadenCe will lead to the representation 
. - . . • . . . . - . l' . . 
. ·. o~ an ~ve~t ~ei~g · ca_rr.ied aJong b~ .thf flow of time as t·a~p.e~rs to come_ from . 
· _. :· the fu~ure, pas!f tiJrough the present ~nd_ flow off into e past • . ·The aspect _= 
. ' . . i . . . . 
. of. .inCidence, on the . other hand, will \ repres~nt' the evel')~ as coming to .. be •• • " 
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·:·.At t~_is point we. sh_ould note tha_t ·a basic contrast exists here with English, · · 
. " ~ . .. ~· ) 
. '\ ince. t 'he subjunctiv-e in Englis.h is viewed ·only fro~ :the level of irictd~nce. ·., 
. , " , ~ , r • ' ,-
. . ~ 
Now, we shall discuss .'the- exploitation of the mechanism of the subjunc-'· 
• time pin the· french verbal system. ·French us~s the. mechanis'm ~f the subjunc- ~ 
, the . i~cours~ to~ · repr-es~nt 'even~s which are ·felt n~tio~~lly to be > . ·, ~-. 
··' : assi9.ned to· the · r~alm. of· the possibfe (champ ·du possible). · ."'wh-en ~he ·e~ent 
- . . . . 
:. is felt to" .l:ie . in th~· realm of the probable ·(champ dii probable)' _one utilizes 
the in~lc~'t~1 rilbod, :•;.can be seen from ~owing dlailra~ ' (adapted fr~· . · · 
, Hewspn,197Z: 159): . ·. . - . ) · / . , . · . · · . , ,. _ 
/' 
I 
. ·champ : 
du possfbl 
? · 1 bl . . · l \ . 1 · ~ Proba. bl .  e·.· 
·Imposs e · .Poss1b e 
. . 
Certain 
... t .. 
,, . 
- : . 
' 
Here we sha 11 note an important con.trftst b~tween. French and English ·'with ,r.e-: 
. '. 
spett to the use of the mechanism of. the subj~mcti~e. Fren~h exploit~ · ·the ' 
. . , . . '\ . 




• '" ' ' IL • I 
not 'take into account possibility' or proba.bility in its 'use of the subjun~~ive. · ··: 
.. 
. . . , . . , \ "' . In ·othe.r: words, in Fren.ch, if the idee regardante 1s .felt notional,ly to "b~ in· 
the chanip du. possible . the~ the ver6 i.n the idee regardee ·;s repres~~t~d f·~ ~· · 
. . - . \ .. . ~· . •': 
;.I.J ·the. sub~unctive moo~~ whi 1 e this quest1 on (poss ib111ty/pr~bctb11 ity) is ··rlOt 
a·pplicable ·.in_determ.in1r:t9. m.ood. in Englis~ • 
._ -:- . . ' . 
The~e bas)c differen~es in· the. use of the mechanism of the subjunctive · 
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/ . . . 
.. .... ,. 
of i nte fer:e~ce-. · Bei n~ concerned . . ere wi t .h i.nterferenc~. 
. . . . I . I 
~.from~ Eng 1:; s\· it will be . ~ei · th~ t . . th..above. nte~ti one~ dHfe~Mces ; n th~ ~use ·. 
of' the mechanism f the subjunctive accol.,!nt for : the ·f c·t that Anglophones 
•- I • II ... •· ., o. • I 
often use the indi a.tive./whe" speaking French: whe~ use -of the ~·ubj~ncti.ve , · ~ · .. 
; , . ~ • I . ~ ' J 
f • , ' 'I'\ ,. • • 
· i's· re·qui red.- .'~ .s . . 
I , . . 
I. . . . . . / ·. 
5".4 Ex re s ions of ~tion o~ Jud. ment ".·. / ". '/ ··.- ·.. . ~- - ': ' .. · 
. ' · The subjunctivi.; used'- in French to a mu~~ 9reiltr extent ~~an in.E~gJ_ish . 
A .very often used ·StJbj!J ctiv~, in ~F.rench, 'occu/s ·; n y e ve~b of· t·~e.\:id6e 
• I • I I • .----., 
t • 
'V .'regardee ';f, ;~.~~ id~ re ar~ante, there 1~ ' a~ ~xpression of emotio11 or 
judgmen.t such~ ciu1.tie 'e~~ressed'by avoir /eur, avoir hoi1te·, -e\re triste~ 
~tre ~ontetit, tre sur ris, 'E!tre fach~, cr11ndre, reg;~'tter. In French·, the· 
...;.......,..-'----'-'-'----+-that is .dependent on an ide~ ~egardant~· critique.· is 'judg~d •n . 
ossible~ In English,~; ~as pr~~1ously s~t~d, we ·do not tak~ 
i n ~~..... '-a c-._ to,....._u~n-t ...... t-'h'""'e.-'-c..;_h-'a.....;..:m~ du poss i b 1.~ and/c~a_m~ · d u probabl e when u~ iJ1 g the 
mechanisms of:thE(subJunctive ·or indicative;; such distinctions do not ·apply 
. . . 
0 ' • ' • ·. 
to.l:J1Qli~s~. As a' result·, speilkers of Engl:isn ·as a ~ative . language tend to 
1 I i \ ' 1 ; 
. ~se 'the indicative. af~er-. expressions of j~dgment or emotion (the eve~t ,is 
· repre·sented in English as not potential-). instead of. the subjunctive. 
' I 




""".-,.J,_,.,.JjJ••(l.)-' *Je sui s ~on tent q~·e , 1 es examens de· Noel 
~~~ dix· heures et demie -aujourd'hui. 
l 
' 
11A very real diff~rence' ~etweerr· French .and English otcurs in clauses sub-
' . ·,,, ject~d io a perSonal value•jud9ment. F[ench reguli~ly' ~,;s ~he subjuncti~e' 
\ ...... .. .. 
. . 
here, even though the event .be empirical: ~ 
' ' . ,~ .. . . . 
. .. Ji regrette qu' i1 .soi t venu ·.: . · ' · 




r• . . 
' English regularly uses the itl)d i cati . .ve he~e, .... ·.~· ( H,wson ~ 9~2: 
I 
~.,.. 1 i ·, 
~ , . 
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. , . ', . , .. , . . ·'. "' ' . , , . I . . . 
\ , I ' \ ' •. t' 
such as the abo~e ·"fohn a s'tumbling ·block 'to. any naive expla1natjon of the \ 
subjun~~1ve a~· ~e·presenting sfmply a ·pote.ntial. event~' (H~ws~~ 1972./ 164). · 
_,. . 
. \ 
Guillaume explains tne u·se of the subjunctive as · follows .: "Si le verbe 
J'"' , I • • 4o 
. regre'tter, par e.xemple, veut comme id~~ regardante le mode subj~_nctif pour 
I . ' . . . • 
. l'id~e .r~gardee: .c'~st qu'il fait partie de la ·s~rie, fo~t ~tt~ndue ·des v.erbes 
• ' • • • ' • 0 J . . . . . . .. 
crH i qUes . . ~ e regret suppose q.!'' bn • trouv~ que 1 qb'lhos e. rna 1 , fl cheux • · C.' es ~ . • · 
le cas c;lairement ,si je dis: je r~grette gu'·il stlit venu, £!ncore que la·· ~ 
. ___., • • • 0 ... . i ' ' . . 
. , . • ' - A , ' , 
venue en question soit un fait affirm~,' declar~ cer.tain" .(Guillaume 197la: ' .· 
208). 
__) ·. · . . 
In sentences where a· clause is . subjected to' a personal v·a·lue judgment 
. .. . . 
"the id~e regardee is placed in the subjunctive· because'.oi the _existEmce of . 
'• ' I I , • " ' I ' ' I " • • • 
an id~e ·regardante critiqu~. ' B~ using the subjuncti~.e 'here, in 9fact, ·speakers 
• ' • • • ' I " 
.. of French bri'ng the .. force o(th~ critical evalua~·ion .to bear no~ upo.,n . the . 
. . • I . 
. · oc~urren.ce: of the event {= '1~dicative) but upon. its ~~ry · nature, upon the 
'1 d.ea . of the ev~n~" . ·(Hewson 19)2: 165.). It 'fs ~ecau~e . s_ubjunctive events ~·n 
• ~ . .L, .... 
·French .are represented as belonging·tQ the totality of-urHverse time 'that . the ·. 
' . sUbjunctive .can bring ·th.O force of c~itical ev~lu~ti~~ to\~ear Upo~ -~he .. idea · 
· of the event. · So,. in a'·clause subje~t.ed to a personal val~~~ "judgment since 1 
• . , 0 
the idea' of' the event and not the: occurre~ce of. the even~ s being cri ticize'd ,' 
... 
, ,. . . 
the event is represented ·notionally as potential and th'ere ore the subjun·ctive 
' . . (J 
5. 5 ~ . v·erbs . Express'l'ng Wish or :conmand 
" , . Another sit~ation 'in ~hte:h . french employs ·. 
: to "''f.;. I ' t - . . ' ' ,. 
subju_n~tlVe i~ . .i~ _ a subord_i na~e clause where the main c ... ause expresses wish " 
. Qr conmand, .as is : do~e by ~referer, aime~ mieux, conina ·de; : demandi r., def~ndre, 
: • I 
. . vouloir, desirer, souhaiter, permettre . Again, v~rbs __ or conim~nd ·do 




• ! \ · 
' . 
.· j 
.· ~' . 
' 
... 
)' . ··J , ., :. 
-.... , ... 
J ~ not necessarily corrmand use of the mechan1sm .of the subjunctive in' Engltsh ,, 
. . . 
.. 
: ... , 
·' 
. and ·stude_nts ~ay .COIIIIJit er.rors by 4ki~g the/ indicative ·l'!lood _where the sub.: 
" . '\ junctive is· required ... · 
' ; . , . -\. 
I I J • ' ' • • 
Gui llaurae explains generally why v.erbs of· wishing, etc-., require use .of 
•. 
.:·the -~~chanl.sm of the subjunctive in Fr~nch.: "To~tes ·les ide~s desideratfves, . 
. . . . ., .· ' 
.. 
· quelle qu'en soit" l'esp'ece, du .mbment qu'el·H~~ ·· n'o~trepassent pas le <testr, . 
1 
. • 
. . .. :.1 ·----: 
· .. 1~ ~ouhait,"ciu mqment.qu'ell'es ne vont' pas intrins~quem~nt p~us.lofn . que .ce·· 
0 . I 0 • A ~ 
. ;' . ' ' . . 
sentiment, sont des -id~es a_s~ujetties a ne pas sor~ir de_ l'en desa cf'un seuil 
' • . • I <I • t 
s._. ~t .. donc a . r~gir 1e·mode subjo'nctif . d~nt l.'idee regard~e prend la"'~ar~ue • . 
De 1~: Je· d6.sire gu'il vienne, je souha'ite qu'ille,fasse, je veux qu''f-L·le · 
fasse" {Guillaume 197la :. ·.209). .· 
" - . 
I • 
As for verbs ' of C011111and or order, . Guillaume· says that 11 L ' ·idee d I or.dr.e, 
0 • 
. ' . . 
... 
de coirmandement' pris.e cotrrne. id~e regardante' impose aussi a 1' id~e regard~e . . 
.. • • ' • # • - • • ; " • • ' 
:~a force ,,subjonctif'; ~~ eel a tient a ce '-qu~ 1' idee. ~e ·c~mmandemen.t reste·: une . . ,, . .. . 
idee desi~~ative. et ·vo
1
1ative·: .• {Gui_ll:ume 197la: 20~ _). ... . : . ,..._ .... 
·In cases wtier~ wish or. command can be said to express a potential and not · 
. . . 
an actual · experien~i~l'·event, tlle subjunctive is used in Eriglish. ' 
' . 
'\ 
{8~ I wish I were you. - ... 
' 
(9) . . ~ .. I demand that he wJthdraw his comment. ~· ' . , ; . 
I . . ' ;' . ~ ~ 
. " .. 'There are. ot~er instances wher~; ,inttead of u.~f.~g t~e _subj~~ct_ive, English 
'· 
.' .. ma~_es use ,~f the m~a1 .· aux~Har~es + infini._t~v~ (woula come) since · th~ . . . 1 • 
·English modals. express a v1rtual event.. _, 









• ~ _ • co • o ... 1 
for cases such as those 'llustrated by {8) and (9) one ~ould npt expect 
0 ..;I\ • . . . . . • . 
' Anglophones -to. commjt errors. But 'er~r6 do occur whe~ students attempt to 
. \ .. . ... ~ ' ~ 
• . r \ • • . ·' · . • 
repr7nt sent:nces s\s ,(8) .~nd ~9.) in French. · . . ~ ' . .· 
,. \ ~ - . 
• ' \ •• • o/ 
J
" ,·· < 
. ,.··· 
• _,~ I • 
.. .. , 
. \ 
.. 
·. ~ '· 
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'· 
. . . ... 
(12) .* .•. je veux que ~o4s pourrez veni 
. vacances avec moi . · 
(13} " . 1 • :A'Je desire que tu ·;ras ici., .• 
0 • • • • 
.The source of these. types of. errors can be traced to 'two .problem.s at ~he. level 
~ . . . . ~ ' ' . 
~ . . . .... . . ' ,._ . . () 
of the\ surface st'ructureS4: - ~< 1) Most students have not been taught. that there. 
. is a subjunctive .mood in. En~l -ish and~ the; .do not. ~ecognize- (~) ~nd (.9) . as 
. r . , . ~ ... 
. , . . . . . . . . ,. ~ . 
subjunctives • . Thus, whe~ they represent sentences such .as {8) and (9) in 
~ • • 0 t ' . • ~ , .. 
French, students tend to use the indicative ·.forms; and (2) Except for ··two·<l. 
•: : ~ / ' . , . I . ' • ., , , t 
. cases w'hi ch were ~nti oried' previ ousl,Y, the ' subjuncti_ve for~s ·'are ideriti ca 1 to . 
. t~e iJ¥1i'~ti~e forms in Engli'sh an<l so students will tend . to ·represent verbs 
'• I I j 
in 'French by using the indjcative.:~ One ·could possibly add a third reaspn~ : 
which is the fact 'that mcis't' teacher.s do ·not unde~stand the subjunctj ve fn : 
I I .. • • : . . .. . ' 
· French ver¥ welJ and so ~h.e ·subjunctive is' poorly taughtJnd -certainly ·1s not . 
• . ... .. 0. • • -
- stressed., .. (The 'head .of the French Department at Memo~ial .Untv~rsity informed 
t;J 
ine tnat :the s~~·j~cti~e _js not taught ~t .the university. level.) : · . " . .  
A numb.er .?f ~~d~~tS sE!em to realize that for exprf!Ssions of wishing 
. ' -
· . . Fr:ench does - r~9uire u~ilizati_on of the mech~nism _of ~he subjunctive~ How- · 
' . 
. \ eve'r, s~me stude.nts seem to overgenE!ralize and ~se\ ~h~ subjunctive in th~ 
SUb(!rdinate clause if esp~rer is ' the verb in the main' clause. One ·.may· trace . 
this error to ·interfet'enc·~· from English. In English, hoping seeni~ · to be . 
. ' . . 
• · .... • ~ eP • , • • , I 
. anoth~r fonn of w1shing, and, fonni.ng an ass~dation with vouloir requiri.ng 
use .of the .- subjunc'tive nlechanism, Anglophones. ~r~ 's_o~times guilty·· of . hy~r- ·· 
\ ~ .. . 
. , \' . . 
. · correction by usin tile subj_uncti~e ··with esperer. Bt.it, voulo.ir ·a·ild espe'rer 
" . . 
· ·do ~ot o~erlap in meaning the wa{ that wish and hope do. _.G.uillaume · justifie·~ 
. ~ . . . . . 
the use of the i dicative in-~e-4d~e reg~rd6~ if the verb in th~ idee . ' 
. ' . I . ' -. . (. : ' • . ' ' • . ' tl' \ I ~ • 
· 1 regardante is e p€rer in the · following way: "Les choses se presente di ffere-' 
. . ~ ( " '· . . 














: 91- . . . 
. . 
·' . . ' . . - / · ' . 
ment avec l~e verbe esp~rer. Avec ce verbe, ~ 1' idee regard~nte fntrodui te est 
celle d'espoir . . or, . l/~sp~ir imp11que~que l ·'~ltern~tiv.¢ consider~e · n~est . 
' 
' . 
• •. ' • I . ' r 
' • • \ ' I , " \ / • 
- plus completement i rresolue et a deja fait pecher de facto la balance - ~n 
... ' / .. -no:. • • .. p 
· f ~vliur ~. 1 ' u n de fs terme s: c: Qui cons1itue · d~ rest~ . i ~ i'a is on d '.eS p~~er,, 
car si la balance ;etait ·restee .egale entre les deux- tern:ts de l'alternati~, 
. ... . 
·· 1·a raiso~ d'espoir n'existerai.t p~s". (Guillau~ ,. l9lla: :elo) . . In En~lis·h, . 
- . 
however~ ·the verb to hope 1s not. necessarily as p~sit1ve as esp6rer, and .1t . 
. ~ . 
_,.., is always followed by the ind1ca~ive. \ · 
• 
. , \ . 
.. 
(14) I understand the question. At 1 east I: hope so. \ 
. ' \ 
' I \ (15) ·1 hope you· have better luck -than I did. ~ . \ 
·' 
. .·· 
5. 6 Expressions of. Do~bt or" uricerta irity •-. 
In ·French~ express ions of doubt or u~ce~ta i nty requ'i re . use _of th . mecha- --: 
. to . · • · · . • I . · 
·. nism of the subjunctive-r-since events re~res(!nted b.Y ~uc~.Ve,J;bs- deny-o,.. 
"' ' • • ., I - "" 
- • ""'l • '\ i • . t 
. . • 
q~es~ion the ~~probability of th~ - ~ve~t~ "Deniatl o prob~~ility enta~-~s th ~-
~efus~l to e'!ter.t~ , field"of ~he p~~bable, and. he matr1x estab11s~ed is . , 
tHerefore that of the prior .field 'of the 'possi e· .. (He'ws'on' 1~72: 160). Since, · 




. ' '. 
, I . . , 
• 
:the following type occ~rred ': 
·. .. ' .. ' 
·, -
· (16) ·~n est peu., probable qu'11 viendra demain. -(probab-ility- · ·-~ 
denied) , 
., : I 
..?;-·--.... ·- ~~ .'",_ ,(17) ~J~ ne ~uis ·pas sG'r que; vous ave~. raison. (pr~~~·~!~~ty 
1 
Note. howe.ver; that if (17l were aff-i~ative, th;1J~e: of the indicative ' 
... . . I . • . . 
d would be-re~~ir~d : ~n the subordin_at~lc-~a~~e since th~ .... ~ve.nt · wouickbe-te'it to _o 1 , 
-!- • He experiential 'and thus to be in .ttre chamP-·du probable. · · · ,. 
. .·. • • (18) Je sufs s?r q-:;.~1 . o~s. ave~ r~ijon. ·-~:- tz>. · • 
. · ' .~ ~ . . ~ . . 
· ·· (19) Je.crois.qu'il la reconnaitra. 
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· . ...-. 
,, . 
. ' 
' \, . 
' .. 
. . . · . . 98 . 
' . .• 
If sentences of the type .. illustrated .by {16) and. (.17) w~re represented 
. . ~. • - ' o~>' ' ' ' ' ' '1. • ' - •, ' . 
in ~ngl ish there· ~ould ncrt:' be. ~t.iliiation of th~ mechanism ?f'·the .subjunctive 
. . - . . . . ' . ;:- . -
. ·. ·. ·soinc7 t,e question ·?f po_s~s ~~il it~ o~· pr~b~biH~ty ·is ~ot taken. ti_to account . 
:· . when determi"ing the ·use of the subjunctiye ih English. · 
. . 
·(20)" It is unl-ikely that he w111 come tomorrow. 
' """" 
(21) .. I I m not s~re that yo~ ar~ ight . 
.. _ - "1 . 
It is .i~teresting to note, howev.er, that i'n {~Q) ~nglish doe~ employ the modal 
'" au~tiliary "whi~h 'is' .used for expressing virtual,· ~ot actual' ~vents·~· 
. ....... 
' \ . 
~ 't_· 
.. 
5. 7 I1 faut que, etc. 
. . 
• I 
' . •. 
. lr:t .fre-nch there are certain imperso"rtal express1ons. whfc;h, if found in the 
' ' ~ . 
.. 
idee regardante, ·require use .. of the subjun~t1ve _in the id'e regard'e ·.:. expres.:. 
~-
. . . 
~ .. . 
sio~.s s 'uch,as il faut que~ 11 est. n~cessaire que, fl ·est temps gue, · ete. · In • I 
. 
· . . 
express.io~s such as these, an event \S s~ated as ·being pqssibie, but, ~ot .. . 
• 
probab 1 e ·or cer.ta 1 n. . .... 
... 
·. 
... · · · (22) Il faut que 'j'obeisse la loi. \ 
. . 
. . ·' {23) 11 est possible qu'i'l la reconnaisse .. 
: . 
. . - .ln (22) t'~~~ {23) 'the conditions for the ~vent are stated, and th~ conditions . 
'I .; • •U: ' • • . • • • • ' 
' I ' - . in~olve l possibilities, and· possibility,- in French, requires use 'of the s·ub- · . . 
• 1 . . . ~ .' • . • . 
· junctive'. .... ' ·· ,; 
- I . t", 
:. ; ·Th~ normal represeritatio_n of (22) and·(23) in English is _~ follo~s: 
. · .. . 1 . l • < • • ' • • • \. -
_ \ (24} ' ,I .must . o~ey the l_·aw. .· · , · \ 
. : I: (25) 'rt ·is1 possible -that ~e will (may) rec·agnizeyter. 
_11 ( ' - ~· ' • • . -
, •.. · Note that English do~s n~t-· utilize the .suejunctiv.e, rather· ft - ~xp'resses. ' t~e . 
. ., . ' ~ . .. . .. . . ' . ' ', 
. . event as virtual by means of the mo.da·l auxiliary. The use of. the ,modal .plus ·. 
. . ' . ·• . . ' . . ,· . 
. · _: , in~initi~e is. _not equated._ by. · sP.e~~ers of English wit~·- the su~~unc~f~~ and \ 
·~a . .Y ~cco~nt ~or the ~.~e, b(An_gl.~ptiones, ··a.~ "the : indf~ativ·e ~her~ ·rre·n·e:.h~ .. ~f- \ 
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• l. • ,, \~ subjunctive be used . . • 
. ' J,-
\/' . . 
·. 
. '\. . . . . 
*11 faut aussi quE! v.ous .dites .•. 
, . . - . I 
"*Mainten~nt 11 f'aut que je fera1 mes etudes ... 
- " . 
'(28) ~11 est·necessaire qu'il le ·.sait. 
~ . ·. , tJ· t • --
N~te _that (28 i. may b~ represe~~\d i.n .Erigl ~.sh 'as 
· . . . . ~/NI~ . 
. (29) It is ~e.ce~sa'f'y'\ that· t)'e know it . 
. . 
' . 
.c•· . ~ : 
'•' 
. . 
• , · .. 
·' ( In, (£9) know is a_ subjunct.i.ve ·fo~m ·;n· English (nece~sity expressing pot'enti-,. · 
· . (· 
' )' 
T 
a11ty), b~\ .. ~in~e ma.nyt~~jo~trones do n~t rea liz~ t~at ' En~.l 1S_h· h.~s ·a su.oj~.anc-
. \ ... . . ' '~ • • • • • , • t 
tive the're is'>-41 ··tendency for ttie' .. indic'ative · to be used-where a sub-junctive is ' 
required. . . '·~ . . r . / 
, ............... • '- t )\)' 
/ . . . 
5.8· Les~-Ffeguent Occurrences_ of the Su&junctive ' , . 
,> \ • • '· I • 
,, :'' 
· - ~ ' /<Ab~ut. 98% of_ the . ·i~correct ~sa.g~ ~f the indicative wh~re Fre~h requir.es 
,,._\, I 
.~ --:--:;-~>~~e ~ubjun_cttve (figu're'· ~educed from students' ' wor~ st~di"~d) h_a~' been d1-~-
_, . . · .:._ < \_ c::~ .ss,e_~ ~P to .this .P~int . ·rhe. ~ypes. ~f _er:rors:J\~ustr~ted t~ ~tie end of this 
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\ . ' 
• 
sionf. · • 
I . ~ " ' ~ • • ~ ·• • • 
' I "The mi)trix- of a .relative claus·e ts its' pre-ceding, antecedent·; if the . . 
. . . . .. . •' 
I - ' ' .. S \ ... 0 I ~ . I •· . • . . I ' . ex.i~~e~ce .... of fhis an_~ec~d~nt. is negat~d, w.e se~ the sub:u~ctive_ used:e·." g 
(H~wson ,_,972:' 161). If the. exis.tenc:e .of tfl~ -~n~c~~-~-~.~ .. is negated, th~&, 
an'tl!cede.nt i.s a non-person, as ' is 111Jstrat'ed in ' ~he ' followi~g· s~~t~~t·~ · , ' 
"' . . ' ' . . 
{Gui,llaume·-'197la: ·222): . ·. , 
~ ' . : .: . 
(30) • 11 n 'y a personne . qu~ sache · eel a. , 
:· "Fie 'the'1. has th~. foll ~i ~-g · to s~y_ ab~ut .(30) : . "On d i·ra: 11 n 'y a personne 
·, . • . . . . . I . - I' . . 
, . =~::i::q:~ ~a~ : :::e::::\::: '~t::::;::~ ::~·~:::~; .::s~:;; .:" :2:) ~t~ So, 
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" b I . \ 
,.. . 
e~ploy~. tho mec;han1sm · o.f . the subjunctive.- In such~ · case · the even.t 1s 'felt 
, ~ 
not1ona lly . to, be' still 1 n 'the champ du possi b 1 e . 
' 
· in English, where the conditions requ1r1 ng· the subjunctive· a-re dHferent 
(l. 
. .· . ' ' . 
from.French, events relegated to the champ au possible may still' require use: ·· ·. 
• t • " : • 
, I , . , . 
of lhe indicative. Th~s, when the an~ecedent ·;5 a non-person, English may : 
still use an indicative fonn in the relative clause. 
for .the following error made by an AngloPhone.: 
Th.is,,. th'en may acco.un~ .. 
' ' ' I • • ' ~ \ t 
; ' . /). 
· (31) *Il n'y a.personne qui Vous connait. 
. . 
If (31) were represented in English the use ~f ·the indicative ;would be requir-
~ · 
ed; and. so ' an Englis.~-speake~ will tend·. to use th.e .indicativ.e in a se'lten~~ 
. . 
such as (31) above~ 
·. 
. • . , , I . . . 
·when the antecedent 'of a relative · cJause is i'nd,ef.inite, .and thus unknown, 
. -French uses the subjun~tive mood. ,Again, -s1nce Englist!,doe.s not requ ire the · 
. . . ' . ~· . . . . . . " ' 
s~.bjuncti ve und~r su.ch circumstances evidfnce of fnterfer~nce from English · 
... . . . . ~ - . ' 
... 
occurs. , . ,. 
(32) *Qui qu·e vous ~tes· , allez-vous-en.. . 
: -- . ' ~ " ' 
. - (33) *Quoi que tu dis' ne dis. pas que 'c •est diffi cil~ : 
. .. ' ,. . . . ' ' . 
• I \ 
l.n.both (3·~.)- and (33) t~e · antecedenF is· indefinite and,. th~re~ore, 
ju·nctive must be , used in the relative clau~e. In contrast,· En-glish wou~d - use 
. 
' . ~, 
• 
· .A an indicati"ve form in both (32) a~d. (33) :-this could probably be seen from 
~" t~e type ·qferrors .-in these ~o sent.e~c.es. -; 
. · Th~re are. certain co·nau~ti ons i ~~ French '( conjoricti ons virtua 1 ~ ·santes) 
. ~ ' ' .I • • 
which .require the subjunctive after t~em .: conjunctions- such as ~fin que, 
' . . 
~ I ... • I • • • - - • I 
· jusqu•a ce que, sans·gue •. pour que, avantgue, etc·.· First of all ·we shall 
' . r "" . .. \. 
-_ · consider the conjunction Jusgu·~ ce que and the~ reason fqr it.s requir1.ng _use 
. ~ • • " • ' (,lo • • 1. • 
of the subjunctive. after .1~. ~h~ri the retere,JJ,~e .1s to. a : futur~ event. T~is 
conjunction takes tfie ~ubjunctf ve when. ~ed wi ttl future ' referenc~· s 1 nee ce, 
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.. the antecedent of ~. is irideterinh1ate •. -
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indicative in sentence's su.ch as (~4), 




'{35)' . *J 1 attendrai jusqu 1a ce ' . qu 1-1 ,~ v.a a.., 1~ maiSon. · . 
Conjunctions such as sans que~ "expr~ssing negati.on ·are a1so·fol .lowed .by 
I 
.. ·the subjunctive:" (Hews.on 1972:163~ . 
' " 
.. ' ·(36) 11, est so~ti sans que vous le sachiez.-
. H~ went ou~ without your kn<>Wi ng. , 
~ ' • l 
. . . 
"L I id~e regardante absorbant gue et 1u.i assignant sa position ,peut, dans le$ 
. . . 
~ · · locuti~ns conj.onctives, ~tre .une id~e n~gatjve. La · t ocutfon ·~ins i forme'e 
. . . ,. . . . . . . ~ 
· gouverne reguHerement le s~bjonctif ... Par exem~e: ~ans.; que vous. l 1 ayez su. 
San~. que est anticipati{ • .".Il no~s met·~n· pr6sence du· non-exi~~a~·t encor-e, .· 
II • • " 
. . ' 
d 1 un.esituation · o~ 1 1evenement n1estpas encore ~rr-ive11 (Gu.illaume 1971~· : ?41).' . 
The preposition. without- d·oes .not govern the ·use of ~he subjunctiv·e in Engl{sh,· 
. . 
. . 
and therefore~ one may. expect interference from the Engl i~h ... verbal syste~. 
. ~ . ........ 
Conjunctions such as pour que, avant que, etc., -are used to expr~ss events 
. . . . ... . 
• • • ' I • I 
which. are intendent, "or contingent on eventualities (and the.refo.re indeter-. 
\ . - . . 
·~inate)". (Hewson 1972: 163);. sJ·ch events~ are assigned .to the subjun~tive. Ttfe 
. . • ., . . .b • . ......... . · 
co~ju~c~ions pour que, avant que, ,etc., are ·anticipatifs and, as such, require 
' the subjunctive (Hewson . 1972': 163): .. 
(3~) Je parle lentenient pour que · vou~ ·me corilpr'ef!Jez~ 
- - ., . . 
... 
. . 
( 39) · Mangez vi te avant qu 1 il vi enne. -
.. ' ...... 
- ' !,J • 
Again, English-speaking students will use th~ i_ndicative .1n (38) and (39)~ 
' ' 
. . 
. , . 
. .. 
' 
. ~ . \ .... .. . · .. , .. ·~ . . :. 
. ... ~ ... . ..... . . . ' ' 
~ As we· have ~een, there are . m~~y ~ases. in whith French expl.o:fts the !OOCh-
: , -- -~. . .. 
,. .. ariism of the subjunctive ~he~ English makes, use or' the 1nQicat1ve·. The 
0 I ' f I ' ,' ' _. t " ' .'1.\ o ' 
'4ifferences ·in .the use of the subjunctive can be acc;ount~d_,Jor-as.fol t'ows_: 
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.. t \ • 
' . . .. 
. ~ ... .... 
'" t{' ' - 102 . . 
· (1\.T; u51liz0ti'~: of ·~he ~~~~nism ~f· the subj~~ct~~e i,sdifferent for 
' . ., . . . ... .. · 
. English and · French~ In French the. SlJb'j.unctive is employed ·for possible events,: . . 
. . . , . . 
. . . . -
while- the ~indicative is u_tiJizetl for\ pro~ab.le even_ts . . I~ English tht! ques-: 
- • ' ' . • 0 . . - • .. ' • . . 
tion o.f possibility or probabilitY· is not - ev~n applied \!htm 'decid'fng_-the use·· 
• ' • • • 0 • • • • ... • • • • • • • • • • • "' : . , ~ ., ... • • 
: ·of mood. '(2). The facts that (a) many Anglophones dci not real i~e that English . 
I } .,• ' • • ~ • ,r • ., • , 
has ,a s4bj-~ncti~e - me~~, arid' (b.) th~ sub.junctiv~ and. i~dica~ive .fq~s ~ ·· in ·J11ost 
. . . , -, , , . . • II , . ... 
·. cases., are identical;. also ·at:count ·for errors colliTii tted by stud~nts with . . ·· · · · 
. " . . . . . - ... 
.. . 
: .· · r~g_ard :~o 'mo~d:_. Thes~ f_acts~ seem t.o ac~oupt sufficiently fo~~ _.!.!J.tet•fe:~~nGe · · ~:. 
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. CHAPTER ·SIX 
. • g 
. INTERFERENCE OF THE ENGLISH VERBAL SYSTEM ON 
' . . LEARNI~G THE FREN.CH ASPECT · ·sYSTEM · . 
: .... . 
~ ,. ,) 
.. -4-' '> 
' I'l l "'". 
;jl~t;,· .. 1 
6.1 Introduction.~ 
J, : e . '· 
I ' G It has already been ~ote~ that dif.ferences exis·t between. English and 
1, r 
' ' . 
French ·.in the areas of tense. and mood. • It has also been show~ that the~ d1f-
~ 'f~ren~es be~een the two .'l~~guages w1t,hin the realms of tense ·_and ~ood accou~t 
; ' . . , . ' . - . 
for. int~rference (imd thus -mistakes) ~hen Anglophones are attempting to . f) • 
' . 
# J • • 
· · master, us·e of the French languag!!. Whim learning the Frenc.h tense system, 
• I ' ... 
, •• ,. • • • ' ., t 4 • ' • 
· eviden·ce· occurred indicating" the English. aspect system as the major· inter- : 
~ 
" • • t' ' ' • • • • • 




Sh ' and _Frertch .ve,rba 1 sys terns -wh~ ch lead to 1 nterference .f~oin English ; v· 
• . ·• ' . , .• a;]_'> • . . 
. o·n learni~g the French ~ystem ,of, aspect. 
•·. 
, Both the English' and French. aspe~t sys terns have been diScu·ss~d in , . 
I ',' ~,.. * • t 0 • ' ' • • ; ~ • I ''-' • • • • • ' .. 
~- earlier ch_apters, and wi~l not.be' ·described in any detail here. Only when 
' . · ~ ' . · . ' . 
di_,fferences be.~een the ·~o verbal syst~~'. lead to int~erference from Engl\«i_h. 
win the a~pect systen\s ber discussed~ . ·-
• . . . • ft). ' I • !." 
. . . . f • ~~ " . 
. -It has previously ·been stated that the . ~ngl ish ·verbal . system has seven 
· . ... 
.. 
." : .. ' ... .. ··. tens.e .forins (on,ly two of·these forms being indic'ative) and so ma.Y be expected . 
• (.1 i. . ft.... . • • • • • ' ' • ,/ • • .. • t . 0 • " • • • • • •• • , . 
· ~~. utilize i~s · aspect. sy~_:tem much more extensively than French which ,-has ten· . 
. ~ . te~se .forins (five .o~~~ ~eing indicativ~: . . ~he reas~·n, o·f·c~~~s;t--~-· ~hy · 
. / ' . '· .· · 
Eng1'1sh exploitytts system of aspect so ex~ensively is . that it needs- ... to_rtre 
.. lrtii ;,; eip)'{. mOre ~mp~ra i ' d1s.t1 nct!.ons than 1 ~ tense sys ~~ 1 s . capab 1 e • 
· · · ,•of. · Since' the ·French· tense· ··sys.tem is capable of making more· tempo-ral- ·-:· -------
. • ' • / ' _I . . 
, - • J - _, . I , ' • ' . ' · ·-
" .· · . : .dis>'nctions th~n the _Engltsh tense .system,. it has not"needed ,"to extendlts ·~, ... _, 
.. .-... . ' ) / . ~ . . . , ' 
-~.spect SYitem to the same · ~xt~~t as· Englis.h has done • . : 
" 
• . : 
,' 
· . 




,. . "' - : .. . - ,~ 







, ·_j s~stem on,. the French a.sp~ct" s>:stenr, we shah ~tar~ at" the lev~l of the quas11-
t ~ ' • • • 0 
. ' .. : f10m1nal ·mood. ·Previous d1scu~sions ha_ve reveal~~ , that ·1:here are ·three tense·. 
~ . . .. . 
. ·f~~ in the quasi -nomi neil mood _·: inf1n1 :t1ve·~ present pa~titiple, and past 
. - ( . : • • 0 • • ~ ~ ' • J • -
· participle -of both Englfsh · a~d French. However, the usage of the various 
4 • • ' 
--· " fonns a~ diff~rent, quite often, for the two lan~uag~s.~· The differences 1n 
. J . • 
~ . ~_,...., . 
. the representa~_ions of the quasi~pomfnal mao~ . ~hie~ c~ usa~~ .of . the ~us 
.(\ forms· to ·d1.ffer ·have already b~en shown to be. the source of 1nterference-·1n 
' . ' . ' . 
. . . 
the realm of tense •. ' I . . 
. ' 
. ~ ~ ,.· 
frequently Anglophones c~mm1t errors ~hen learning Fren~h - by using the 
. . . 
(! • • • .. 
p~sent participle where French _require~. that . the infinitive be used. For 
.example, ·Engl1sh-spea~ers may say 
' "'1 r-..;. . . · ,. ~.r(l) *J'a1 entendu chantant les enfants. 
' . . . 
, ·. _,. · where correct_ usag~-· requ1 res \ 
.. 
•• 0 
' ,~• r "' 





, .'. i2) J I af en tendU Chanter ·1 eS enfantS • • • . . " . 
ErrOrs Of thiS ~YP~ have al~eady ·been d1scus_sed 1n #apte~ Three, 
.· 
but .are tD . 
be fciq:d' when d~a 11 ng ~Hh the a~~i:t _syS t'ems , . r sh: n see. . 




·Following the preposi~ion after ,English may utilize the present ', 
' I ' • 
par~ic1ple. ~ . a 
. . ~ , . .. 
I 
\ 
(3) After playing hockey he was ver,y tired; 
" ' , 
• .. . I • ~ . , • 
· The prepo.s ftfo(l, after would seem tc? require tt\at. its. object conta.in a~ element 
of decadence. One. can therefore JUS t1 fy use, . by ·English·, of the present' 
. . . 
participle 1n .(3~ sf nee the. :.fng fonn··tias :a · suftabl~ ~l~ment of decade_nce ~ fn · 
. . ... ~ 
. .fts representation • .. 
. - . 
I . 
4
. S~e secti.on 3.2 for eJJ:amPles .. 111ustrating -~ifferences fn h'sage of . 
yat:fous forms, and also for an expla!'atfon of ._ th~se differences. · 
. . 
I • I 
. l 
' 
. . . 
: 
. . .. 
' ; /!. 
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the F~nch_verbal system 'it is the -infinitive w.hich is ~e 
·n representation of the even~ ~s a noun, th·e parti ci p 1 es being .. ' 
-
norm&lly used to ~present events as adjectives. 
.. ' 
(4).. (Chanter, ~· est un plahir. ' •· 
· . \Singing is a pleasure • 
· To sing is a pleasure. 
D ' 
, . 
' ' ' 
_Now, the French infinitive, which represen_ts an ·event as ·totally in jncider)ce.- -
. ' 
contains no element of ·C!ec~dence whatsoever·. The -preposition apres (like 
• • ,_ • .. I ' 
after) .seems, to require that its obj.ect contai~_an element of ·decadence, .. a~d 
.· . . . . . __..· 
. , . ~ . . 
to obtain ·this suitable element_ of decadence .French" uses a .. compound infinitive 
. . 
(containing a past particfplef f~llow.tng . apres .,: . . . 
. \. ' 
. . ' . (5) Aprh .rolr ~.au hockey 1.1: ~talt · fatlgui!: 
; (rn ( 5) French requl re's ~.Se of the .'jn fl nltlve : ( ~ vol r) as an object. of the 
preposition, and to get --a-·suitable.element of decadence uses .. the pa$t parti-
' . 
ciple· (joue). 
It is becau~e o'f these di ffer.ences 1 n the quas 1-nOII)i na 1 mood tha:t· e·rrors 
' : i 
. 0' . 
such a·s ~he fol'l'aw1ng were co~itted by · A~lophones: L-
' .. 
1
- _(6) · *Ap~~ ~ ·les quatre matches de hockey ••• - · ·· 
' . . 
(7) *Apres le recevoir, je 1'a1 m1s dans une autre banque. 
·. 
' 
; ' ' 
' ' ' " ;, ' " 
·- ~- (8) *Apres va a 1'eg11se... _, . 
· 'In \6) and ' (7) the infinitive iS used but no element 'of decadence is . .' · 
. . . 
• . I 
represented. In (8) there seems to be confusion of going and is going, ·~e 
. . - . 




·At this point .we sha-11 di'scuss ·how voice may ·be seen as causing inte'r~· 
ference -with an A~glopho~e•s underst~ndi~g and ·us.e of the French ~sp~ctJste~. · 
. ·' . 
.... 
_.. W1 th 1111 ddfe . vo1 ce v.erbs h1 French th_ere are errors co~1 tted by Anglophones,· 
.. 






' . i . 
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' . 




. . . 
' -· .. 
·:,.. . 106 ' . 
.. . .. . . 
. ··indicating verbal interference from English. -.In considering these verbs it 
. . . ... . '" ~ . . . ' 
... · ~ , 
-15 important to note ~n~t·. :tfie gramitatical ~u~je'ct a~d grarrmatical object are ' , 
,,. 
-identical,_ and therefore the subject is· involved 1n, is the receiver ~f, his' 
( • ~ . .. 
/ . -~ : ~~fiol)s_ .J When· ~e g\'"a~at1ca1 _subject is 1~v~lved 1_n the ·cons~qu~nces of 
~ his own actfons (and such· is the· cas~ if~~ s~bject and object are ide~tical) 
F~nch ~o~~ the .. pass~ compos6 with ~tr~ as th~ aux111 ary, while under 
. . , 
. .. . . . .. . .. 
. : .. sfmf'lar. circums~~ces Engl~sh uses have as the auxiliary. · 
... , · (~) Jean \lw es.t 1 ev' ~ hui t h~~r.es ".· .· . ; : · . 
. 'John got up .at a:oo. ·. 
. (',1. 
· · ( ,.0) Ell e s '~s t 1 av6. 
. She washed (has wash~d) · herself • 
. · Since English 'us~~ ~ave as . the ~xfliari in ~ses simflar to ·(9) and (loj 
. ~ . ' 
"~r~ors su.ch as ,the foilo~ng ~re some.tfmes conm1Ued by En!iHsh-speak.1~g . 
studenu when they use Fr~nch. .. . .. · . . . . 
.. • . • ' tor;· - ....... * k 
~(11 )_ *Puis, l'honrae s '.!. ar~t.. . l . ' 
• • , ., ' I 
8es i ~es the pronomi na 1 verbs, there . are ~ 1 xte~n .othe~ . v~rbs in· French 
whi c_h reg~·l arly require ~r.e as. ~e aux11 i ary when· fonnhrg th~ pass~ compost!< 
. . . ~ 'I . . ' . . 
Th~se verbs are ~e ·verbs of resultant· ~tate which we~ mentioned in Chap~r 
' I 
Two. 11A11 these verbs· represent actions. which, when completed, result in a ,. . . . . 
) . . . 
. state' ~f~affa1rs where ~e subj~_ct 1~ . no longer 'f:ee 11 '(Hewso_: 1:72.:~©7) • . 
As an example, we shall take the verb mogrir. Once one is dead, ordinarily he 
. . . . . . ' 
is considered to be in ~ state where he is no longer free to cont~nue dying. 
WhEm t~e event is completed the· subje~t.is 'no longer· considered fJ1!e .to simply : 
resume ~r. ~ontinue that action any .f~~ther. 
. . 
: ~ ~ (12) El.le est·.morte la semaine dern1ere. 







It must be remembered that the use of itre as the auxiliary for : the . 
verbs qf resultant. state . 1s ·dependert on thes·e vef.bs . b.e1n·g intransitive·. If .. 
• • <I • ~ I • 1 • 
. \ \ 
/ 





















th.e·.'~el=b has I an oborject which is. not 1 den.t1 ca (to t~e gra11111ati ~a~ :subje'ct'. th~ 
\ .· verb 1s actfve~and~ as such. ··requires avofr a~ the auxiliary.· 
• < 
.• 
·. Th'e' us~ by .. Eng~f~h of ·~ whe.re Fre~ch reg.ula~ly re~ufres .that -atre be ' 
used as. the auxiftary can be se~n as th'e source ~f 1nterfererlce.' in the fol~· 
~ . .. ,' ' 
" lo~fng sentences:, \ 
·(1St *Nous avons re~t~ dans un grand hg~e1 ••. . ., v . 
(16) *Puf s j '!!. retourn~ chez moi pour une se!'laf ne. : 
. ,, . ' J ' . . . . . ; J 
.. 
· ·No~~ly, Eng11sh students associa~e the English past tense .wfth .the _French 
. . 
pass~ ·~ompos6. Since normal usage requires · have· (avoir) as' the auxiliary · 
. . ·. -- . 
. ... l · "· . 
when representi~g the pass~ . compose 1n French, avofr .was incorrectly used 1n . 
. ~:-. ' ' , .. :. 
·: .(15) and (16}: 
. :-...... . 
A 1 though many p~op 1 e do not . rea 11 ze 1 t'. '. Eng 11 sh doe~ ' have 1 ns tances of 
c. • ~ ' •' ' 
• 
. . . 
· · ,n1 ddl e vo1 ce cons tructf on . 
.·, 
.. •, . 
. ' 
. . 
(17) He was born -in 1946. . " ., ~ . ·,-' . 
~ o !(1 8} !\re ·they gone yet? .. .. . .. ·.'\ . 
• .. 
However, fn ca.ses such as (18) English normally uses ·have·, not be, as the· 
.. " ·. . . -· -i? -
auxiliary. 
. . . . 
. A rare case occ~~red when an Anglophone ·USed morte as the equival eDt of . 
. · •. t 
. ~ 
the simple . past died ~in the following sentence: 
', \ - . . · ' .. 
- · (19) *Je suis d6so16 que votre poule~ morte. 
. . . 
Died may be -eith.er a past tense fonn of the verJ> dfe (He died) or. a. past 
1-- . , . - . 
.. 
.. 
· '· partf~f~le CHe h'as df~d·}. ~In . (19) the studen~. seems to have cqnfus~d the . ... 
. ' . 
uses in English a~d to\ave carried thf~fusfon 1nto . Fr:-~nch., . 
I ' 
6.4,~ Formes· surcomposees 
• Alt~ough no evfdenc~ occurred;, there fs a ·dfstfnct possibility of the · 
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~,ng11sh veri>al system .i~teJcfering with the cornict usa.,ge of the ·.· ormes ··, , .. 
surcompos€es in .French. Both· English af:ld Fr~nch ·.have 1mman~m~- ~nd:t~anscend- · 
·, I . ent lspe~·ts ~ b~t 00 ly ~re~h has a bi-transcendent aspect. • ' • ~) 




· . . 
- J.e march~ -.-J'lai . march6 .J I ai eU ma~ch6. (bi -tranS.CE!ndent) 
.. · I walk I have walked I had walked · (transc.endent) .· 
I ' • .,. ~ . 
"The formes ·surcompos'6es (or ~t.iper-compound, double compound fonns) are 
r '• - · : ' , I • , 1 f 
simply a l~gical · continuation to the formation of ~e 'compound -'tonns; ·Just 
as ~e latter, _ by . reloc~ting the subject in the time .' ot "t:t~e au-xi 11ary, allow 
the. origin.al "event tabet'ranscended, and· to . become ~n : event ·p~ior tQ the<.:. 
,p < • • 
. • t; . 
a.u~iliary, so too the bi-tra~s.cendent aspect shows a seco-~d stage of 
. 
trans cendenc~" (Hewson l972 ::. 116) • So, in.the fo~s·surcomposles the 
• 
_auxiliary · (of the compound form) itself is. now. trans.fonned into a past 
" : I '• : 
. . 
participle, :as can· be seen fn ·the folloWing diagram:·· ··. 




j ""--"- ' • ~ • 
·parl~ · 
. . . 




- (C) r parle . 
• • 
eu , ' 
1 
fl a . · ,J ( X--~-----~ . 
Irl the double compound fonn {C_) t}Je new a~iliary which~is. create4 "'?pens up 
1 . . 
a ·further space ctf event time that is posterior both to the-event time-of the 
' \ . 
I • • • 
original auxiliary and .tp the event timEt of.. the1 original past participle·: .. 
(H~S~':J · l972: 115). t · . . ·-
. . 
" Altho~gh there are some · curi~us- ~ompoundings such as If I had have known, 
English has no double compound forms like the French ·ones in. th~ representa- . 
J • ~ • ' • 
. . 
t1.on o'f tfme. · In order for the English verbal system to express an event as 
' • • • ' • ' ' • . - I ; 
I , . ~ . 
<.' . . t, 
' . 
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J, • , • I 
r- • • • , ~ ) • ~ 
thus gi~ing He had spoke·n. · Since Eng11sh ·does·not have ' a forme.~surcompose¥· : 
. . . 
t o ' I I 0 ' o o 
there ,may be a. tendency for iAngU)>hones to. use the imperfect of th . e au?<1\1ary· 
, t ' • ' • •• • ( • • 
+ _past ~art1~iple· (plus-qu,~parfait) whe~ fhe double compound fo~.ma.Y be·. ·; 
actually consic)ered correct, and many tea~Kers do not teach the surcompos6: · 
.. . ,I • • . . 
' .. 
- ': As can be gathered from the length . of the prese~t chapter, instances of 
' 0 "' • 1 ' •,.. ~ • '• 1 • • 1 . ' •I 
· the English verbal system interfering w1 th the correct usage of .the F.rench . 
< I ,I t • "' ', ( • t , l I 
.a~p~ct ·_sy~~e!fi: -~~- .much le~s fr~quent than interferi!nce in learning the ,tense· .. 
· .. or n1ood systems • {·~ · '· 
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; )' CONCLUSION . .. 
· . 
• l . 
'· . The invnediate study of· this paper has been the interference· from .the . 
English verbal .system on the learning and u~e of the French verbal · system , 
0 I ' 
with,-n· the realms of tens~, · mood', and aspect.· Sinci t~e verp~l' sys~em of ·a _- · 
,.,._.... 4 : • • , - ~ • • - '. • , • • • ' • 
·language is vety difficult for a foreigner tD ·comprehend, it is··hoped that_ 
~ . ' . ! 
' • o f ~ • 41 ,1 ' • I 
...:..-}-~~~~~ particur~·ar _study has ~rown s~m~ light. on 'he-Fre~ch anct ~~~~ fs~ _verbs . 
~1_.....---;:· / ana ·~a~ is,ola~d some of .the most ~eri~us p~oblems fo: Angloph~nes who -ar~ 




. ro un<Jer~ke the present study_, es~_ays from ~tudent ex-aminati~n .. papers 
were examined t_o ~e if error~ occ4rred ·i 11 ust~~dng · verba 1 1 nterferencJb ·f,rom . 
E
1
nglish. rh.e students I whose pap'e~ W:ere ·-studied. had no't re~ched a high 
degree . of. sophistication (three years. s~~dy. in high school and from on~ to ·· 
. three ·s_eme_sters o~ un.i_versf~y · ~tudy). Consequently.i-tuis _hoped that t~e 
. ' . 
prese_nt stUdy ,will be of hel'p, to teachers _wno are attempting-to teach a· second. 
. . .. 
langu~g~ to beginners (or int~nnediate_s). - · 
In . ord~r to fully understand the rea 1 . ·(or underlying) reasons for .1 nter-
• . ' • ' ' I 
' . 
1 _-ference of ~he English _verbal syst~m on o~e's understanding and exploitati~n 
. . - . ,, .. 
of the Fr~nch verbal system it 1~ necessary to . underst~nd. the structures of 
' • • • ' "'" ' ID ' 
. . . . ; . \ . 
·· · the two -verbal systems4. Thus, Chapt'er One was devoted to an exam;nation of .. _,"' 
. ' . .· " . 
·: · ~he Engl~_sh ve~bal sy:.t~~-- ,· ·In t~is chapter t.~ i~format~on _was_ ta~en from , . _ 
·. _Hirtle and Hewson, .who have ~PP 11 ed the, t~eor.i es of Gustave Guill au me ·to the 
. . . . . ~....; ' . 
\J • ' • .•. • > . : • • • t ' ... • . • . 
'· · · Engl1 sh ·verbal system. _ In Chapter-Two the_re. is, discuss ion of the French ver-
. bal system, using the. theories. of Guillaume .who had. many pr.ofound insig_hts _ 
, \ . , 
. . ~. 
into the structure of the .French verb. These· the~r1es on the English and 
. . . ' ' ~ 
' I 
·;. ,. 
... ' ' ., French verbal ·. systems wi 11 h_elp .to· satisfactorily ·explain many· of the reasons 
- · . 
' I I 
" - . for tHe verbal interference discussed in the last four chapter.s • . 
' I o I ' • ' • 
- · ~ ... 
... 
' ' I • o o " , • 1 
In .Chapter.Three interference from-the English verbal system on ·an . 
··. 
. . . 
... 
. ' ' 
. ·, 






























_.,.;:~ > . • . 
,J,' .. -· · · · · ,.~
· ··Anglophone'·s use of t~e French tense system 'was discussed •. ' T.~is was:~~-~one by 
. . r---~ . • "'' ,, ,, 
collecting student errors· in the . rea·lm .. of tense and- us~ng Gui]l~tifuian . 
. . .. a · , , ,,: .• 
theor.ies . to~plain the reasons for the er;r~rs. At .the . level of the qu~s1·~· · · 
. . . ., . . . . . . . 
. nominal mood d1fferent uses of .the same form (s~y infinitive) was seen •to be 
. ·' ... ' . 
. . 
indicative the mai.n sour:~e- of tense the source ·of interference~ while in ·the 
""'·· '·~ in~erferent~ was· the English aspect' systet:J! • 
' 
' 
In Chapter Fo~~ interference f~om the English modal auxiliaries on the 
: lj ' . 
use of the French verbal system was discussed. Th~'modal auxiliaries are ' 
'· . 
• 0 
4 ... (] • • • ~ 
·often used in Engl 1 sh, to express virtual events, thi~ be~ng done" in French 
' ~ • ' > \ ~ • • • : ' I • "' I 
on·ly ~Y - the subjunctive~ ·The English modal auxiliar_ies are also used with a 
, • . • I 
. ' • • . q._ I ' ' 
·_.following infinit~ve t .o exp_ress the Frenct\ future and conditional, th_us b_eing 
~ .., • t. • 
0 .a source of ·; nter.ference. Another. .'important source· of i nterferenee fr~m the · 
' ' I • ' ;I 
. , . . 
E~glish modal. auxi~iaries _ occurred witH the pa~t forms whic~ hav~ only one : . 
• ' • l> ' 
fonn in Englist) .. but ITliSt each be translated by at .least two in French. With 
. . . 
s_ome of the modals' ._there' was no -e.vide~c~ of . i 'nterference. _since similar 'usage 
is to be found in French. 
·· A I 
' . 
\ · . Chapter. Five dealt with mood -interference from English ·on learning ~he . .. . . - ' "·· French ~ystem .. of mo1ods. · ·Pe_!"h~ps a more exact thing to say;i~. th~t "inte~~r-_ 
.. 
f. the French subj~nctive I ence .- from the Engl_ish indicative mood . on the us 
' ... . . . 
. . ' . 
mood w~s ·-. d1scus·sed. Here the rna in problem . se _to be the .problem of . · . 
.; 
possi·b.ility/probability which deter'mine~rriood in_ Fre ch, but which does not 
. . 
........:.._: _ , __  _ 
seel]l to be of any con~ern in deciding use of fnood ·in English. 
• \ • • • • • • • • • j. • 
In Chapter -Six there was a short chapter dealing with English verbal 
,_ 1 nterference on_ the_ learni!19 and use··. o~;he French : as~~t· system . . · Inte;.~~r­
enc~ on learning tHe · French as~ct ·system. was' discussed at only t~o - lev.els l 
' I • I • ' ' : ' ' • -, ~~ , ' 
·. quas_i-nomlnal- and _in~icative - since no evidence occurred to suggest that 
. . . 
• ·~here· might. be ·interference in learning and us-ing the ~spect system in the 
. • . , . . • ·. • I . 
subjunctive~ . · 
• • b -. 
-. 
y · ' 
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